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AECTIC BISCOYEBY.

The discovery of tlie North-west passage from Europe
to China and to India has been a favourite subject of

speculation and of enterprise, especially among mari-

time nations, for the last three centuries and a half.

A Portuguese navigator, named Cortereal, made the first

attempt, about the year 1500. After penetrating as

far north as Labrador, he returned home ; and resu-

ming his enterprise, the following year, he was never

again heard of. The first English expedition sailed

from the Thames in 1553, under Sir Hugh Willoughby,

with a similar object ; and, unfortunately, to encounter

a similar doom. The whole ship's company was frozen

to death off the coast of Lapland. Twenty years later,

Frobisher took the command of a second expedition,

which, though less disastrous, was equally unproductive

in its results. Davis, another English navigator,

(1585), whose name is preserved in the channel con-

xiecting Baffin's Bay with the Atlantic, was succeeded

in this prolonged search for a north-west passage by
Hudson, (1610), by Baffin, (1616), and by Fox, (1631).

Other European nations embarked in the same
enterprise. A French squadron, dispatched by Fran-

cis I., entered the gulf of St. Lawrence, and first

opened Canada to French colonisation. Before the

close of the 16th century, the Dutch navigator, Barentz,

had thrice attempted the formidable problem ; the last

time with a fatal issue to himself and his whole com-

B 2



4 ARCTIC DISCOVERY.

pany. Behring, a Dane, in the service of the Empress
Catherine of Russia, made important discoveries in the

seas that divide America from Asia ; he too perished in

the enterprise, leaving his companions to extricate

themselves with difficulty from the perils incident

to it.

Between eighty and ninety years ago, tlie existence

of a polar sea to the north of the Amencan continent

was established by the travellers Hearne and Macken-
zie, from personal observation at the mouths of the

Coppermine and the Mackenzie rivers. Captain Cook
sailed into it through Behring's Strait, as far as ley

Cape, beyond the TOth parallel of latitude. There still

remained a wide and undiscovered region of land, of

water, and of ice, between Cook's discoveries and the

western shore of Baffin's Bay; a region destined to

give up its secrets to the courage and the enterprise of

our own times.

The close of the French war left the British govern-

ment free to resume the work of discovery in the Polar

Seas. In Sir John Barrow, late secretary to the

Admiralty, the progress of geographical knowledge pos-

sessed a Vv^arm and enthusiastic friend. A series of

papers contributed by him to various periodicals con-

tain the most complete popular history of Arctic adven-

ture anywhere to be found. When a favourable moment
arrived for the prosecution of discovery in the Arctic

zone, he gave it his cordial support. In 1818, four

ships were fitted out for Arctic service ; two of them,

the Isabella and the Alexander, commanded by Captain

(Sir John) Ross, and Lieutenant (Sir Edward) Parry,

were dispatched to Baffin's Bay, with orders to make
the best of their way to Behring's Strait. At the same
time, the Dorothea and the Trent, under the command
of Captain Buchan, and Lieutenant (Sir John) Frank-

lin, pursued a north-eastern course, between Greenland

and Spitzbergen, ^^'ith the view, if possible, of reaching

the Polar Sea by that route. The vessels under Cap-
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tain Ross sailed round the head of Baffin's Bay, and
returned southwards, along its western shore, without

adding materially to a more exact knowledge of its

geography. They reached England after an absence

of six months. The Porothea and Trent had many
hair-breadth escapes in their more perilous north-

eastern route ; after visiting the desolate island of

Spitzbergen, and penetrating beyond the 80th parallel

of latitude, it was found impossible to advance further

;

the ice gathered thickly round the vessels, forcing them
backwards with the southerly current. This expedition

reached England again within six months.

The patrons of Arctic discovery were not disheart-

ened by the nearly fruitless results of this double expe-

dition. The following summer, (1819), two exploring

parties were sent out by the Admiralty, and entrusted

to Lieutenants Franklin and Parry, the officers second

in command, the previous year. Franklin was accom-

panied by Dr. (Sir John) Richardson, and Messrs.

Back and Hood, two midshipmen. His instructions

were to proceed overland, from Hudson's Bay, to the

northern coast of America, for the purpose of surveying

that part of it lying to the east-wards of the Copper-

mine river. Assisted by Canadian voyagers, and by
Indians in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company,
Franklin and his party spent the three succeeding

years in exploring six hundred miles of coast, and in

returning to his point of starting on Hudson's Bay.
The sufferings of the party from cold and hunger were
extreme, and the tragical end of poor Hood, who was
shot by an Indian in cold blood, threw a gloom over the

whole expedition. Richardson, in self defence, was
reduced to the desperate necessity of dispatching the

treacherous murderer of his companion.

The expedition by sea, commanded by Lieutenant
Parry, achieved a considerable success, and opened up
a new tract of discovery to the west of Baffin's Bay.
Entering Lancaster Sound, he partially explored Re-
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gtfnt's Inlet, but his progress in that direction \yas soon

arrested by dense masses of ice. Turning back, there-

fore, to Barrow's Strait, Parry found a passage more
directly to the west, and finally reached a large island,

which he named after Lord Melville, the first lord of

the Admiralty. On the south coast of this island, the

Hecla and the Griper were laid up for the winter ; and

the season of cold and darkness was spent by their

crews without the loss of a man. With returning

light and warmth, a complete survey of the island was
made, and the distant coast of Banks' Land was
descried towards the south-west. But impenetrable

barriers of ice forbade further progress in that direc-

tion ; and the expedition reluctantly returned to

England in the autumn of the same year, (1820).

In the summer of 1821, Parry was again entrusted

with the command of another expedition; passing

through Hudson's Strait, to the north of Labrador, he
explored the coast of America, along Fox Channel.

Here he wintered with his vessels, the Fury and the

Hecla. The succeeding summer was spent in explor-

ing ; and the rigors of a second winter were safely

encountered on the little island of Igloolik, at the head
of Fox Channel. After an imprisonment of more than

ten months, the ships were liberated in August, 1823.

A perilous voyage among the ice brought them back to

England in safety before the close of the year.

Enough had been accomplished, by the recent expe-

ditions, to excite sanguine hopes that the great problem

of Arctic discovery was not far from its solution.

Accordingly two more exploring parties were dispatched

from England, in 1824 ; but, as it turned out, with

less success than before. Captain Lyon, the officer in

command of the Hecla, under Parry, the previous year,

sailed in the Griper, for the purpose of surveying Mel-
ville peninsula, off the coast of which Parry's late

expedition had passed two winters. It was also hoped
that Captain Lyon might succeed in connecting hia
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Arctic surveys with the most easterly point of Frank-
lin's recent discoveries on the American coast. But
the crazy condition to which his vessel was reduced by
two severe storms, before reaching his destination, com-
pelled Captain Lyon to return home at once.

The same season Parry sailed, for the third time, in

command of a numerous expedition to the Arctic Seas.

From Lancaster Sound, which he reached by the ordi-

nary route, he passed into Regent's Inlet ; the ensuing
winter was spent at Port Bowen, on the eastern shore

of the inlet. The summer of 1825 released the Fury
and the Hecla from their icy prison, and permitted

Parry to examine the coast of North Somerset, on the

shore of Regent's Inlet, opposite to Port Bowen.
Stormy weather and the state of the ice drove him from
this inhospitable region, before the end of August,
leaving the Fury a hopeless wreck on the coast, at a

point since named Fury Beach. The crews of both

vessels reached England in the Hecla, in six weeks.

Each successive season, at this period of Arctic dis-

covery, witnessed a new expedition leave the shores of

England, charged with the task of solving the great

problem, to which public interest was now much
attracted. Franklin, accompanied by his former asso-

ciates, Richardson and Back, undertook, (1825), another

journey across the northern portion of the American
continent, with the design of completing his former

surveys. The winter of that year he passed on the

Great Bear Lake ; with returning summer his party

descended the Mackenzie river to the coast, where they

were nearly destroyed by a fierce tribe of Esquimaux.
The expedition now divided ; one party, under the com-

mand of Frankhn, surveyed about 400 miles of coast to

the westward ; while Richardson conducted the other

party 500 miles in an opposite direction along the

coast, as far as Dolphin and Union Strait. The two

parties united at Fort Franklin, on the Great Bear
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Lake, where they passed a second winter ; returning to

England, the following year (1827).

At the same time that Franldin was dispatched on
this overland survey, Captain Beechey sailed in the

Blossom with orders to double Cape Horn, and make
his way to Behring's Strait, in time to communicate
with Franklin, and with Parry also, if fortune should

permit him to accomplish the passage. At Petropau-

loski, which Captain Beechey reached in June, 1826, he
received intelligence of Parry's return to England ; he
also made acquaintance with Baron Von Wrangel, the

celebrated Russian traveller, who in 1820 had made an
adventurous but unsuccessful journey, in dog sledges,

from the coast of Siberia towards the Pole. In July the

Blossom passed through Behring's Strait, and coasted

along the American shore beyond Icy Cape ; her barge

penetrating to the eastwards as far as Cape Barrow,
where no more than 160 miles separated it from
Franklin's most w^esterly position. Had prudence not

compelled him to retire when he did, a few days would
have enabled him to communicate with Captain Beechey 's

party. Failing in this, the principal object of the expe-

dition, the commander of the Blossom repassed Beh-
ring's Strait before winter; and after a cruise in the

Pacific ocean, returned to the north-eastern coast of

America, still hoping to render assistance to Franklin.

The approach of another winter warned him to retire,

and the first week of October, 1828, he arrived in

England.
Meanwhile, the indefatigable Parry, acting on a sug-

gestion of Scoresby's, had persuaded the Admiralty to

sanction an attempt to reach the North Pole by way of

Spitzbergen. Early in 1827, he sailed from the

Thames in his old vessel, the Hecla, and cast anchor

in a cove of Spitzbergen in June. Leaving the vessel

in charge of a lieutenant, the expedition then set out on

foot, dragging two boats over the ice, with the hope of ere
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long launching them in a polar sea. It was calculated

that a journey of thirty days, at the rate of only twenty

miles in the day, must bring them to the pole, and the

boats were provisioned for seventy days. But they

had not calculated on the southerly drift of the entire

body of the ice over which they were travelling; a

phenomenon which sometimes reduced a journey often

or twelve miles in a northerly direction to one of three

or four towards the south. It was of course impossible

to struggle against this unforseen difficulty; they

therefore unwillingly abandoned the enterprise ; and
after sixty days of incredible labour and hardship re-

turned to the ship, having dragged the boats upwards
of 1100 miles.

At this point, Parry disappears from the narrative of

Arctic adventurers. He must always be regarded as a

brave and successful pioneer of later discovery. After

attaining the rank of Rear Admiral, he died. Lieu-

tenant Governor of Greenwicli Hospital, in 1855.

The second expedition of Captain (Sir) John Ross,

(1829), was undertaken at his own private expense,

assisted by his friend, the late Sir Felix Booth, who
contributed £ 17000 towards the adventure. A small

steamer, the Victory, conveyed the exploring party to

the Arctic seas. Its course was directed to Regent s

Inlet, where the rest of the season was spent in sur-

veying the eastern coast of North Somerset and of

Boothia. On the spot where Parry had abandoned the

Fury no vestige of the wreck remained, although the

stores were found in excellent preseiTation. As winter

approached, the Victory was laid up in a small bay,

since named Felix Harbour. Before her liberation, in

the succeeding summer, several excursions were made,
on foot, to determine the geography of the surrounding
country.

In the month of September, 1830, the little Victory

again floated, but to no purpose, as the ice soon closed

around her again ; and her officers and crew had to
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make preparations for a second winter of extraordinary

severity as it proved. In the spring of the ensuing
year (1831), the excursions on foot were resumed ; in

one of these, Commander (Sir) James Ross, a nephew
of Sir John's, and the second officer in the expedition,

had the good fortune to determine the position of the

Northern Magnetic Pole, on the western shore of

Boothia. At this point the dip, or incUnation of the

magnetic needle was nearly perpendicular. A third

winter closed around the Victory, and her gallant little

party, before she could be extricated from the ice. In
April following, (183Q), it was found necessary to

abandon her, and seek, by sledge-journeys, to regain

the open sea in boats. The efforts of the party were,

however, unavailing ; and they were doomed to pass a

fourth winter, in tents, on the site of the Fury wreck.

In July, 1833, they commenced their final effort, and
were fortunate enough to find Barrow's Strait free of

ice ; near Navy Board Inlet, in Lancaster Sound, they

were picked up by the Isabella, a whaling vessel from

Hull, and restored to their country, after hopes of see-

ing them had nearly disappeared.

During the fourth winter of their prolonged absence,

public sympathy in their fate had begun to make itself

manifest at home ; and an expedition for their relief

was organised under Captain Sir George Back. This

intrepid officer crossed the American continent from

Hudson's Bay to the Slave Lake, where he spent the

next winter, (1833-4). Thence starting in spring, he

traced the Great Fish, or Back River, to the shores of

the Arctic seas ; adding much important matter to our

geographical knowledge of those regions. After a

second winter, spent at Fort Reliance, Back returned

to England, 1835.

The following year an expedition was dispatched,

under his command, to examine the practicabiHty of

reaching Point Turnagain, the extreme eastern point of

Franklin's land journey, by the head of Repulse Bay,
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The Terror, in which Back sailed, was no match for the

force of the storms and of the driving ice thiit beset

her; it was with difficulty that she recrossed the

Atlantic the same season.

At the same time, a more successful effort v/as made
by tlie Hudson's Bay Company, to connect the dis-

coveries of Back, near the Fish River, with the earlier

discoveries of Franklin, to the eastward of the Copper-

mine river. Messrs. Dease and Simpson, two officers

of the company, were occupied during the two follow-

ing years in making extensive surveys of this desolate

coast ; surveys which were afterwards still further car-

ried on towards the east by Dr. John Rae, another dis-

tinguished officer of the same company (1846).

We have now reached the point at which the history

of Arctic Discovery assumes a new and a tragic interest

in the last expedition of Sir John Franklin, and the

numerous subsidiary expeditions which have left Eng-
land and America in the vain hope of saving him and
his gallant companions from the fate that has befallen

them.

In May, 1845, Franklin assumed the command of a
new expedition to the Arctic seas, in quest of the long-

sought passage to the Pacific ocean. Although in his

sixtieth year, he combined the energy of a younger
man, with the experience already gained at immense
sacrifice as a traveller in the polar regions. No pains

were spared to render this expedition as efficient as

possible. The second officer in command, Captain
Crozier, had only lately returned from a successful

voyage to the Antarctic seas, with Sir James Ross. The
ships employed in that undertaking, the Erebus and
the Terror, were again put in commission, and manned
by select crews ; their officers were men of tried abiHty,

some of them of scientific eminence. The journal of

Captain Fitzjames, who sailed in the Erebus with

Franklin, has been lately privately printed ; it gives an
amusing account of their run to Baffin's Bay, and of
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the various members of the oflScers' messes.* The
ships were seen for the last time, July 20th, by a

whaling vessel belonging to Hull.

Month after month passed, and no news came from

the gallant men. Months became years, and still all

was silent as to their adventures, their success, or their

fate. During the third winter of their absence,

(1847-8), the English government, appealed to by the

universal sympathy of the public, resolved to enter on

a thorough search for the missing ships in the ensuing

spring. Three expeditions accordingly set out, (1848);

one of these, entrusted to Sir John Richardson, ex-

plored the northern coast of America, between the

Coppermine and the Mackenzie rivers ; but without

success. An equally unproductive attempt was made
in the Plover, commanded by Captain Moore, to pene-

trate into the Arctic seas by the western entrance from
Behring's Strait. Sir James Ross conducted a third

expedition, by the eastern channel of Lancaster Sound,
into Regent's Inlet, where he wintered ; but want of

provisions compelled him to return home, the following

season, without learning anything of Franklin's fate.

Extraordinary efforts were made, in 1850, to convey
relief to the long-missing party, or at least to learn

something of its story. The Enterprise and the Inves-

tigator, commanded by Captains Collinson and Maclure,
sailed for Behring's Strait ; Captain Austin, and Cap-
tain Ommanney sailed with four vessels, two of them
screw-steamers, to Lancaster Sound. The Lady
Franklin and the Sophia were placed by the British

Admiralty under the command of Mr. Penny, a captain

in the whaling service, and a man of great experience

in polar navigation. Sir John Ross went out, as a

volunteer, in his yacht, the Felix. Lady Franklin also

fitted out the Prince Albert, a small schooner, at her
private expense, and gave the command of it to Cap-

* Sss All the Year Round, No. 14.
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tain Forsyth. Nor was the American people unre-

presented in this unparalleled effort in the cause of

humanity. Through the munificence of Mr. Grinnell,

a merchant of New York, Lieutenant de Haven, in

command of the Advance and the Rescue, took a dis-

tinguished place among the searching expeditions. He
was still more fortunate in possessing a journalist of

Dr. Kane's descriptive powers among his officers.

None of the numerous histories of Arctic adventure

compete, for graphic interest, with the truthful and
picturesque pages of Kane's Journals.

All the intelligence obtained by these nine vessels

amounted to no more than the discovery of Franklin's

winter quarters, in 1845-6, on the eastern coast of

Wellington channel. The graves of three of his crews

were found on Beechey island. At the same time the

survey of a vast extent of coast tended to narrow the

field of search, within which Franklin and his com-
panions were probably ice-bound. Captain Maclure
also had the good fortune at last to prove the existence

of a route from Behring's Strait to Baffin's Bay ; but,

unfortunately, without the power of taking his ship

with him, thus at once attesting the sagacity of earlier

geographers, and the hopelessness of ever turning the

north-west passage to any useful account.

Other expeditions followed in the search for Franklin,

which had now entirely superseded in importance the

original problem in Arctic geography. Dr. Rae again

explored a large tract of coast on the North American
continent. The Prince Albert sailed again, under
Mr. Kennedy, at the expense of Lady Franklin ; Lieu-
tenant Bellot, a young officer of the French navy, being

second in command. Their tract of search embraced
North Somerset and Prince of Wales' Island ; but with

no better fortune than had attended every other expe-

dition. This young officer sailed again in the Phoenix

(1853), commanded by Captain Inglefield, on another

route, in search of Franklin ; and met his death, three
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months later, in Wellington Channel. A portion of

the floe over which he was travelling broke off from the

main body of the ice, and carried him, with two seamen,
up the channel; in a gale of wind, this promising
youth was blown into a hole in the ice, where he dis-

appeared for ever. A simple obelisk of granite, in front

of Greenwich Hospital, records the gratitude of Eng-
lishmen to the memory of this young foreigner, who
lost his life on his mission of mercy, and whose fine

qualities of heart had especially endeared him to

British sailors.

Another expedition, commanded by Sir Edward
Belcher, not only failed in the principal objects in view,

but was compelled to abandon the ships in which it had
sailed. One of them, the Resolute, after an extraordi-

nary drift of many hundred miles, was recovered by an
American whaling captain in Baffin's Bay. The Ame-
rican government purchased it from him, fitted it up
anew, and paid England the compliment of restoring it,

as an offering of good will.

Still, nothing came to break the awful silence which
wrapt the secret of Franklin's fate in impenetrable

mystery; till Dr. Rae (1854) brought to England the

intelligence that traces of Franklin's expedition had
been heard of, from a party of Esquimaux whom he
had met in Boothia. The ships had beea beset with

ice, or wrecked on the coast of King William's Land,
and the bodies of forty white men seen near the estuary

of the Great Fish River. Dr. Rae had also obtained

from his Esquimaux informants a number of relics of

the party, such as spoons, and forks, with initial letters

and armorial bearings, which clearly bore witness to

their former ownership.

The field of search was thus narrowed within a small

compass. A final expedition was dispatched by Lady
Franklin, under the command of Captain M'Clintock,

in the Fox, a screw schooner, admirably adapted for

eluding the dangers of the ice. He returned to Eng-
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land, the other day, (September, 1859), bringing with

him what is probably the only intelligence that will

ever reach us as to the fate of the Erebus and Terror,

and of their gallant officers and crews. They passed

the winter (1845-6), as we know, at Beechey Island,

having previously sailed up Wellington Channel, and
down again into Barrow's Strait, between Cornwallis and
Bathurst Islands. At the opening of the ice, (1846),

the ships sailed down Peel Sound, till they were beset

off the coast of King William's Land. Here their

second winter was passed. In June, 1847, Franklin

died ; the rest of the expedition being then in good

health. The ships remained, the whole of that season,

firmly beset ; nine of their officers and twelve seamen
died before xApril, 1848 ; among these was Lieutenant

Gore. On the 25th of April, the ships were aban-

doned ; the whole party taking to their sledges, with

the forlorn hope of reaching the Fish River. The line

of coast from Cape Victory to Cape Herschel, was
found strewn with evidences of this disastrous retreat.

Among these, a boat, on a heavy sledge, was discovered

beneath the snow, containing two skeletons ; its bows
were directed to the north, as if those who had last

dragged it, had been endeavouring to return to the

ships. Some of the strongest of the party arp bel aved

to have pushed on as far as Montreal Inland lU the

Fish River. But not one survived to give us any
record of this the latest and most tragical page in the

history of Arctic discovery. Could the ships have
found a lane of open water, only ninety miles long,

they would have reached the most northerly discoveries

of Dease and Simpson, and the expedition would have
been saved. The last victim perished probably ten

years ago ; the bleaching skeletons, which now remain,
afford no means of discriminating one from another.

Even the few scraps of writing found near some of

them are said to be illegible. So lonely, so desolate a
fate must be regarded as eliciting higher qualities of
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heroic courage than even the death which meets the

soldier in the field. Honour to those brave martyrs of

science ! Their fate is a lasting witness to the force

with which the call of duty and of an honourable am-
bition incites to the most perilous enterprise.

There are persons of narrow views, to whom the

search for the north-west passage seemi to have been
only a reckless waste of money and of human life.

Such, however, is not the view of it taken by the wisest

and the best among us. As long as the problem re-

mained unsolved, as long as its possibility was not

disproved, its prospective utility to commerce and the

intercourse of nations rendered its successful solution

a subject of the first importance.

The practical inutility of the north-west passage to

commerce, and to the interests of nations, could have

been discovered only by discovering the passage itself.

We now know its inutility ; but we owe that know-
ledge to all that has been done to prove the existence of

that passage. Directly, the search for it has been a

failure ; but indirectly, it has enriched our kn )wledge

of geography, and of some of the grandest, as wtll as of

the subtlest phenomena of nature. Many thousand

miles of new coast have been surveyed, in the crowded
archipelago of islands lying between Baffin's Bay and
Behring's Strait. We now know that Baffin's Bay is

only a vn.de channel, communicating by Smith's Sound
with a liquid polar sea, which other navigators had
surmised, and even seen reflected in a " water sky,"

but which Kane was the first to establish beyond a

doubt. All this gain to knowledge must be incidentally

placed to the credit of the search for the north-west

passage ; it was achieved either by persons engaged in

that search, or by others who had ventured into those

wild solitudes, on the still nobler errand of relief, in

behalf of lost or missing expeditions.
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DR. KANE.

•^ And then there came both mist and sr.ow,

And it grew wondrous cold,

And ice mast-high came floating by.

As green as emerald."
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INTKODUCTORY NOTICE.

Elisha Kent Kaxe, the eldest son of Judge Kcane of Penn-

sylvania, was born at Philadelphia, 1820. At the University

of Virginia, which he entered at sixteen, he had the great

advantage of attending the lectures of Professor Rogers, the

eminent geologist, who initiated the young student into the

science of geology and its kindred mineralogy, chemistry, and

physical geography ; acquirements which Dr. Kane afterwards

found of signal service to him in his Arctic researches. He
finally made choice of the medical profession. While waiting

his tuni of active service in the United States navy, he gratified

his love of travel and adventure by accompanying sn American

embassy to China, visiting the Eastern Andes of Brazil, Bombay,

and Ceylon on his way. From Macao, he made an excursion

to the great volcano of Tail, in Luzon, the most northerly of

the Philippine islands. A severe attack of rice-fever detained

him for awhile at Canton, after the termination of the embassy^

With recovered health, his instinctive love of travel made him

choose the scholar's road to America. Taking Borneo and

Sumatra on the way, he spent sogie months in India, exploring

the Himalaya range. Thence he passed through Peisia and

Syria to Alexandria. Under the special protection of Mehemet
AH, he ascended the Xile to Thebes and the second cataract.

It was his misfortune to catch the infection of every disease

peculiar to the various countries he visited. At Alexandria, he

narrowly escaped from dying of the plague. A pedestrian visit

to the chief points of interest in Greece ended, he travelled from

Trieste, through the Tyrol, the north of Italy, and Switzerland

to Paris, snatching time to make a rapid examination of some

of the Alpine glaciers. From Paris he returned home, by way
of England : having thus, in less than two years, made an exten-

sive acquaintance with the four great continents of the world.

A few months afterwards, he was attached to a frigate on

the coast of Africa, from wliich he soon returned home, in-

valided, after a dangerous attack of the prevalent fever. We
next find him volmiteering to convey an important verbal

C 2
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dispatch to the American head-quarters in the vrar with Merrlao

(1847). He rode his own horse from Washington to New
Orleans in about a fortnight ; and on the passage to Vera Cruz

was several days in imminent peril of going to the bottom.

At Vera ('ruz Dr. Kane had no alternative but to accept the

escoit of the renegade spy-company, as it was called, consisting

of the refuse of the Mexican people, banded together against

their own country. They were attacked on the way to Mexico

by a guerilla party of natives ; a short but severe conflict ter-

minated in favour of the mercenaries, and in the capture of two

Mexican general-officers, and about forty rank and file. But

for Dr. Kane's energy, no quarter would have been given to

the prisoners ; he enforced his pleading by putting a revolver

to the head of the outlaw commanding his own escort. He him-

self was wounded by a lance, and his favourite horse was killed

under him. The wound resulted in attack of typhus fever,

which for twelve days threatened to defy medical aid. Through

the grateful kindness of one of the Mexican officers, whose life

he had saved, Dr. Kane was tenderly nursed at Puebla, in the

general's own house, and by his wife and daughters ; and after

watching the progress of his disease day and night with every

appliance of tender skill, they had the reward of seeing him

rally once more. He reached Mexico just as this disreputable

war terminated. His government paid no regard to his gallant

services ; but his fellow-citizens at Philadelphia offered him the

compliment of a sword, on his return home.

Again afloat (May, IS 19), though miserably broken in

kicalth, he is found cruising in the Mediterranean, near Gib-

raltar, and once more in imminent peril of his life ; and this

time fi'om tetanus, or lock-jaw. He had no medical advice but

his own : he bled himself twice, till he fainted ; he took doses

of opium, and surmounted the danger. His vessel afterwards

sailed for Rio Janeiro; and so he again reached home, in

autumn. The following winter he joined the coast survey at

Mobile ; in Febraary, 1850, he attained his thirtieth year. The
chief bnaiuess of his life had yet to begin.
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In May, 1845, Sir John Franklin sailed from England
fur the Arctic regions, in comroand of the Erebus
and Terror. When two winters had passed, with-

out bringing any news of the adventurers, England
sent out three expeditions in search of them, but with

no success. The sympathies and the fears of the civilised

woi'ld were now excited in their behalf, by the pressing

appeals made to Great Britain and to America by Lady
Franklin. The American government, slow to commit
itself, gave only an indefinite pledge of its active interest

in the search. The American nation evinced a more
generous enthusiasm ; volunteers for Arctic service,

and among them Dr. Kane, sent in their names with an
urgent request for employment. An American mer-

chant of New York, Mr. Henry Grinnell, made an offer

to the government of two brigatines belonging to him,

for the use of a searching expedition ; an offer which
seems to have decided Congress to promote the search.

Kane having received no reply to his offer of service,

was trying to persuade a friend to join him in his easy

life at Mobile, when (May 12, 1850), "while bathing

in the tepid waters of the Gulf of Mexico," to use his

own words, "he received from Washington one of those

courteous little epistles which the electric telegraph has

made familiar to naval officers. It detached him from the

coast survey, and ordered him to proceed forthwith to

New York, for duty on the Arctic expedition. Seven
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days and a half later, he had accomplished his overland

joiuiiev of 1300 miles ; and, in forty hours more, the

squadron was beyond the limits of the United States.

The department had calculated his travelling time to

a nicety."

The Advance, in which Dr. Kane sailed, was fifty-

three tons larger than her consort, the Rescue ; yet

both of them together barely amounted to 235 tons.

Though not built for Arctic service, these little vessels

had been fitted up anew and strengthened ibr this ex-

pedition ; and small as they appeared, they were found

excellently adapted to meet its perils, as much by their

lightness, which permitted the pressure of the ice-floes

to lift them up easily, into comparative safety, when
heavier craft would have been crushed to pieces, as by

their contrivances of iron and of oak, which presented

a solid defence against a collision or a squeeze. The
officers and crew, amounting in number to thirty-two,

\yere under the command of Lieutenant De Haven, who
sailed in the Advance.

While still in sight of Cape Race, they saw their first

iceberg—a huge oblong cube, of unsullied snowy white-

ness, yet not like ice ; for only a hundred yards off, it

presented no appearance of glitter. It resembled rather

a gigantic block of stainless marble, awaiting the chisel

to transform it into a floating Parthenon. Passing

through Davis' Straits, and following the western coast

of Greenland, the voyagers entered Baffin's Bay, the

great reservoir of icebergs ; there Kane counted, in a

July evening, no fewer than 240 icebergs of the largest

size, floating within sight of the Advance. As the

numerous glaciers on that frozen coast push their way
into the sea, mass after mass of solid ice is detached

from the glacier, and rises a gigantic and independent

iceberg. On his second voyage Dr. Kane was able to

correct the popular notion that the iceberg is precipi-

tated into the sea ; such an occurrence has happened ;

but it is of extreme rarity. Landing on one of those
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floating mountains, for such they may be called, Dr.

Kane found that, although opaque, its substance was

true glacier ice. It rose upwards of 200 feet above the

water-line ; the sea, at its base, was dashing into

hollow caves of pure and intense ultramarine ; while

the still water to leeward revealed to the eye a long

sharp root of milky whiteness, which seemed to dye the

sea as it descended, until the blue and white were

mingled in a pale turquois. High up, above, were

bristling crags. This was by no means the largest that

he measured. Another was found by experiment to be

upwards of 300 feet high ; and, on one occasion, the

ships were anchored to a berg that had grounded in

ninety-six fathom, and which rose above the sea-line,

245 feet into the air ; thus giving a total height of 821
feet. The ships encountered many as large, and some
much smaller. An enormous block of ice, presenting,

on one side, a face of 1,800 feet in length, and on
another, of 1,000 feet, and 140 feet high, our traveller

computed, on Dr. Scoresby's experimental data,'^^ at

upwards of 200 millions of cubic feet, and at sixty-one

million tons weight. Yet 1,800 yards was no un«

common length for one of the faces of an iceberg.

We cannot wonder at the impression made on the

mind of the traveller by those buoyant masses. When
he attempted to describe them there w^as something

about them so slumberous and so pure, so massive and
yet so evanescent, so majestic in their cheerless beauty,

without, after all, any of the salient points w-hich give

character to description, that they almost seemed to

be the material for a dream, rather than things to

be definitely painted in words. Now it seemed as

if the whole Acropolis, in frosted silver, was looking

down on the Advance ; and again, some venerable

C'lthedral, with its deep vaults and hoary belfries, would

* Tlnrty-five cubic feet, to a ton of sea -water. Arctic
Beoioycs: IT. 249.
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pass across the sky ;
perhaps, at the water-line, a round,

brilliant arcli would open into a deep cavern, reflecting

from its transparent roof and sides a blue, too glorious

for imitation by the pencil of the artist. In' such
a crystal solitude, the echoes were startling. Your
own whistle you could hardly recognise, so long and so

clear was its sound ; the rattle of your ramrod was
heard running down the ranks of an army in review.

In a sea sometimes studded so thickly with icebergs,

as to resemble a fleet of merchant vessels waiting for a

convoy, we may imagine the frequent perils encountered

by our voyagers among those floating mountains, hard
as granite, and often driving before a storm wind.

Yet the occurrence of a collision between two bergs is

mentioned by Dr. Kane, as extremely rare, unless,

indeed, one of them is aground. They often, too,

afl'orded a temporary anchorage for the little vessels of

the expedition ; and under the lea of one of them, the

howling storm on the other side spent its force in vain.

Dr. Kane had many opportunities of comparing his

previous observations among the Alpine glaciers, with

the more stupendojis scale on which Nature works on
the coast of Greenland. At one point on the north-

east shore of Baffin's Bay, he found the entire space

between two abutting headlands, eighteen miles apart,

filled with a grand frozen mass of ice dipping into the

sea, with a perpendicular height of eighty-four feet, and
extending inland as far as the eye could reach, so that

the sea and its open fiords seemed gateways scarcely

wide enough to admit the passage of this mighty
reservoir of icebergs.

As the Advance and her Consort crept along the

Greenland coast, the difficulties of navigation rapidly

increased with the latitude. Their progress had not

been much retarded by the ice, till they reached the

last stage of civilised life, at Uppernavik, in north

latitude 73**. Thence they stood across Melville Bay,

through the " middle pack " of ice, as it is called.
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fetcerir.g for Lancaster Sound (July 7). Thf^ir progress

now became slow and fatiguing. Sometimes taking

advantage of a temporarv opening in the ice, the men
were set to haul the ships along, sometimes to warp
them through a crack or lead in the floe, by running

out a line and an ice-anchor, which was made fast to

the tloe, or to a berg, and then the line was dra^^•n in

by the capstan. Sometimes the ships were immoveably
fixed in the ice. The captain, meanwhile, from the

crow's nest, up aloft, " conned," or watched, for hours

at a time the changes in the floe, passing down his

orders to the meu' on deck for the guidance of the

leading ship. Twenty-one days were thus passed in

traversinsj a distance of six miles. Many a shrewd
knock and rub against the ic t-ied the strength of the

little brigs, but they passed m safety through the most
dangerous spot in Melville Bay; a spot especially

dreaded by the whHl- rs, and in which upwards of a

thousand men had been known, in one year, to escape

to the floe, only to see their vessels ground up before

their eyes. Twenty days of August passed before our

voyagers entered the narrow sea of Lancaster Sound,

when the motion of waves was once more felt under
their feet. They had met with several varieties of ice,

on this perilous six-weeks' struggle with the floes.

The true material of the winter-floe, varying in thickness

from seven feet to as many inches, retained the crys-

talline character of ice-proper, and, when more than two
feet thick, indicated no trace of the presence of salt,

under the test of nitrate of silver. It was partially

covered with snow, with here and there, a pool of

fresh water. Elsewhere, the ice was sometimes found

thoroughly sodden with sea-water ; it was then never

more than a foot thick, and though it would bear the

weight of a man, it was unsafe, and readily yielded to

the boring force of the ship's bows. Another curious

variety in the ice presented a crystalline structure as

fine as loiif-sugar, and yet was so tough that a boat-hook
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pierced it like a cork ; under the operation of boring it

would neither break nor bend. The surface of the vast

icefields our voyagers found diversified by irregular

hummocks or heaps of ice, piled up under the grinding

action of one floe upon another. Along the coast of the

bay, they descried a succession of black hills, like blots

upon the rolling snow; the interior iceplain, fringed

with glaciers, and pushing out its capes between the

dark cliffs of the land ; and between the shore and the

floe, the still, blue water. In the month of August they

found the temperature of Baffin's Bay, as mild as the

bay of Naples after a June rain.

At his initiation into Arctic life, nothing seems to

have struck Dr. Kane more vividly than the protracted

light of the long northern day. He had hardly reached

the Arctic circle when he remarked that the sun set

after ten to rise again at two, leaving a bright interval

of twilight all the time. " The words night and day

begin to puzzle me, as I recognise the arbitraiy

character of the hour cycles that have borne these

names. Indeed, I miss that soothing tranquilliser, the

dear old darkness, and can hardly, as I give way to

sleep, bid the mental good-night, which travellers like

to send from their darkened pillows to friends at home."

By and by, -when he reached a latitude where the sun

did not set at all, and where midnight had only a

softened character, like the low summer's sun at home,
his first impression was one of novelty. He could dine

by daylight at midnight, sup at breakfast-time, and go

to bed at noon-day ; and but for the machinery of his

watch, would have been no wiser and no worse. He
seemed to have thrown off the slavery of hours, and ta

feel as if some vague restraint were removed. The
lamps in the cabin, laid aside and covered with dust,

puzzled him, as if they had become obsolete and fanciful.

Then there came other sensations : the perpetual light,

garish and unchanging, disturbed him. It acted like a

constant stimulant, like a succession of small cups of
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strong coffee. His sleep becpane shorter and irregular;

and but for a rigorous routine of his own imposing,

everything about him would have fallen into confusion.

He began to know by experience how admirable and

how necessary for man is the alternation of day and
night ; words which stand for the types of the great

conditions of living nature, action and repose. To
him whose daily labour procures his daily bread, how
welcome is the season of sleep. To the men of thought,

the enthusiasts who regret the periodical cloud that

falls on their day-dreams, how benignant is the dear

night-blessing which enforces reluctant rest.

At the entrance of Lancaster Sound (August 19),

Dr. Kane's party was overtaken by Penny's ship, the

Lady Franklin ; and two days afterwards, the Advance
passed Sir John Eoss's yacht, the Felix, in a gale.

Lady Franldin's own vessel, the Prince Albert, was not

far behind. At Cape Riley, where Barrow's Strait

merges in Wellington Channel, they learnt that two
vessels of Captain Austin's squadron had preceded

them up the channel. At this time there were no
fewer than five vessels, employed in the search, within

a quarter of a mile of one another ; and the greatest

cordiality prevailed among the officers.

Coasting along the eastern shore of Wellington

Channel, a little to the north of Cape Riley, the united

parties discovered the first traces of Franklin's move-
ments ; and indeed the last, until Dr. Rae's fatal dis-

covery, some years later. On that desolate coast, they

found three graves ; one of them the tomb of a young
seaman who had died (January 1, 184G) on board the

Terror ; a proof that at this date one of Franklin's

ships at least was at the spot. The rude inscriptions

on the other two graves recorded the names of a marine
and of a seaman belonging to the Erebus. The latest

date was that of the seaman's death, April 3rd, 1846.

A short distance from the graves, tlie ground pre-

sented evident tokens of having been the site of a
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British encampment. Fragments of casks, chips and
shavings of wood, empty preserved-meat cans, scraps

of paper, and rags of clothing lay scattered about. On
one bit of paper an astronomical observation was worked
out to Greenwich time. The frozen trough of an old

water-channel, and several tub> made out of beef-barrels,

sawn in two, pointed to the wash-houses of the party.

A little enclosure marked a simple garden, for the cul-

tivation of anti-scorbutic herbs. A pair of Cashmere
gloves was found, laid out to dry, with a stone on each

palm to keep them from being blown away. But every

effort failed to discover the slightest trace of the inten-

tions, or of the names of the encamping party, except

the three names inscribed on limestone slabs at the

head of the graves.

Captain Austin, in the Resolute, now joined the

searching parties ; and strangely enough, on board his

vessel. Dr. Kane met an old acquaintance whom heliad

last seen among the tropical jungles of Luzon, beneath

the shadow of the palm, the cycas and the bamboo

;

and here they were together in the region of stunted

mosses and lichens. In memory of this meeting of the

searching squadrons in this little cove at Beechey point,

the name of Union Bay was given to it.

The season was now advancing, the sun was travel-

ling rapidly to the south, the recently bright midnight
had already subsided into twilight gloom. The sun set

behind the barren hills, amidst colouring of the deepest

red ; and the sky looked inhospitably cold. It made
our intrepid traveller thoughtful, he says, to see the

long shadow stretching out upon the snow towards the

isthmus of the graves. The ice to the north was
firmly closed, forbidding any hope of progress in that

direction. As the Advance and her consort, partly

by warping, partly by sailing, crossed Wellington

channel towards Cornwallis Island, which forms its

western shore, they encountered commotions among the

ice far exceeding any previous experience. The wind
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blowiii^T from the north, and the masses of ice drifting

with tlie tide in an opposite direction, the collision of

floe with floe was terrible. Tables fourteen feet thick

were heaved up out of the water : the hummocks,
ground and distorted by the wild attrition of the floes,

rose up in cones, like crushed sugar, sometimes forty

feet high. Sometime a block hung twenty feet and
more above the surface of the deck of the little brig,

and it was uncertain whether it would strike the main
yard, or just clear the stern.

After trying the channel to the south of Coruwallis

island, and finding it also firmly beset with ice, it was
determined, in accordance with instructions, to com-
mence the voyage homewards. It was too late, how-
ever ; the young ice was fast forming even in mid-
cliannel. As Dr. Kane lay in his berth, he could hear

the vessel crunching her way through the new ice ; a

sound resembling nothing so much as the ringing

reverberation produced by throwing a pebble along a

surface of smootli ice, combined with the whirr of

machinery, and the noise of rasping close-grained sugar.

After a sorrowful day, with the thermometer at zero,

although September was scarcely half over, our traveller

was in his little den below, listening to this complica-

tion of sounds as the vessel ploughed her way along

;

and trying to warm his stiffened limbs. Presently the

sound grew less, then it increased again ; then it

stopped ; again it went on for a little, but in a jerking

and irregular way ; and at last it waned, and waned,

and waned away into silence. The Advance and her

consort were fast in the ice ; literally frozen tight in the

middle of Wellington Channel.

But although imbedded in the ice, the vessels did not

remain stationary ; they drifted hither and thither, as

currents below the ice, or the force of the wind on its

surface, impelled the vast field in which they were
fixed. During the months of October and November
their drift was now to the north, and presently to the
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south again, but never passing the limits of Wellington

Channel. The situation was one of hourly peril ; the

ice never lemained long in the same position ; some-

times threatening to crush the vessels by the tremen-

dous pressure of the floes on each other, sometimes to

fall in huge masses of hummocks on their decks, and
annihilate them in an instant. These changes in the

state of their ice-bed were often as sudden as they were

complete. At one time, when all hope of escape from
their prison, for that winter at least, had been abandoned,

the commander had piled up great part of the stores on
the ice, preparatory to turning the Advance into a more
commodious dwelling during the season of cold and
darkness. The ice was a yard thick ; but he had not

taken into account the enormous force of the spring

tide underneath the floe. The sounds of great internal

commotion in the ice, resembling the humming of bees,

and the cries of young puppies, soon gave warning of a

change ; cracks appeared in every direction around the

Advance, and the stores were saved from drifting away
or from going to the bottom, only by unremitting exer-

tions to get them on board again, and with the sacrifice

of a ton or two of coal.

In one of his many fruitless attempts at this time to

reach the coast, Dr. Kane describes the agreeable nature

of a long walk on the ice. After a scramble of five

miles with his two companions, alternately leaping,

climbing, rolling and drenching, they found a dark lane

of open water separating them from the shore. The
ice in the channel kept constantly grinding this shore

line of ice ; when the drift was off-shore, a lane of

water made its appearance, and in a night this was
turned to ice. Then the returning floes broke it up in

heaps, and piled them along the edge of the floes ; the

next off-shore drift carried them away, to make room
for another line. The snow lay among those hummocka
sometimes three feet deep ; our traveller made slo\f

way then, wading through it. Then the ice would
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change in character lo the appearance of crushed sugar,

its loose fragments varying in size from an apple to a

water melon, and i<.s hard as water at zero ought to be.

Progress over this was made on tiptoe in a slow and
painful way. Then for a mile and a half, perhaps,

there was nothing to walk on but broken corners of ice-

tables. The surface appeared as if thousands of kerb-

stones had been tossed about in mad confusion, always

with their edges uppermost. Dusted over with fine

snow at zero, in the midst of thick fog, they offered no
trace of a path to the shore. Then the tables grew the

size of break-water stones, great quarried masses of ice,

up and down which it was necessary to struggle ; and
60 onwards, over rounded masses of old seasoned hum-
mock, covered with slippery glaze, to snow again, recent

and soft, or just crisp enough to bear the traveller five

paces, and let him through the sixth ;—a trial both to

his temper and his legs. At last, to crown the pleasure

of this Arctic walk, he comes to a long meadow of fresh

ice,just dusted with snow to keep him from slipping, and
just thin enough to be as elastic as a ballroom floor.

Along this he bowls, under the exhilirating influence of

a bracing air, every nerve tingling with the exercise,

and the hoary rime whitening his beard.

The Advance was now rendered more impervious to

the winter's cold, by a covering of felt over the decks,

and by throwing the officer's cabin and the forecastle

into one, with two stoves in common. The crew of the

Rescue was taken on board the Advance to save fuel.

No previous traveller has conveyed by description a

more definite notion of the eff'ects produced by cold in

those high latitudes. In one of his ice excursions a

seaman who accompanied Dr. Kane had both of his

ears frost bitten. He had to thank his earings for this

little accident; they were of bad gold, doubtless, but

their conducting power was good, for all that. Night
after night, the bed clothes were frozen at the feet of

our traveller ; a copy of the New York Herald at the
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head os tlie Captain's berth was found glazed with ice.

The cold came upon the party gradually. The first

sign of it was the freezing up of the water casks, and
the drip-candle appearance of the bung-hole. Then no

more drink could be had, without manufacturing it.

They had to quarry out blocks of ice of flinty, glassy

lumps, and then melt them in time for their daily

drink. By and bye, their little hatchway became so

thickly beset with icicles, that it was abandoned, and
they resorted to their winter doorway for entrance.

The opening of a door was now the signal for a gush of

frost-smoke, resulting from rapid condensation of vapour,

a phenomenon also seen over all the open pools and
lanes of water in the ice, like lambent tongues of

burning turpentine without the llame. This frost-

smoke generally hung in wreaths around the horizon

;

sometimes it assumed eccentric forms ; and one night

it presented the appearance of a tall column in the

West, with Aquila (Altair) flaming on the top of it, like

a beacon-light. Within doors, every stove-pipe sent

forth clouds of purple steam, and a man's breath

looked like the explosion of a small pistol. A linen

pocket handkerchief, taken from below on deck, is

unchanged ; carried below again, it becomes moist,

flaccid, and almost wet. Again taken on deck, it

resembles a thin board covered with linen ; you might
pick your teeth with it.

All the eatables became laughably consolidated ; to

get dried apples or peaches out of the barrel, or the

barrel out of them, was equally impossible. The best

and the shortest plan was found to be to hew both fruit

and barrel together into lumps, with a heavy axe, and
carry them below to thaw. Brown sugar had to be

sawn out ; butter and lard to be quarried out of the

mass with a mallet and chisel. Flour was little changed

;

but molasses at 28° were half scooped out, half cut,

with a stiff iron ladle. As for beef and pork, they

laughed at aii axe ; nothing would reduce them to us€
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hut a crowbar or handspike ; a ban'el sawn in half, iv.id

kept for two days at a temperature of summer lieat,

was as refractory as flint a few inches below the surface.

A barrel of lamp-oil, stripped of its staves, stood like a
yellow sandstone roller for a gravel walk. Preserved

meats would make tine cannon balls of canister shot.

In the open air, the following incidents of the cold

are sufficiently suggestive. The thermometer is at 25",

and the wind blowing a gentle breeze. The Arctic

traveller closes his lips for a minute or two, and
admits the air suspiciously through his nostril and his

moustache. Presently he breathes a dry, pungent, but

not unpleasant air. His beard, his eyebrows, his eye-

lashes, and the down on his ears, are covered w^th a

delicate white and venerable hoar frost. His moustache
and under lip accumulate pendulous beads of dangling

ice. He puts out his tongue perhaps ; it instantly

freezes to this crust of ice, and a rapid effort, assisted

by his hand, will be necessary for its release, perhaps
leaving the skin behind. The less he talks the better.

The chin has an odd trick of freezing to the upper jaw
by the adhesive aid of the beard : even his eyeUds have
so strong a mutual attraction, that it is sometimes un-

safe to wink. As he proceeds, the cold iron of his gun
is making itself felt like hot water, through a double

woollen mitten.

All this time his back is to the wind ; he is in a
glow of heat, perhaps he even perspires. He turns to

the wind, and faces it. The cold trickles down his

neck, and in at his pockets. A jack-knife hitherto

only unpleasantly warm in his pocket, has changed to

something as cold as ice and as hot as fire. As he
struggles back to the ship, he perceives the lethargic

numbness of the story-books stealing upon him. It is

not sleepiness ; but resembling rather the numbing
sensation attending a shock of magnetic electricity, de-

prived, however, of its spasmodic character, and extend-

ing not merely to the arms, but over the whole body,

D
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aud even to the brain. Everything seems to gro^

heavier, resistance to anything becomes laborious and

painful ; the one paramount desire is to remain at rest.

The most unendurable sensation peculiar to these low

temperatures is one of severe pain between the eyes

and in the forehead, such as is not unfrequently felt by

persons of delicate nerve, when eating an ice-water.

When the cold had reached — 42°, that is 74° below

the freezing point, the mercurial thermometers became
useless, for the mercury in them was frozen. It re-

sembled lead recently chilled after melting. The thinner

edges yielded to a penknife, but where it was more solid,

it was tenacious and resisting. The lowest degree of

temperature, recorded by Dr. Kane on this expedition,

belonged to the 22nd of Februar}^, 1851, and was— 53°.

Even this intense cold did not interrupt the daily exer-

cise of officers and men, except when the wind rose.

Feeling the necessity of regular exercise, they managed,

though often in spite of great pain, to secure three hours

daily of football, and sliding, and leapfrog, and tumbhng
in the snow.

As regarded his attire, our traveller observes that he

retained only three luxuries, remnants of better times

:

silk next his skin, a tooth-brush, and white linen for

his nose. Everything else was Arctic and hairy ; fur,

fur, fur. As the winter passed over, and articles of

dress wore out, blankets were very generally trans-

formed into Avearing apparel. Dr. Kane claims for him-
self the inventive feat of cutting five pair of stockings

out of a hammock blanket. Nay, he even suggests

that he had reached the first principles of all attire, by
reducing it to its primitive form or nucleus—the bag.

A bag,—that is, a couple of oblong pieces sewed together,

covered the trunk ; two more bags received the arms ;

two more, the legs ; the hands were accommodated with

other two, as likewise the feet ; another received the

head ; the very fingers were encased in bags.

The great enemy of officers and men alike was the
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scurvy. Its commonest symptoms were pains in the

limbs, a deep-seated aching of the bones, a sort of tired

feeling, as if they had had a beating. Increasing in

virulence wdth the winter, only five men escaped ulcer-

ated gums and cutaneous affections ; and four of these

five were cooks and stewards. Old pains were renewed

;

old wounds were opened ; even old bruises and sprains,

received at times almost forgotten, came back to the

sufferers like dreams. Dr. Kane himself experienced

a partial renewal of his wound in Mexico, and strange

to say, only at three points where nature had been
assisted by the scalpel. Other points, where nature

had relieved herself, remained at this time unaffected

and entirely free from pain. In the treatment of his

patients, he thought he perceived many advantages re-

sulting from the use of hydrochloric acid, exhibited in-

ternally and externally
;
yet he acknowledged himself

to be in general sceptical as to the direct action of

remedies. His principal dependence was on fresh

meat, when it could be procured, on such preserved

vegetables as their slender stores provided, and on the

promotion of cheerfulness by regular exercise and whole

some occupation. Sometimes he was obliged to appeal

to the imagination of a patient. A seaman who declined

exercise, and whose knee-joint was stiff with scurvy,

was set to wag his limb for half an hour, daily, opposite

a powerful magnet, each wag being accompanied by a

shampooing pinch of the joint. The man had faith in

the prescription : the muscular exercise, so often before

enjoined him in vain, restored health to the ailing limb.

Two or three other men, deeply tainted with the same
disease, would eat nothing but salt junk, altogether

rejecting the doctor's vegetable diet. The idea occurred

to him to turn the delicacies which they refused as food,

into physic ; three times a day they swallowed so much
lime-juice and olive-oil, and eat raw potato and sour~

kraut compounded with molasses into a sickening elec-

tuary. They bolted the physic and got well,

D 2
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Nothing in Kane's fascinating Journal is more pro-

foundly interesting than to watch the influence of the

approaching and the protracted darkness on the spirits

of the intrepid navigators. As early as the 8th of

October, Dr. Kane writes, " To-day seemed like a wave
of the handkerchief from our receding summer. Winter
is in everything. Yet the skies came back to us with

warm ochres and pinks ; and the sun, albeit from a

lowly altitude, shone out in full brightness. The mer-

cury, however, although exposed to the full radiance of

his deceitful glare, rose only two degrees, from 7° to 9*.

In spite of this, the day was beautiful to rememlier, as

a type of the sort of thing which we once shared with

the world from which we are shut out; a parting

picture, to think about, during the night. These dark

days, or rather the dark day, will soon be on us. The
noon shadows of our long masts almost lose themselves

in the distance." Three days later, the sun rose only
9" on the meridian ; on the 15th only 6°; and on the

7th of November he rested on the horizon ; but for

refraction he would not have been visible at all. A
few days afterwards, a faint band of colours along the

southern horizon, for an hour or two on either side of

noon, was all that remained of daylight. To the

northward, the moon hung in the heavens, a great

viscid-looking globe, not a circle merely, as in southern

latitudes. It was a contest, for a few days longer,

between the moon and the receding sunlight ; at last

even the faint band of light faded away, and the moon
reigned alone. For a week on either side of the full,

she never set. By the end of December, the prolonged

darkness had exerted a sensible influence on the con-

stitutions of the party. Pale faces, and bright, deep-

sunk eyes were only an external sign of more serious

mischief. It is the opinion of Dr. Kami that theory

can hardly account for the multitude of depressing

influences belonging to the Polar night. Neither the

perpetual cold, nor the unvaried sameness, nor the
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complete seclusion of the party from the active world

of their brother men could compare in severity with

the constant and oppressive gloom of the long, long

night. It affected their health ; it affected their temper

and spirits ; less, indeed, among the officers who suc-

ces:;fully maintained their habitual courtesy of manner
to each other, and never permitted their own secret

forebodings of evil to depress their companions. With
the seamen it was very different. Deficient in the

resources of education, and less on ceremony with

each other, they grew moping, testy and imaginative.

They made common stock of all the imaginary terrors

conjured up by each. The wdld voices of the ice and
of the wind, the strange noises about the ship, the

hummocks bursting up through the darkness, without

apparent cause, the cracks and the dark w^ater that

filled them, even the distorting power of refraction,

—

all that could stimulate, or sicken, or oppress the

imagination, were felt and participated in, by every

occupant of the forecastle. The officers, for example,

were one evening called up by the watch, to see a ball

of fire floating up and down over the ice-field. There
it was, to be sure, a disk of reddish flame, wavering a

little in its outline, and flickering on the horizon like a

revolving light at a distance.* Philosophy w^as for a
moment at fault ; till glancing at Orion, our traveller

perceived that the meteor-looking visitor was nothing
more than Sirius shining upon them again, on his

return from the South.f Refraction had raised him
above the hills a little sooner than he was strictly due

;

his colours were blue, crimson and white ; his shape
varying from oval to rhomboid, to a square and to an
hour glass; now he disappeared, and again flashed

into sudden life.

* See Cosvws; Vol. ITI. Part I. 56.

t Sirius lying 16°30, to the south of the equator, never rises

to can observer in 75° of north latitude. As he travels to the
south, the star re-appears.
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During this dreary time, the vessels were drifting

with the ice, utterly powerless to direct their course

;

all that human ingenuity and foresight could do was to

make active preparation for the catastrophe which
might happen at any moment, and which would have

turned them adrift on the frozen iield, without a shelter,

and without a larger stock of provisions than each man
could carry. One day in particular, early in December,
they thought it was all over with them ; under the

force of renewed pressure the Advance had her stern

suddenly raised by successive jerks till it seemed in-

evitable that she must fall on her beam ends. ]3y good

providence, her bows began at the same instant to

rise, and she was lifted bodily out of the peril, for that

time at least. Habit reconciles men to danger ; even

after the crew had rushed on the ice, to escape the

overturn and the universal crash that must have

ensued, the officer of the watch, which had just been

relieved, was found in the cabin at dinner, with the

steward waiting on him, by another officer who, remem-
bering that the cabin stove was alight, had rushed

below for a moment to extinguish it, and thus prevent

the conflagration of the stores in the event of an overset.

" You are a meal ahead of me," was the cool answer of

the hungry watch-officer ;
" You did'nt think I was

going out on the ice without my dinner."

Once again the destruction of this gallant little

vessel seemed every moment impending. The hum-
mock ridge astern advanced with a steady march upon
her. Twice it halted, and again advanced ;—a dense

wall of ice, thirty feet thick at the base, and twelve feet

high, showering huge masses of ice from its crest, and
yet growing more formidable, every step that it ad-

vanced. The party had ceased to hope; when its

progress was arrested, so close to the vessel that a man
could hardly pass between them. Half a minute more,

and the vessel would have collapsed like an empty
eggshell.
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Almost with the first day of December their easterly

drift began. Wellington Channel was left behind, and
they slowly passed through Barrow's Strait, into Lan-
caster Sound. Around them, a level snow-covered

surface w^as rising up in inclined planes, or rudely

undulating curves. These eminences, breaking at their

summits, fell off on each side, in masses of perhaps

twenty tons weight. Tables six feet thick, twenty in

perpendicular height, and perhaps fifteen yards long,

surged up into the misty night air, heaving, rolling,

tottering and falling with majestic deliberation. The
sounds were indescribable. The ringing clatter of ice,

mingled with the low whine emitted by it when cut

with a sharp knife, sometimes rising into a shriek or

sinking to the low plaintive ciy of a night hawk ; the

whirr of flying machinery, the hum of a vast multitude

were blended wdth sounds utterly unfamiliar to the

experience of temperate latitudes.

Christmas-day was observed, wdth an effort to be

merry and convivial ; but the thoughts of home and of

absent ones were too depressing ; and despite a good

dinner, and a play into the bargain, it was a melancholy

day. The reflection, however, that they had passed

the solstice, the midnight of their long darkness, and
that the dawn was not far off, seems to have cheered

the poor fellows more than anything. Exactly a month
later, there was light enough at nine in the morning to

see to walk ; and as late as five in the afternoon a

refracted twilight hung about the western sky. " How
delicious is this sensation of coming day;" exclaims

Dr. Kane. " In less than a fortnight the great planet

will be lifted by the bountiful refraction of the Arctic

circle into clear eye-presence
!

" The day at last

arrived (January 29) when they were to see the sun

once more, after an absence of eighty-six days. It had
been arranged that all hands should welcome him back

with three cheers. Dr. Kane, preferring to watch his

coming, alone, took his gun, and walked about a mile
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away from the ship ; and there almost hemmed in by
a large ice-hummock, which permitted a view only

towards the south, awaited the glad moment, eagerly

drinking in the rosy light, Parsee fashion. The wind
had died away, and the thermometer indicated only
19** below zero. As he walked gently up and down to

keep himself warm, he thought over and named aloud

every one of his little home-circle, " F. and M. and
P. T. and B. and our dear, bright little W." Other
friends, too, had their share in his remembrance, but

he always went back to that little circle. He was not

strong, and his thoughts affected him. Presently, the

deepening crimson blush gathering into a focus of

incandescent white announced the near approach of the

hour. Mounting on a crag, he could see the crews
formed in line on the ice. He took a piece of paste-

board from his pocket, cut it into the shape of a little

carbine target, and after writing the initials of the

home circle, in pencil, on one side of it, and on the

other drawing a small star, he stuck his little target

into the ice. *' Presently the sun came ; never till the

grave-sod, or the ice covers me, may I forego this

blessing of blessings again ! I looked at him thank-

fully with a great globus in my throat. Then came the

shout from the ship—three shouts—cheering the sun.

I walked backward from my target till it became nearly

invisible; and just as the completed orb fluttered ou
the horizon, tired my salute. I cut M. in half, and
knocked the T. out of Tom. They shall draw lots for

it, if ever I get home; for many, many years may come
and go again, before the shot of an American rifle

signalises in the winter of Baffin's Bay, the conjunction

of sunrise, noonday, and sunset." In less than two

months, the short night was a perpetual twilight, and
before the end of April, the sun never set on the

Advance.
Beyond the limits of Baffin's Bay, our adventurers

saw nothing of Esquimaux life , bears foxes, and seals
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were the principal evidence of animation observed on
the inhospitable shores of Wellington Channel, and of

Barrow's Straits. The first bear that fell to Dr. Kane's
rifle wanted but three inches of nine feet in length ;

his weight was 1000 pounds. Another, when wounded
by a ball, stopped in his flight, and snapping with his

teeth at liis disabled haunch, much as a dog does at a

beesting, actually bit out the ball, and continued his

flight. Bears are found on the ice more than eighty

miles from the shore ; they have been seen, but not by
our traveller, on bergs and floes, carried far out to sea.

Their food is the seal, for w^iich they will lie in wait

for hours beside an opening in the ice ; sometimes they

pursue their prey into the water. Dr. Kane well

observes that there is something grand in this tawny
savage, never leaving this utter destitution, this frigid

inhospitableness ; coupling in May, and bringing forth

its young at Christmub—a gestation carried on entirely

below zero, and more than half of it in Arctic darkness

—

living in perpetual snow, and depending for his life on
his never-ending activity ; using the frozen water as a
highway, or as a raft to reach the open water wdiere

his food lies. This Polar tiger has no time for hiber-

nation ; his life is one long winter.

The seal exhibits a countenance whose expression,

usually compounded of the dog's and the mild African

ape's, sometimes so nearly resembles the human, as to

make a sportsman hesitate. Dr. Kane hit one in the

lungs, while it was floating, breast-high, in a pool of

water, and looking about with curious, expectant eyes.

For a moment, a little bright blood oozed from his

mouth, and it looked towards its enemy with a sort of

startled reproachfulness. Then it dipped ; but soon

reappeared, looked again, bled again, and again went
down. Half an instant afterwards, it came up, looking

flurried, with anguish in its eyes ; it sank again, after

a feeble struggle ; it was drowning in its own element.

Another final struggle, and it disappeared for ever.
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In the countenance of this expiring creature, our tra-

veller could trace something resembling curiosity,

contentment, pain, resignation, reproach, and despair,

in rapid succession. Unless the seal receives its

death-wound in the head, it invariably drowns, and is

lost. If shot through the head, it floats, after death.

The flesh both of the seal and of the bear was not an
unacceptable addition to the table of the voyagers,

particularly of the scurvy patients, to whom fresh meat
of any kind was medicine. The flesh of a lean bear

was pronounced not so bad ; but when the animal was
fat and in good condition, it required some resolution

and an Arctic digestion to make a meal of his rank
flesh.

With the opening year, the ice drift carried the

expedition into the wide area of Baffin's Bay, increasing

the perils of their progress, as the larger field admitted

of wilder commotion in the ice. While the voyagers

had been passing through the narrow seas, the changing

face of the coast on either side of them had given them
visible assurance of their onward movement. But in

the vast sea of ice that now opened around them, it

was almost impossible to imagine that they were in

motion. But for the evidence of the stars, their con-

viction of rest would have been absolute ; of rest, that

is to say, so far as regarded onward progress ; for of

change in the surface and in the condition of the ice,

there Avas an incessant variety. The escapes of the

vessel from instant destruction were sometimes of a

hairs-breadth kind ; the hardships of Arctic life were

but little abated till the sun began to re-assert his

influence. By the end of March the ice began to give

tokens of yielding to the increasing warmth. The
grating of nutmegs, the cork-rubbing of old-fashioned

tables, the young puppies and the beehives were again

ii*. active operation ; but without the wailing, the

hoAvIing, the clattering and the exploding din that used

tj mingle in the darkness, with the voices of the ice.
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The surface became moist and water}% although the

temperature of the air at noon was still 20" below

freezing : an anomaly which Dr. Kane is disposed to

attribute to a peculiar change in the internal condition

of the ice, somewhat resembling the permeability of

certain membranous tissues to fluids, (endosmose).

The moisture on the upper surface of the ice he is

therefore inclined to regard as an infiltration of sea-

water from below, through the new and porous arrange-

ment of the ice (I. 392 & 394).

As the season advanced, lanes of water opened
through the floes ; and our traveller observed another

beautiful provision of nature to assist the disintegration

of the pack-ice. Fragments of ice which had been

cemented to the under surface of the floe now rose

through the water, and floated about, between the

edges of the separated floes, thus interposing an effec-

tual check on their coming together again, and adhering,,

during the night. "By such impressive compensa-
tions," concludes our thoughtful traveller, ** does nature

effect the equilibrium of the year. In a short and
irregularly graduated season, this great ice-raft, the

growth of nine months of congelation, is returned to

water by means almost independent of thaw, and
resumes its ofi&ce of tempering the climates of the

distant South."

Early in June their drift of 1,000 miles ended, and
the vessels once more floated in their own element.

From that time their adventures rapidly approached a
conclusion. Off the west coast of Greenland they fell

in with the Prince Albert, now commanded by Captain
Kennedy, and in Lieut. Bellot, the second in command.
Dr. Kane found a spirit kindred to his own, in courage

and in scientific enthusiasm. The young French
officer's Journal shews that the appreciation was
mutual. They were engaged together in several hunting
excursions on the ice. In one of these, Kane's descrip-

tion of their common perils seems strangely prophetic
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of the sad fate of poor Bellot, the following year. ** At
the best of times," he says, " it requries the composure
of a well-balanced mind to take long leaps from one

slippery fragment to another, especially when the dark

water between is somewhat cold and deep. As I jumped
along some hundred yards, I was soon near enough to

see M. Bellot up to his neck, and Mr. Kennedy trying

to fish him out with a boat-hook. I confess, when he
was a second time swimming about in the sludge, I

really feared his dip would be a deep one. But, treated

as a group, the effect is unique, when a couple of men
are slipping, heels up, on an ice margin, while holding

up a third by the strap of his shot-pouch" (441).

On the last day of September, 1851, the Advance
and her consort sailed into the harbour of New York,

after an absence of nearly a year and a half. If the

principal object of the expedition had failed, it had at

least contributed something to the stock of physical

knowledge, and to the record of patient bravery and of

the superiority of mind to material difficulties.
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*' A ship frostbound and far

Withheld in ice from the ocean's roar.

Third-wintered in that dreadful dock

"With stiffened cordage, sails decayed,

And crew that care for calm and shock

Alike, too dull to be dismayed."
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THE SECOND YOYAGE OF DR. KANE

CHAPTER I.

The winter following the return of the Advance, Kane
was busily engaged in preparing a narrative of his ex-

pedition ; and in endeavouring to organise a new
attempt to prosecute the search for Franklin. But
Congress would do nothing ; and it cost our indefati-

gable traveller the labour of a second winter, before

his own exertions and personal sacrifices, together with

the munificence of private friends, again put him in a

position to cany out his cherished wish. The second

American expedition to the Polar Seas, in search of

Franklin, sailed from New York, May 30th, 1853,

under the command of Dr. Kane. Mr. Grinnell had
again placed the sturdy little Advance at the disposal

of his friend ; Mr. Peabody, an American resident in

London, had contributed largely to her outfit. Th^
whole party were volunteers ; eleven of them, including

the commander, belonged to the American navy; the

remaining seven were engaged by Dr. Kane. With
the exception of a few stores, allowed by the secretary

to the navy, the expedition was essentially a private

one. The rules, which all promised to obey, were few

and simple ; absolute subordination to the officer in

command, or to his delegate ; abstinence from intoxi-

cating liquors, unless dispensed by special order ; and
the disuse of profane language.

Dr. Kane's foinner experience of Arctic life had
taught him strongly to suspect the existence of an open
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sea around the Pole. It was now the main object of

the expedition under his command to reach that sea by

the most direct route ;
pushing as far to the northward,

througli Baffin's Bay and Smith's Sound, as their vessel

would carry them ; and prepared with tents and

sledges, to continue their journey overland, assisted, if

possible, by the native Esquimaux, from whom they

proposed to purchase dogs for tlie sledges. The party

reached Baffin's Bay before the end of June ; taking

deep sea soundings as they approached the middle of

the bay, they found a depth of 1,900 fathoms, or more
than two miles. At Fiskernaes, a Danish settlement,

in South Greenland, Christian Hans, a young Esqui-

maux hunter, was added to the expedition ; his name
will frequently occur in the subsequent narrative.

Creeping along the west coast of Greenland, and

baffled by calm and light adverse winds, the Advance
entered the picturesque harbour of Sukkertoppen, a

little after midnight, July 11 ;
" the peculiar light of

the Arctic summer at this hour,—which reminds one

of the effect of an eclipse, so unlike our orthodox

light,—bathed everything in grey, but the northern

background ; an Alpine chain, standing out against a

blazing crimson sky." Here our party laid in a store

of reindeer furs, for upper clothing, and of seal skins

for pantaloons and for waterproof dresses and boots.

As they slowly coasted along, past Proven and Upper-

navik, they picked up dogs here and there from the

natives, to add to the noble team of the Newfoundland
breed, which the .governor of Newfoundland had pre-

sented to the expedition, at St. John's, for the use of

the sledges.

Their difficulties began as they approached MelviUe
Bav. Kane now abandoned the coast line, and struck

boldly to the westward across the bay, trusting to find

more open water among the broken floes and icebergs,

than the indications of the ice led him to expect, if he

kept close to the shore. A week of dangerous and
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exciting navigation brought his gallant little vessel

safely through, into the open North Water, the high,

way to Smith's Sound. This successful passage was
much assisted by a j udicious use of the tloating icebergs.

Whenever the commander feared that the ice tioe

would close around his vessel, he moored her to a berg.

The North Water of Baffin's Bay is full of these moving
masses, shed off from the numerous glaciers which are

moving down to the sea along the whole indentation

kno\NTi as Melville Bay. The greater bulk of a large

iceberg, lying below the water line, is acted on by
deeper sea currents, while the lighter masses of tlie

floe are often driven by the wind in an opposite direc-

tion to the drift of the icebergs. Hence, whenever an

adverse wind, aided by the entangled pieces of the floe

around the Advance, threatened to carry her back again

towards the south, the commander selected a large berg

to moor her to. It proved a moving breakwater of

gigantic proportions, keeping its course steadily towards
the north, and leaving a lane of black water for a mile

behind, among the loose ice which was drifting south-

ward on each side of it. This towing process, however,

is not without its peculiar dangers. On one occasion

the Advance had hardly been firmly fixed to a monster
berg, after eight hours of heavy labour, spent in warp-

ing, heaving, and fixing in anchors, when the crew was
startled by a succession of loud, crackling sounds over-

head. Small fragments of ice, not larger than a walnut,

began to dot the water, like the first heavy drops of a

summer shower. They saw in a moment what was
coming, and had barely time to cast off the mooring
line, before the whole face of the berg fell in ruins,

with a crash like artillery close by. At another time,

during that perilous navigation, their sense of beauty

was awakened by the illuminating influence of the

midnight sun on one of those giant icebergs, their late

" fast friend ;" kindling fires, as it seemed, of variou*

colours on every part of its rugged surface, and making
23
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ibe ice shine like avast illumination of gem-work, hero

of bla:^ivig carbuncles, there of rubies, and molten gold.

SubSiiqiient study of the glaciers on the more northern

parts of the Greenland shore, where they are exhibited

on a scale elsewhere unknown, convinced Kane that it

was an errof eommon to nearly all systematic writers

on the subject, to suppose the formation of icebergs due

to the disengagement of a mass of ice from the lower end
of the glacier, descending with a plunge into the sea. He
himself had once the same conception ; but more lately

he learned that the iceberg, so far from falling into the

sea, detached by its own weight from its parent glacier,

actually rises from the sea, by a process as gradual as

it is silent. If it were otherwise, the thousands of

bergs thronging the seas along the whole Greenland

coast would keep the air and the water in perpetual

commotion : there would be no end to thundering ex-

plosions, or to the agitation of the sea. The lesser

masses of ice, alone, falling into deep water, could

justify the popular notion on this subject. But Kane
speaks from personal observation, when he says that,

" the enormous masses of the great glacier of Green-

land, are propelled, step by step, and year by year,

until, on reaching water deep enough to support them,

they are floated off, to disappear in the higher tempe-

ratures of distant regions" (II. 148).

The Advance soon (August 6) passed between the

headlands of Smith's Sound, Cape Alexander and Cape
Isabella, the Arctic pillars of Hercules, just beyond the

78th parallel of latitude. The precipitous cliffs of

Cape Alexandria, rising from four to five hundred
yards above the sea, and with their walls of rock, eight

hundred feet high, wore a frowning grandeur which
would dignify the entrance to the proudest of southern

seas ; and seemed to look down on the Advance as if

challenging its right to pass. Even the seamen were

impressed as they sailed under their dark shadows.
•' One of the officers remarked to the look-out man, that
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the gulls and eider-ducks dotting the water ahout us

were as enlivening as the white sails in the Mediter-

ranean. *Yes, sir,' he repHed, with sincere gravity;
* Yes, sir, in proportion to their size.'"

But one navigator before Kane had penetrated into

these inhospitable waters. Captain Inglefield, in an
English screw steamer, Isabel, exactly a year before,

had pushed his way into Smith's Sound, in search of

Franklin, some twenty-five or thirty miles to the north

of Cape Alexander. He found, not indeed the principal

object of his search, but such indications of an open

sea far to the north, as to leave in his mind little doubt

of its existence. The season, however, compelled him
to return without accomplishing more in the way of dis-

covery than a rough survey of a small portion of the coast.

Kane's plan of future operations was to force his way
in the Advance as far to the north as he could, before

the arrival of winter, and then to secure a place of

retreat where he might house his vessel, and make
preparations for a fresh start the following spring. It

also entered into his plan to leave behind him, as he
went along, landmarks to guide any navigator who might
think of following the same route. For this purpose,

he selected a convenient spot, on the eastern, or Green-

land coast of the Sound, about twenty miles to the

north of Cape Alexander ; a spot which should be

accessible to boats, and yet secure against the action of

the sea and of the ice. There he buried, for his own
future needs, his metallic lifeboat, filled with provisions

and a few blankets, placing along her gunwale the

heaviest rocks his men could lift, and filling the inter-

stices with smaller stones, and with sods of androraeda

and moss, pouring sand and water among ih<i layers.

The whole at once froze into a solid lump, htfti eiiouyh,

he hoped, to resist the claws of the j^roedv 2s>l*-r >i£r.

Such a buried store of provisions is called, in laKgtf&'?:e

borrowed from the Canadian hunters, a "cache"
(French, " cache").

E d
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To the surprise of the commander and cf his m(^&,

they fomid on this desolate spot the reaia^ns Gf fcr
human habitations ; a few ruined walls to miij'U &r. old

settlement of the Esquimaux, and hones o1 »omfe of

them in a little knoll, hard by. ** Nothing," s^ys our

ti'aveller, " can be imagined more sad and homeless

than these memorials of extinct life. Hardly a vestige

of growth was traceable on the bare, ice-rubbed rocks

;

and the huts resembled so much the broken fi'agments

around them, that, at first sight, it was hard to dis-

tinguish one from the other. Walrus bones lay about

in all directions, showing that this animal had furnished

the staple of subsistence. There were some remains,

too, of the fox, and the narwhal ; but I found no signs

of the seal or of the reindeer. These Esquimaux have

no mother earth to receive their dead ; but they seat

them as in the attitude of repose, the knees drawn
close to the body, and enclose them in a sack of skins.

The implements of the living man are then grouped

around him ; they are covered with a rude dome of

stones, and a cairn is piled above. This simple ceno-

taph will remain intact for generation after generation.

The Esquimaux never disturb a grave" (I. 50).

The cache secured, all that remained to do, was to

erect a beacon on a conspicuous point of Littleton

island ; a cairn of stones, and a staff wedged into it, to

carry the American flag, completed the arrangements,

at the hour of midnight. Next morning the Advance
resumed her northward course, beating against wind
and tide. In a few hours she encountered the loose

stream-ice, through which she had to bore her way,

with the additional disadvantage of a dense fog around

her. Ten or twelve days was spent in the incessant

toil of forcing on the vessel through the ice, of avoiding

the more dangerous masses, and the perils of a rocky

coast, sometimes close on the starboard side. After

all, but little progress was made. From the summit of

an iceberg which he climbed, Kane could perceive the
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eastern, or Greenland coast, stretching onwards, head-

land after headland, up to five in number, till it faded

into the mysterious north. As he advanced, theyoun*
ice began to form, and the pack which he had left

behind him closed into a solid mass.

Then the wind changed to the southward, and pre-

sently increased to a gade. The dovekies, or sea-birds,

disappeared, and the walrus congregated in great

numbers close to the shore ;—signs of a coming storm.

Soon it grew to a hurricane, the Advance was made
fast by three good hawsers ahead, and everything snug
on board.

" Still the hurricane came on, heavier, and heavier,"

says Kane ;
" and the ice began to drive more wildly

than I thought I had ever seen it. I had just turned

in to waiTQ and dry myself, during a momentary lull,

and was stretching myself out in my bunk, when I

heard the sharp, twanging snap of a cord. Our six-

inch hawser had parted, and we were swinging by the

two others ; the gale roaring, like a lion, from the

southward. Half a minute more, and twang! twang !

came a second report. I knew it was the whale line,

by the shrillness of the ring. Our noble ten-inch

manilla still held on. Hurrying my last sock into its

sealskin boot, I reached the deck ; the crew, as they

gathered round me, were loud in their praises of the

cable. We could hear its deep Eolian chant, swelling

through all the rattle of the running gear, and the

moaning of the shrouds. It was the death song ! The
strands gave way, vdih the report of a shotted gun ; and
in the smoke that followed their recoil we were dragged

out by the wild ice, at its mercy " (I. 69).

On went the vessel, under a reefed topsail,'scudding

before the gale, through the whole of the following

night, morning hght shewed her to be close to piled

masses of ice. It was in vain to attempt anchoring ;

the ice-torrent behind swept all before it ; and down
went the vessel before the gale, helplessly scraping
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along a lee wall of ice not less thau tliirtv feet, and some-

times more than forty feet thick. Kane had only once

before seen such ice, and never in such rapid motion.

One upturned mass rose above the gunwale of the

vessel, smashing in her bulwarks, and depohiting half a

ton r.r ice in a lump on the deck. The little brig

behaT3d gallantly through it all, as if she had borne a

charmed life.

As she drove onwards, a new danger loomed in the

distance. Beyond the floe-ice, against which she was
alternately sliding and bumping, there appeared a for-

midable group of icebergs. An interval of open water

separated them from the floe ; the gale drove the

Advance into this harbour of refuge ; and most unex-

pectedly she lost her headway, probably in consequence

of an eddy of wind against the lofty ice-walls. At the

same moment, however, the icebergs were discovered to

be in motion, and in the direction of the floe. There

appeared but little chance of avoiding the approaching

collision, when, just at the critical moment, a low,

water-washed berg came drifting up from the south-

ward. The recollection of a similar incident, conducing

to his escape in Melville Bay, flashed upon Kane ; the

berg moved rapidly alongside the Advance. Macgary,

the second officer, fixed an anchor on the mass of ice,

and made it fast to the vessel by means of a whale-

line. " It was a critical moment. Our noble tow-horse

whiter than the pale horse that seemed to be pursuing

us, hauled us bravely on ; the spray dashing over his

windward flanks, and his forehead ploughing up the

lesser ice, as if in scorn. The bergs encroached upon
us as we advanced ; our channel narrowed to « width

of perhaps forty feet ; we braced the yards to clear the

impending ice-walls. We passed clear, but it was a

close shave ; so close, that our port quarter-boat would
have been crushed, if we had not taken it in from the

davits. We found ourselves under the lee of a berg, in

a comparatively open lead. Never did heart-tried men
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acknowledge with more gratitude their merciful deli-

verance from a terrible death" (I. 72).

Perils even more imminent than these lay before the

intrepid crew, during thirty-six hours of prolonged

suspense. At one moment, a severe nip between an
iceberg and a veteran floe, twenty feet in thickness,

drove the brig up the face of the berg, which fortunately

presented an inclined plane descending deep into the

water. When it seemed impossible to save her from

being carried up bodily, and tumbled over on her side,

there occurred one of those mysterious relaxations of

pressure, which Kane appropriately terms the pulse of

the ice, and which lowered the vessel gradually down
again into the rubbish, and set her free from the line of

pressure. *' As she settled down again into the water,

quietly taking her place among the broken rubbish,

there was a deep-breathing silence, as though all were

waiting for some signal, before the clamour of congra-

tulation and comment could burst forth" (I. 76).

When the gale and its immediate dangers at length

subsided, it left the expedition at a higher northern

latitude (78* 41') than had yet been attained by any
exploring party, with the single exception of Parry's,

on his first journey from Spitzbergen. The severe and
monotonous labour of tracking, or dragging along the

vessel, now commenced, in the face of new difficulties,

arising from the unintermitting formation of young ice.

The mean, or medium temperature of the day now
ranged from 30° to 27'' Fahrenheit. The little brig

was frequently aground at low water, and it was some-

times not withour. serious difficulty that she could be

floated again. Once she heeled over so abruptly as to

tumble the sleepers out of their berths, and, what was
worse, as to discharge the glowing contents of the cabin

stove on tlie floor. The boards were soon in a blaze,

but tlie sacrifice of a heavy pilot coat kept down the

flames till water could be applied to quench it. The
peril of such an accident was increased by the fact that
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it happened in the neighbourhood of the powder-

room.

August was now drawing to a close, and the pros-

pects of the expedition were not bright. Want of rest,

the rapid approach of winter, and the slow progress

made from day to day in their northern journey, began
to damp the enthusiasm of Kane's officers and crew,

brave and staunch as they were. One of them ven-

tured openly to express his opinion, that the p-lan of

wintering in those latitudes should be abandoned, and
that the steps of the party should be instantly retraced.

Kane's conduct at this trying moment was conciliatory,

but firm. He reflected that the commander of such
an expedition has a personal interest in its success,

over and above any feeling of official duty, to stimulate

to exertion ;—an interest, moreover, in which his sub-

ordinates cannot equally participate. For to himself,

personally, belongs the largest share of credit, if the

adventure succeeds, and a similar share of reproach, if

it should happen to fail. Kane therefore called his

officers together, and invited them frankly to state

their opinions. All of them, except Mr. Brooks, his

first officer, advised the commander to give up the idea

of going further, and to return for the winter to a more
southern station.

The commander as frankly pointed out to his officers

that their projected sledge journeys in the spring im-

peratively required them to vv-sa as far north as they

possibly could, befor-: -winter, should absolutely arrest

their progress ; but, :: ^/erring in part to their opinion,

he fixed the northern headland of the bay in which
they then were as the point where he should be able to

decide with greater certainty as to the spring arrange-

ments ; that point reached, the brig should be put into

her winter harbour at the nearest suitable station. His
decision was received in a manner that gratified him,

and every one entered with alacrity on the fatiguing

duties still implied in it.
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Kane himself made preparations for a boat excursion

along the coast. He fitted a canvas cover on his best

and lightest boat, the Forlorn Hope, thus giving it the

advantage of a tent. A supply of pemmican, and a

sledge were packed on board, and a picked crew of

seven was told off for the excursion. The boat was
slieathed with tin, to protect her from the cutting

action of the bay ice. Buffalo skins were provided for

sleeping ; each man of the party carried with him a

supply of socks in his girdle, a tin cup, and a sheath-

knife at his belt; while a soup-pot, and a lamp for

cooking, completed their outfit. Ohlsen, the carpenter,

was left in charge of the brig ; Dr. Hayes, the surgeon,

in charge of her log ; and Kane and his boats' crew

pushed off on their expedition, followed by a God-speed
from the brig, expressed in three hearty cheers.

At the end of the first twenty-four hours the boat

could be taken no further. Even so far it had been

forced through a lane of young ice, a few yards wide,

almost strong enough to bear the entire party. They
stowed her away snugly under the shelter of a large

hummock of ice, on the shore ; and pushed onwards,

dragging behind them a few necessaries in the sledge.

Their route lay along a table, or shelf of ice, clinging

to the base of the steep and lofty cliffs of rock that

overhung the channel, and sometimes measuring up-

wards of a thousand feet. This ice-foot would have

afforded a most convenient highway but for a number
of huge, ansfular blocks of ice, many tons in weight,

which were scattered at random on its surface ; long

tongues, also, of worn-down rock occasionally protruded

from the bottom of the cliffs, completely across the ice-

foot. Sometimes, too, the deep channels of the

Vv-ater-courses intersected the path of the party, and
embarrassed their progress. They had often to carry

the sledge on their shoulders, while they waded through

water not far from the freezing point. At night they

halted on knolls of snow, under shelter of the rocks.
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One night the tide overflowed their little tent, and they

were forced to save their buffalo skin by holding it up
in their hands till the water subsided. " This exer-

cise," says Dr. Kane, " was more of a trial to our

patience than to our health. The circulation was
assisted, perhaps, by our perception of the ludicrous.

Eight Yankee Caryatides, up to their knees in watei',

and an entablature sustaining such of their household

goods as would not bear immersion" (I. 93).

Coasting along in this manner, the party reached a
fiord, or gulley, with a low shore, filled with a glacier,

which it cost them much labour to cross. The bones

of the musk-ox and of the reindeer, some of them com-
pletely fossilised, lay scattered around. Their progress

was so slow, that five days of severe fatigue had only

carried them forty miles from the brig. It was there-

fore determined to leave the sledge, each man carrying

his allowance of pemmican ; a buffalo robe served for

the night encampment, without the tent. Tlie first

day of the lighter equipment they made twenty-four

miles with comparative ease. The following day their

progress was arrested by the largest bay they had yet

seen in Smith's Sound. It was a noble sheet of water,

singularly contrasting with the ice outside. All was
explc.ii.ea, nowev^^r, when they reached an inner sweep
of the bay. arsd found a TOivdng and tumultuous river,

issuing from a liord with the velocity of a snow-torrent^

over a bed of broken rocks. This river, to which Dr.

Kane gave the name of the Mary Minturn, out of com-

pliment to a sist3r-in-iaw of his friend Mr. Ghnnell,

communicates \nih an interior glacier, from which yt

issues in numerous streams ; these uniting, form a

single tnink, about forty miles from its mcut'li, where-

its breadtli is about thr^.^ quarters of a mile.- The tide

ascends about three miles.

Thf: weary travellers encamped on the bank of this

stream, to refresh themselves, and enjoy the unusual

music of running water. " Here, protected from the
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frost by ilie infiltration of the melted snows, and fos-

tered b> the reverberation of solar heat from the rocks,

we met," says Kane, "a flower-growth, which, though
drearily Arctic in its type, was rich in variety ai)d

colouring. Amid festuca, and other tufted grasses,

twinkled the purpl* lychnis and the wliite stp.r of the

chlckweed ; and not without its pleasii^i;" associations I

recognised a solitary hesperis,—tlie Arctic representa-

tive of the wallflowers of home" (I. 99).

If the sight »ud th«?i sound of a flowing river, at this

high latuua*.. wi> i^leaeing to the imagination of the

traveileiic \j.i labour of crossing it was found to be

equivalent to half a day's walldng on the ice. Leaving
the rest of the party to recruit, Kane set out, with

three volunteers, to seek some high headland, from
which to take his final survey. From an altitude of

eleven hundred feet, he soon looked out over an expanse

reaching beyond the eightieth degree of latitude. Far
away, on his left, the western shore of the Sound lost

itself in distance towards the north. On his right an

undulating country led on to a low, dusky, wall-like

ridge, afterwards ascertained to be the great glacier of

Humboldt, beyond which another tract of country ter-

minated in a headland, facing a conspicuous projection

on the opposite shore. The great area between them
was solid ice. Close to the shore, which lay beneath

the traveUer's feet, long lines of hummocks, dividing

the floes, resembled the trenches of a beleaguered city.

Further from the shore a stream of icebergs presented

a nearly impenetrable barrier ; but beyond these again

the sanguine explorer thought he could discern that

the ice was less obstructed. By the aid of his Frauen-

hofer glass, he could see spaces which invited him to

attempt a further journey. As he laid down his glass,

almost with a sigh, he resolved to make the experiment,

if possible, in the winter.

His observations also assured him that no better

•winter harbour for the Advance could be found than in
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the bay where he had left her. It was out of the line

of the moving ice ; lofty headlands walled it in to

seaward, enclosing an anchorage in a moderate depth of

water ; j^et its situation was open to the meridian sun«

light, and it was guarded from winds, from eddies, and
from drift. Hurrying back, therefore, Kane communi-
cated to his entire party the result of his journey.

The brig was laid in harbour in seven fathom soundings

—a harbour she w^as destined never to leave, " for the

same ice is around her still."

CHAPTER II.

The whole party was now busily engaged in putting

everything in order for the long winter that was rapidly

approaching. It wanted but a month (Sept. 10) to the

time when the sun would rise no more, behind a moun-
tain ridge to the south. The long, staring day, which
had clung to them for two months, to the exclusion of

the stars, had begun to decline in brightness. Even
Aldebaran, the red eye of the Bull, Vv^as now visible as

eai'ly as ten o'clock, and the sky, tltough still partially

crimsoned by the tints of midnighi, permitted a sight

of Capella, of Arcturus, and even of "that lesser hght
of home memories," the Polar star. Stretching his

neck uncomfortably to look at this indication of their

extreme nearness to the North Pole, Kane felt it hard
to believe that the star was not directly overhead ; it

made him sigh as he measured the few degrees of dis-

tance that still separated the^r posiiiou from the spot

whore the Pole v.^as actually overhead. The jouug ice

was now solid and strong ; a berg had been csnght, >\,nd

fixed about sixty paces to the northward of the Advance.
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The birds were gone, and everything announced an
early winter.

The stores were all landed, in boats plying on a

canal in the ice, which had to be cut again every morning.

The salt provisions, which experience had taught the

commander to distrust, were now put under treatment,

with a view to wash as much salt out of them as pos-

sible. Ohlsen, the carpenter, and Petersen, the inter-

preter, were charged with the construction of a house
on the deck ; and the interior of the vessel underwent
a complete re-arrangement, so as to insure the utmost
perfection of dryness, of warmth, of ventilation, and of

general accommodation. Of nearly equal importance

were the observatories which had to be prepared for

astronomical, magnetic, and weather observations. Mr.
Sontag, the astronomer, and the commander himself,

divided the labour of this department. The weather

observatory was a wooden structure, erected on the

open ice-field, a hundred yards or so from the ship,

and rendered, by lattice-work and auger holes perfectly

open on every side to the air. An inner chamber,
formed of screens, was designed for the protection of

the instruments from the fine, and almost impalpable

ice-drift. The thermometers were suspended within

this chamber, and so arranged as to allow observations

to be taken through a pane of glass, with a lens and
an eye-glass outside the chamber. Their sensibility

may be imagined from the fact, that even while thoy

marked a temperature of 40* and 50* below zero, the

mere approach of the observer afi'ectod them visibly.

The site for the astronomical observatory was £>:«id

on a rocky islet, about a hundred yards from the vk6c<:.1.

Kane, in whom the domestic affections were very

strong, gave it the name of Fern Kock, his fatliei's

residence near Philadelphia. On tliis liitle islaLd,

which rose about thirty feet above the water line, f'^'ir

walls of granite blocks were erectc-.i, and ceiD^nt.'d

together with moss and water, and the n =5ver-failing
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aid of frost. A substantial \voo(len roof, perforated in

two directions (the meridian and prime vertical), crowned
the edifice. The theodolite and the transit instru-

ments were mounted on pedestals consistinjr of a mass
of gravel and ice, well rammed down, in a liquid state,

into iron-hooped pemmican casks, and as firm as the

rock itself.

The magnetic observatory, adjoining, was also of

stone, ten feet square, with a wooden floor as w^ell as a

wooden roof, a fire-grate of copper, and pedestals of a

similar kind to those in the neighbouring chamber.

Iron was carefully excluded from its construction, a

material which seriously affects magnetic observations.

On board the vessel a wind-gauge, which unfortu-

nately the condensing moisture prevented from giving

correct indications, and a simple tide-gauge, completed

the scientific arrangements for the long winter night.

Not the least important among these preparations

for winter, w^as the training of the dogs, on board

the Advance. A comfortable house was provided for

them, close to the store, on Butler Island ; but,

with the strong instinct of attachment to man, they

refused to sleep away irom the vessel, preferring a

couch on the bare snow, within sound of human voices,

to a warm kennel on the rocks, without it. There
were upwards of fifty of these animals on board, in a

state of wildness nearly approaching to the wolfs

nature. Their appetite often seriously complicated the

steward's duties. It was no small allowance of fresh

meat that would satisfy their craving ; a bear disap-

peared among them in four days, and a bear was not
to be procured very often. When the supply of fresh

meat was- law, or exhausted, nothing was safe from
their rav£«»5 ($x4s attacks, not even a feather-bed- Bait

meat v.^a^s poison to them.
All Kaaes plans, however, depended on keeping

ttio*-e dogs alive, and on making them useful in the

;lcdgc. He devoted much time to training his two
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Newfoundland dogs, not having yet been taught by
experience the inestimable value of the Esquimaux
dogs in those trackless deserts of ice and snow to which
nature has so wonderfully adapted them. The sledge

employed hy Rane, from a model furnished by ihe

British .Admiralty, consisted of two flat pieces of

American hickory, called the runners, thirteen feet in

length, set on the ground edgeways, and united by a

number of cross-bars, four feet long. The runners

were shod with annealed steel, only six feet of their

entire length being in contact with the ground. All

the parts of this useful sledge were fixed together with

sealskin lashings, to allow of its readily yielding to

inequalities of the gi'ound, and to sudden concussions.

Four dogs made a good team for short journeys, and a

light weight, but six, harnessed two and two, would
drag sixteen hundred pounds weight packed on the

sledge. At other times the sledge was pulled along by
the crew, each man being provided with a shoulder-

belt, or rue raddy, and a track line, of his own, made of

Manilla rope, averaging in length from three fathoms

to a line short enough to guide, or to turn, or suddenly

to stop the sledge. On such excursions the party was
provided with a buffalo robe to lie upon at night, and
each man had his blanket bag to crawl into. At first

a canvas tent made part of their outfit, and their food

was always pemmicau. But long experience enabled

those brave men, by little and little, to reduce their

outfit to the Esquimaux minimum of simplicity,—raw
meat, and a fur bag.

Late in September, the first travelling party, con-

sisting of Macgary, Bonsall, and five men, left the vessel

for the purpose of depositing caches, or buried stores

of provisions, at three points on the northern route, by
which Kane proposed, later, to prosecute his acquaint-

ance with the coast of Smith's Sound. About twelve

hundred pounds of pemmican were laid up in this way,

inclosed in strong wooden cases, or kegs, hooped with
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iron, to protect their contents from the attacks of

the bears. A light boat of india-rubber was added,

which Kane fondly lioped one day to launch on the

Polar Sea.

But three seamen remained with the brig; conse-

quently all hands, even the officers and the indefati-

gable commander himself, took their turn of labour at

the unfinished observatories. They had troubles of

their own, besides. The brig was overrun with rats

;

fumigation, by burning a compound of brimstone,

arsenic, and leather had no effect on them, although the

party had bivouacked a night on deck to give the expe-

riment fair play. A dose of carbonic acid gas was
therefore prescribed for the nuisance. Cliarcoal was
burnt, and the hatches closed ; but the excellent

French cook, Schubert, disregarding the risk, went
below, in search of seasoning for a soup. He was seen

to stagger in the dark, by Morton, one of his comrades,

who ran to his assistance. Both men were pulled up
on deck alive, Morton far gone, the cook quite insen-

eible.

A more serious accident, resulting from the charcoal

fires below, had nearly teiminated in the destruction of

the ship. Poor Schubert's mishap had tempted the

men to relax their regular inspection of the fires.

Kane, perceiving a smell of burning, rushed below, with

a lantern, w^iich was quenched in an instant by the

gas, as if by water. In a moment more he was insen-

sible, but not before he had seen a raging fire in the

carpenter's room. Soon recovering, with the assistance

of his first officer, he confided the terrible truth to the

four men who happened to be with him. To prevent

confusion, the doors of the compartment, where the

remainder of the party was, were closed, and water was
instantly passed up from the fire-hole in the ice, which,

as a matter of precaution, was always broken open
every morning, through ice fourteen inches thick.

Kane and Oidsen remained below, Brooks handed them
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do\ni buckets of water, tind in ten minutes all danger
was past. TliG deuso charge of carbonic acid vapour,

and the exclusion of atmospheric air, till the hatches

wers opened, had materially contributed to keeping

the fire under. The clouds of steam produc*^'^. oy

throwing the first bucketful of water on the -i . i.ad

an instantaneous cPiGct in dissipating the noxiv^v^o in-

fluence of the dfadly vapour, giving instant relief to

those employed below.

A danger of a different kind soon after threatened

the whole kennel of dogs. One of these suddenly

showed symptoms suggestive of hydrophobia. Then
it was remembered that for days previously she had
avoided water, or had drunk it with aversion or with

spasm ; but trusting to the assertion that this disease

is unknown in a higher latitude than 70", no one had
minded the animal. Now, however, she was staggering

about the deck, her head down and foaming at the

mouth. Then she snapped at Petersen, and fell at his

feet, foaming. While the deck was being cleared she

rose again, and snapped at Hans, the young Esqui-

maux. Till she was shot, Kane was seriously alarmed
for his Newfoundland dogs.

Traces of musk-oxen were reported to have been seen

on the ice, and of foxes, too ;
giving promise of an

agreeable variety in the choice of food, and of sport in

hunting them. Hitherto the walrus and the small hares

of the country had been the only fresh food furnished

to the larder of the Advance. In preparation for the

approaching fox hunt, Kane practised a team of Esqui-

maux dogs in the sledge, till his arms ached. Unlike

the Newfoundland dog, which is governed by the voice

alone, the dog of the Esquimaux obeys nothing but the

whip—a formidable weapon, consisting of a thong of

sealskin, eighteen feet long, united to a disproportionate

handle, only sixteen inches in length. It is managed
with a masterly sweep, and with so much precision as

not only to hit any particular dog in a team of twelve,

F
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but to do SO with a resounding crack. A feat of nearly

equal difficulty is to get the thong back again in safety,

for it has a trick of entangling itself among the dogs

«,nd the lines, and sometimes it entwines itself amusingly

about the lumps of ice, and pulls the driver out of his

sledge, head over heels. When thrown forward with

the proper skill, it slowly unwinds itself, and reports

its arrival at his destination by a loud crack, which
falling perhaps on the ear or the fore-foot of an unfor-

tunate dog, elicits an immediate response, in an equally

distinct howl.

The travelling party which had left the vessel late

in September had now been three weeks absent, and
the commander thought it time to set out to look for

them. He harnessed four of his best Newfoundland
dogs to his lightest sledge, and accompanied by Blake

on his skates, he started, with a supply of provisions,

to meet the travellers. The temperature was only 4°

above zero. On reaching the channel he found that

the spring-tides had broken up the young ice into

fissures, many of which the dogs managed to jump,
pulling the sledge after them. Once they missed their

leap, and the whole concern was plunged into the

water. Both dogs and sledge were fished out with

difficulty, yet neither man nor beast was the worse for

the wetting. Kene and his companions slept under

their h'?.jr>lo robe, in default of theirtnet, which was
froze :v as hard as aboard. In tbir> \%ay they managed
to :.ra\el about twenty milecj a day, until the sixth day,

when they had the good fortune to meet their party,

which hsA been attracted by the distant view of their

black tent, now thawed into use again. With the ex-

ception of a few inevitable frost-bites, every man of the

party was in good condition, and they had accomplished

their duty of caching stores with hardly the average of

adventures pecuhar to travelUng in those regions.

The united party returned merrily to the brig ; but on
the way Bonsall, who was sitting in Kane's sledge, was
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tossed otit in one of the flying leaps across a fissure,

and nai'i*owty escaped being carried under the ice by
the rapid tide. At the moment of falling he fortu-

nately caught hold of a runner of the sledge, and hir.

companion urging on the dogs, he was dragged out cf

the hole, only wet to the skin.

October 28th, Kane makes this entry in his journal

:

'* The moon is now a glorious object, sweeping around
the heavens ; she is still fourteen degrees above the

horizon at the lowest part of her curve. For eight

days she has been making her circuit with unvaryiiig

brightness. It is one of those sparkling nights that

bring back the memory of sleigh bells, and songs, a: id

glad communings of hearts, in lands that arc far asvcj"

(II. UOi-
la thet'i' ,-abin they were able to maintain a tempera-

ture of 65°, and in the house upon deck, just above

freezing. Outside the cold was 95' below zero. The
walrus now deserted their holes in the ice. The
darkness was now comincr on with insidious steadiness,

and so slowly as to be observed only by comparison of

days considerabl; apsrt. Thn Ih^rniometers could still

be read at noon witnoui artihcial light, and the dark
masses of the hills, with their snow-patches, were visible

for five hours in the day ; all the rest was darkness.

Lanterns burnt always on the spar-deck, and the lard-

lamps below were never extinguished. Stars of the

sixth magnitude, the smallest usually visible to the

naked eye, might be seen at noon. The party had to

wait ninety days for the return even of twilight ; during

140 days the sun never rose upon them. No one had
ever before wintered in so high a latitude, with the

exceptio'i of Spitzbergen, which had the advantage of

an insu.f./ climate and of ocean currents to temper the

excessive cold. A few weeks later Kane writes (Dec.

15), "We have lost the last vestige of our midday
twihght. We cannot see print, and hardly paper ; the

fingers cannot be counted a foot from the eyes. Noor
f2
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day and midnight are alike, and except a vague glimmer
on the sky that seems to define the hill outlines to the

south, we have nothing to tell us that this Arctic world

of ours has a sun. In one week more we shall reach

the midnight of the year" (I. 148).

The lowest temperature to which the thermometer

sunk was quite without precedent even in Polar expe-

ditions. It occurred in February, 1854. The mean
of eight instruments shewed a cold of 70° below zero,

or 102° below the freezing point. Chloroform became
partially solid, spirit of naptha froze, and for the first

time, chloric ether w^as congealed by a natural tem-

perature. The exhalations from the body invested any

part of it that happened to be exposed with a wreath of

vapour. The air had a perceptible pungency on inspi-

ration, imparting a sensation of dryness. Every one

involuntarily breathed guardedly, and with closed lips.

The daily routine of the ship during this dreary

period was of the following kind :

—

"At six in the morniug the decks are cleaned, the

ice-hole opened, the beefuets examined, the ice-tables

measured, and everything on board put to rights. At
half-past seven all hands rise, wash on deck, open the

doors for ventilation, and go below for breakfast. We
are short of fuel, and therefore cook in the cabin. Our
breakfast (for all fare alike) is hard tack, pork, stewed

apples, frozen like molasses candy, tea and coffee, with

a dehcate portion of raw potato After breakfast the

smokers take their pipes till nine, uiea all nandc turn

to, idlers to idle, and workers to work. Olilsen tD his

bevicli, Brooks to .his 'preparations' in canvas^ iviacgary

to tailor, Whipple to make shoes, BonsaU to tinkei,

Baker to skin birds, and the rest to the 'office.' Taka
a look mto an Arctic bureau ! One table, one salt-

pork lamp, ^'ith rusty chlorinated flame, three stools,

and as many wnxea-f'iced n:)en, with their legs drawn
up under thorn, the deck at zero being too cold for the

feet. Each of them has his department. Kan is
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writing, sketching, and projecting maps; Hayes copying

logs and written observations ; Sontag reducing his

work at Fern Rock. A fourth, as one of the working

members of the hive, has long been defunct ; you will

find him in bed, or studying ' Littell's Living Age.'

At twelve a business round of inspection, and orders

enough to fill up the day with work. Next the drill

of the Esquimaux dogs—my own peculiar recreation

—a dog trot, specially refreshing to legs that creak

with every kick^ and to rheumatic shoulders that

chronicle every descent of the long whip. And so we
got on to dinner-time ; the occasion of another gather-

ing, which misses the tea and coffee of breakfast, but

rejoices in pickled cabbage and dried peaches, instead.

. . . . Sleep, exercise, amusement, and work, at

will, carry on the day till our six o'clock supper, a meal
something like breakfast, and something like dinner,

only a little more scanty. Then the officers come in

with the reports of the day. Dr. Hayes shews me the

log. I sign it. So: .tag sLev'" me the weather. I

sign the weather , Xtiv tui^s tJia ti^ormometer, presented

by Mr. Bonsall. Theieiipon comes in mine ancient,

Brooks, and I enter in his journal all the work done

under his charge, and discuss the labours foi' the

morrow. Macgary comes next, with his cleaning-up

arrangements, inside, outside, and on decks ; Mr.
Wilson follows, with the ice-measurements. Last of

all, comes my own record of the day gone by ; every

line, as I look back upon its pages, giving evidence of

a weakened body, and of a harrassed mind. We have

cards sometimes, and chess sometimes, and a few ma-
gazines to while away the evening" (I. 169).

Lest this picture should appear too agreeable for

commonplace routine, our traveller adds a few of its

serious drawbacks. The fuel is limited to three bucket-

fuls of coal in the day ; the mean temperature of the

air outside is 50"*, or 60**, or 70° below zero ; London
brown stout and somebody's old brown sherry freez«in
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the cabin lockers : the carlines overhead are hung with

tubs of chopped ice, to furnish water for daily drinking.

The lamps will not be persuaded to burn salt lard ; the oil

is exhausted ; they work, therefore, by muddy tapers

of cotton and cork floating in saucers. They have not

a pound of fresh meat, and only one barrel of potatoes

left, which is devoted to the duty of an antiscorbutic

remedy, and which has strong claims upon it, for, ex-

cepting Schubert and Morton, there is not a man among
them free from scurvy. " As I look around, on the

pale faces and the haggard looks of my comrades, I feel

that we are fighting the battle of life at a disadvantage,

and that an Arctic night and an Arctic day age a man
more rapidly and more harshly than a year anywhere
else in all this weary world" (I. 173).

The depressing influence of this long and intense

darkness was not confined to the human occupants of

the brifif. Even th« aogf., natives as most of them were

of tV.fc Arctic circle, were unable to withstand it.

N-^^'r J all of them died of a brain disease, to be tttri-

b'j.?Bd *iuite as much to want of light as to the extreiLe

cold. The form of this fatal disease strongly resembled

mental derangement. The material functions of the

poor animals continued to be well performed, they eat

voraciously, slept well, and did not lose strength. But
the first symptoms of brain disease among them were

followed by indications closely allied to lunacy. They
barked with phrenzy at nothing, they walked about in

straight and in curved lines, with anxious and un-

wearying perseverance. They fawned on those who
spoke to them, yet without seeming conscious of the

notice they were receiving ; their most intelHgent

actions appeared involuntary ; sometimes, after remain-

ing for hours in moody silence, they would start off,

howling as if pursued, and would run up and down for

hours. These attacks usually terminated within thiity-

six hours, in violent spasms, resembling lock-jaw;

sometimes, as in the case of poor Flora, ** their wise
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dog," tlie periods of paroxysm were separated bj

intervals of lethargy and prostration ; then the crazy

wildness would return, aiid in six weeks death ensaed
from hrain distiA^e (aj'achnoidal effusion).

We have a lively picture from Kane's graphic pen, of

a day at the ooservaiory on Fern Eock

:

*' Imagine it a magnetic term-day," he says ;
*' the

ohserver, if he were only at home, would he the * ob-

served of all ohservers.' He is clad ii: a pair of seal-

skin pants, a dog-skin cap, a reindeer jumper (or

jacket), and walrus boots. He sits upon a box that

once held a telescope. A stove, glowing with a bucketful

of anthmcite, represents pictorially a heating appa-

ratus, and reduces tlie cold, as nearly as may be,

to 42' below freezing. One hand holds a chrono-

meter, and is left bare, to warm the instrument ; the

other luxuriates in a fox-skin mitten. The right hand
and the left take it * watch and watch about.' As one

burns with cold, the chronometer is shifted to the

other, and the mitten takes its place.

"Perched on a pedestal of frozen gravel is a mag-
netometer ;

* stretching out from it a telescope ; and
bending down to this an abject human eye. Every six

minutes said eye takes cognisance of a finely divided

arc, and notes the result in a cold memorandum book.

This process continues for twenty-four liours, two sets

of eyes taking it by turns ; and when twenty-four hours

are over, term-day is over too. We have such frolics

every week. I have just been relieved from one ; and

after a few hours, I am to be called out of bed in tht

night, to watch and dot again. I have been engaged in

this way when the thermometer gave 20° above zero at

the instrument, 20** below zero at two feet from the

floor, and 43° below zero on the floor itself; on one

side facing the little lobster-red fury of a stove, 94'

* A bar-magnet, suspended by one or two silk threads, to

measure the magnetic force.
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above zero; on my other side, away from the stove,

10" below zero. A 'grateful country' will of course

appreciate the value of these labours, and as it cons over,

hereafter, the 480 results which go to make up our

record for each week, it will never think of asking,
' What is the use of all this ?'" (I. 165).

Equally lively is Kane's description of the perils that

beset the observer in trying to reach Fern Rock

:

" Taking an ice-pole in one hand, and a dark lantern in

the other, you steer through the blackness for a lump
of greater blackness, the Fern Rock knob. Stumbling
over some fifty yards you come to a wall ; your black

knob has disappeared, and nothing but grey, indefinable

ice is before you. Turn to the right, plant your pole

against that inclined plane of slippery smoothness, and
jump to the hummock opposite ; it is the same hum-
mock you skinned your shins upon the last night you
were here. Now wind along, half serpentine, half zig-

zag, and you cannot mistake that twenty-foot wall just

beyond, creaking and groaning, and even nodding its

crest, Avith a grave, cold welcome. It is the seam of

the second ice. Tumble over it at the first gap, and
you are upon the first ice ; tumble over that and
you are at the ice-fort ; there is nothing else now
between you and the rocks, and nothing after them
between you and the observatory. But be a little

careful as you come near this ice-foot. It is munching
ail tlie time at the first ice, and you have to pick your
vcs.y among the masticated fragments. Don't trust

Yourfclf to the hali^linlanced, liitU'-tixtti, linlf-floating

ico-luiDp.-i. Triifssyou relish a liUiilfke iMarshal Suwar-
rcw's—:t nnght li: nioro.plcc>-nnt if you were sure of

getting out- -but fe^l your \yKy gingerly, with your pole

hsld orosswis<5, not disdaining lowly attitudes—hands
and k:iees, or even full-length. That long \vedgt>Uke

hole, just before you, sending up its puffs of steam into

ilifi cold air, is the seam of the ice-foot ; you liave only

to jump it, and you vjcc on the smooth level ice-ibot
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itself. Scramble up the rocks now, get on your wooden
shoes, and go to work, observing an oscillating needle

for some hours to come.
*' Astronomy, as it draws close under the pole-star,

cannot lavish all its powers of observation on things

above. It was the mistake of Mr. Sontag, some months
ago, when he wandered about for an hour on his way
to the observatory, and was afraid, after finding it, to

try and wander back again. I myself had a slide down
an inclined plane, whose steep slope gave me ample
time to contemplate the contingencies at its base—

a

chasm, perhaps, for my ice-pole was travelling ahead of

me, and stopped short with a clang ; or it might be a

pointed hummock—there used to be one just below ; or

by good luck it might vr only & wtfi:.^--nool, in which my
lantern made the glitter. 1 exuli«'d i^ i-^^ myself on
a cushion of snow" (L ioT ).

CHAPTER III.

At noon, on the i^lst of January, the southern horiz.on

shewed t. decided tint of orange for a short time, tii6

first welcome trace of returning day. The band of

illumination which the coming sun had perhaps ex-

hibited ^iarlier was too feeble to be distingr.iiihed from
tlie c-old light of the planets. Exactly a montli later,

lume, as once before, set out alone, to be the first of

tho party to welcome the returning sun, who hpd for

sowie days been silvering the ice between the heatllands

01 the bay. It was the longest walk and the toughest

climb that Kane had ventured on since the i>ight

began. Scurvy and general debihty had made hijn

short of breath. But he succeeded. He looked on
the sun once more; and, lying on a projecting crag,

actually nestled in the sunshine. It was like bathing
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in perfumed water. On the last day of Februar}^ the

sun poured its light on the deck of the Advance,

shewing in the faces of the exhausted party, if not the

excessive paleness which Kane had observed after the

long night in Lancaster Sound, yet equally unmis-

takable traces of suffering, in the ravages of the scurvy.

The month of March brought back perpetual day.

"With only half-a-dozen dogs surviving, and with the

whole of his party so much reduced in strength by the

hardships of the winter, Kane felt the arduous nature

of the task still before him. Yet he felt, also, that his

work was unfinished ; that the great object of the ex-

pedition, the search for Franklin, demanded a further

effort to push northward, with the return of spring. It

seemed, however, that the return of spring was not to

diminish the severity of the season. In the middle of

March the average temperature ranged at 78° below

freezing, a degree of cold which made it much more
difficult to drag a sledge over the snow, now resem-

bling finely divided sand.

In spite of all obstacles, active preparations began
for an excursion party. A new sledge, on an improved

plan, was put in hand, and a miniature rope-work was
set a-going to manufacture cord for its construction.

They talked with hope of their summer prospects, and

soitietimes even wrung a jest out of their past discom-

forts. " Canvas-shoemaking, fur-socidng, sewing, car-

pentering, all were going on ; and the cabin, our only

fire-warmed apartment, was the worksho}>, kitchim,

paidour, and hall. Pemmican cases were thawing' on

the lockers, buffalo robes were drying around the stove,

camp-equipments occupiod the corners, and our woe-

begone Frf'nch cook, with an infinitude of useless

saucepans, iubisted ou monopoh sing the stove" (1. 173).

The only chance of pushing the search with advan-

tage lay in a journey over the great ice-fields to the

north ; and this chance depended in great part on the

state of the ice, and its adaptation to sledge-travelling.
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KfDie's plan was to send forward a party of pioneers, to

place a cache of provisions ten days' jonriiey from the

bri;2f, and himself to follow at the head of his strongest

men, all of them volunteers.

AM v\'as now ready, yet the commander waited a few

days tiii the sun, which was now thirteen degrees higli

at noon, should regain sufficient power to give the men
some warmth in sleeping during the night. The great

luminary had almost reached the equator, and from the

deck all the bright orange bands of sunset could be seen

to the westward, through the vapour of the ice-foot,

while the frost-smoke was exhaling in wreaths, like the

little grey columns one may see stealing upwards from

house chimneys in the valley, as one descends a moun-
tain side.

At last (March 19th) the order to move was crimen :

the i-kdge was packed, and the pioneer party, cons: stiu^

oi olght men, commanded by Mr. Brooks, moye.d o-.?,

drt^'f t'lg the sledge after them, uiirler a saluic .a cnree

cheert?, &i.d throe nior^^ for the r.Oitimander, who saw
them off. His eye delected the exhausting effort made
by the gallant fellows, in consequence of the narrow
runners of the Esquimaux sledge cutting into the snow.

He followed them, and found them encamped for the

night, only five miles from the brig. Keeping his own
counsel, he went back to the rest of the party, had a

tter sledge rigged up in a few hours, loaded it with

ditional pemmican (the staff of life in the Polar zone),

d with a small boat for the open sea ; and at one in

e morning he led off a party with this sledge for the

campment of the sleepers. " It was very cold, but a

oroughly Arctic night; the snow just tinged with

the crimson stratus above the sun, which, equinoctial

as it was, glared beneath the northern horizon like a

smelting furnace. We found the tent of the party by the

bearings of the stranded bergs. Quietly and stealthilywe
hauled away the Esquimaux sledge, and placed her cargo

upon the * Faith.' Five men were then harnessed to the
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track-lines, and with the whispc-red word, ' Now, hoys,

when Mr. Brooks gives his third snore, off ^^-ith you :

off they went^ and the * Faith' alter them, as free 9pi
nimhle as a volunteer. The trial was a triinnpli. V^e

awakened the sleepers with three cheers, and giving

them a second good-bye, we returned to the brig, vith

tlie dishonoured vehicle. And now, 'bating misliaps

past anticipation, T shall have a depot for my long trip.

The partv is well off. Now for mv owd to follow tiiem
"

Next day, while visiting the fox-traps, Kane found

one poor animal frozen to death, and coiled up, with

his nose buried in his bushy tail. Strange to say, he
had managed to get out of the trap, but while working
his way underneath, ho had been frozen to a smooth
stone by the moisture of his own breath. Regret for

his singular fate iuo. not •^.y.oi'. ihe doctor's appetite at

supper, wiieie thx> littlvi credure, he tells us, looked

handsomer than ever.

All was now preparation for the starting of the

second party ; buffalo-hides, leather, and tailoring-

implements everywhere. Every particle of fur came
into play for mits and muffs and wrappers. Poor
Flora was turned into a pair of socks, and looked

almost as pretty as when she was at the head of the

team. Everything appeared promising, and Kane only

waited for intelligence of the success of the pioneers in

depositing provisions before setting out on his great

journey. While he waited Providence had already put

an end to his plans for ever.

It was the thirteenth day since the departure of the

pioneers ; the party in the brig were at work cheer-

fully, sewing away at the skins of some moccasins, by
the blaze of the lamps, when towards midnight they

heard steps overhead, and the next minute Sontag,

Ohlsen, and Petersen came into the cabin, looking

swollen and haggard, and hardly able to speak. From
their incoherent account Kane learnt a fearful story.
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On the ninth day of their journey a heavy gale from

the north-east broke upon the party. The thermometer

fell to 89° below freezing, and the broken ice and the

snow-drift had so obstructed their progress that they

had made no more than fifty miles since leaving the

brig. As the time fixed for their return had nearly

expired, they abandoned any idea of going further, and
commenced their march back again. Four of the party

were then suddenly frost-bitten in the feet, and could

not move a step further. Nothing was to be done but
to send forward those who were still able to walk, to

give the alarm; one brave fellow, "Irish Tom'*
(Hickey), volunteering to remain with the sufferers till

assistance should come.

Kane's first question was. Where are the sufferers ?

No one could give a description of the position of their

tent. It was somewhere, out among the hummocks, to-

the north-east ; but the snow was drifting heavily

round it when the messengers had left it, thirteen

hours before. It seemed a forlorn hope even to find it,,

yet the attempt must be made, and at once, as an hour
might make the difference between life and death. A
sledge was rigged up, and loaded with necessaries, and
as the solitary chance of obtaining some clue to the

position of their comrades, Ohlsen was packed in a fur

bag, and strapped to the sledge, to act as a guide. As
it happened, however, cold, fatigue, and mental dis-

turbance rendered any assistance from him futile, when
the trial came, as it did after the party had been in

motion for sixteen hours. TiU then the route had
been marked by vvell-knovn icebergs, but Jiow the

uniformity of the vast fi<.'1d of snow left thtm without a

local landmark of any kind. All that th^.y knew was,

that somewhere before them, within a circle of forty

mile?, five cf thoir comrades were anxionslj wciiting for

them.
Dr. Kane himself must relate the rest: ** Puihir>g

ahead of the party, and clambering over some rti.i.;54>d
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ice-piles, I came to a long level floe, which I thought
might probahly have attracted the eyes of weary men
ii! circumstances likt- our own. It was a slight con-

jecture, but it was *3nougk to turn the scale, for there

was no other to balance it. I gave orders to abandon
the sledge, and disperse in search of footmarks. We
raised our tent, placed our pemmican in cache, except

a small allowance for each man to carry on his person

;

ar.d poor Ohlsen, now just able to keep his legs, was
libcvited from his bag. T?i6 tlurmometer had fallen

to 49" below zero, and th.e ^.-ind was setting in sharply

from the north-vvcst. It was out of the question to

halt ; it required brisk exercise to keep us from freezing.

I could not even melt ice for water, and at these tem-
peratures any resort to snow for the purpose of allaying

thirst was followed by bloody lips and tongues ; it

burnt like caustic.

" It was indispensable, then, that we should move
on, looking out for traces as we went. Yet when the

men were ordered to spread themselves, so as to mul-
tiply the chances, though they all obeyed heartily,

some painful impression of solitary danger, or perhaps

it may have been the varying configuration of the ice-

field, kept them closing up continually into a single

group. The strange manner in which some of us were
affected I now attribute as much to shattered nerves as

to the direct influence of the cold. Men like Macgary
and Bonsall, who had stood out our severest marches,

were seized with trembling fits, and short breath ; and
in spite of all my efforts to keep up an example of

60und bearing, I fainted twice on the snow.
" We had been nearly eighteen hours out, without

water or food, when a new hope cheered us. I think

it was Hans, our Esquimaux hunter, who thought he
saw a broad sledge-track. The drift had nearly effaced

it, and we were some of us doubtful at first whether it

was not one of those accidental rifts which the gales

make in the surface-snow. But, as we traced it on to
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tlie deep F-now amoug the hummocks, we -were led to

ibotsteps, and following these with religious care, we at

isist came in sight of a small American flag (luttermg

from a hummock, and lower down a little banner

banging from a tent pole, hardl_v above the drift. It

Y'as the camp of car disabled comrades ; we reached it

after an unbrokcxi march of twenty-four hourG.
" The little tent was nearly covered. I was not

among the first to come up, but when I reached the

tent-curtain the men were standing in silent file on

each side of it. With more kindness and delicacy of

feeling than is often supposed to belong to sailors, but

which is almost characteristic of them, they intimated

their wish that I should go in alone. As I crawled in,

and coming upon the darkness, heard before me the

burst of welcome gladness that came from the four

poor fellows stretched upon their backs, and then, for

the first time, the cheer outside, my weakness and my
gratitude together almost overcame me. ' They had
expected me ; they were sure I would come'" (I. 189).

They were now fifteen souls ; the tent would barely

hold eight persons, the rest w^ere obliged to keep them-

selves from freezing by w^alking up and down while

their comrades slept, and the thermometer was at 75®

below freezing. Each man took a nap of two hours,

and then they prepared for their journey to the brig.

Everything was left behind but the tent, furs to protect

the suff'erers, and food enough to last for fifty hours,

A sort of litter was made of buffalo-bags, on which the

sick were laid, their limbs being carefully sewed up in

reindeer-skins. Blanket-bags and other skins were

heaped above them, as they lay, half reclining, on the

sledge. When all was ready, a short prayer com-
mending their enterprise to Providence, was said by
the commander, and the retreat began.

It was no easy task to drag eleven hundred pounds
(the weight of the sledge and its freight) over the ice-

field, piled as it was with hummocks of great s'lze in
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every direction. Thej made about a mile an hour for

the first six hours, pulling cheerily along, lifting their

load -when necessary over the large hummocks, and
sanguine about soon reaching the half-way station of the

day before, where the tent had been left. Even Ohlsen
was so far restored as to walk steadily at the leading

belt of the sledge-lines.

While they were still nine miles from the half-way

station, all at once, almost without premonition, they

became aware of an alarming failure of their energies.

It was the benumbed and lethargic sensation produced

by extreme cold, and heightened by the weakened
powers of the whole party. Two of the stoutest men
entreated permission to sleep ; they were not cold, all

that they wanted was a little sleep. Presently Hans,
the Esquimaux, was found nearly stift', under a snow-

drift ;
" Irish Tom " bolt upright, with his eyes closed,

and hardly able to articulate. At last Blake threw
himself on the snow, and refused to rise. It was in

vain that Kane wrestled, boxed, ran, argued, jeered,

and reprimanded. All that remained was at once to

halt. The tent was pitched, but neither water nor

food could be supplied, not a hand being strong enough

to kindle a fire. Even the spirits had frozen, at the

feet of the sick men, under all the coverings. How-
ever, they contrived to cram every one into the tent,

while Kane, with one companion. Dushed on to the

half-way tent, hoping to thaw some ice and pemmican
before the rest should arrive. They were to follow,

after four hours' rest.

Kane never Imew how long it took him '* ralk

those ninft miles. He and Godfrey, his comi'a i a,

were in a state of stupor, without any sense of tiL.^*

It probably took them four hours. They kept awake
by enforcing on each other a continued speaking, inco-

herent enough, as it must have betn. Afterwards they

had a faint recollection of seeing a bear walking

leisurely before them, and tearing to pieces a few
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juKJpeis vbich had te<m tlxrown away the day before.

Tbf'i t<f-7J- "vvss ifiidprj^oinjy the samQ unceremonious
treatment when they apf.TOached it ; but tht^ bear re-

tired, as they afienvards remembereti, ami they, drunk
v/ith cold, cra\y4ed into their relndoer-skin bags, and
slept for three hours in dreamy and intense slumber.

On awaking Kane found his; long beard a mass of ic-6,

fvfjzen fast to the buflalo-skin. Godfrey had to cut

him out Nvitl) a knife.

Water ^vus melted and some soup prepared by the

time the rest of the party ai rived. The day was pro-

videntially windless, with a clear sun, which brought
the temperature up to within 36° below freezing, other-

wise not a man would have reached the brig. It now
required desperate efforts to work their way over the

ice-ground. Their strength was ebbing anew, and
they began to lose self-control. They could no longer

abstain from eating snow ; their mouths swelled, and
some of them became speechless. Their halts were
more frequent, and they fell half-asleep on the snow.

It was found to refresh them. The doctor made the

experiment, directing that he should be awoke in three

minutes. He felt so much refreshed that he timed the

others in the same way. Brandy was served out in

doses of a tablespoonful.
" At eight ill the morning we took a longer rest, and

a last and stouter dram, and reached the brig at one in

the afternoon of the next day, we believe without a

halt. I say ive believe, and here perhaps is the most
decided proof of our sufferings ; we were quite delirious,

and had ceased to entertain a sane apprehension of the

circumstances about us. We moved on, like men in a

dream. Our footmarks afterwards shewed that we had
steered a bee-line for the brig. It must have been by

a sort of instinct, for it left no impress on the memory.
Bonsall was sent staggering ahead, and reached the

brig, God knows how, for he had fallen repeatedly at

the track-lines ; but he delivered with punctiHous accU'

Q
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racy the messages I had sent by him to Dr. Hayes. I

thought myself the soundest of all, for I went through

all the formula of sanity, and can recall the muttering

delirium of my comrades, when we got back into the

cabin of our brig. Yet I have been told, since, of some
speeches, and of some orders, too, of mine, which I

should have remembered for their absurdity if my
mind had retained its balance.

" Petersen and Whipple came out to meet us, about

two miles from the brig. They brought my dog-team,

with the restoratives I had sent for by Bonsall. Dr.

Hayes entered with judicious energy upon the treat-

ment our condition called for, administering morphine
freely, after the usual frictions. He reported none of

our brain symptoms as serious, referring them properly

to the exhausted powers which generous diet and rest

would restore. Ohlsen suffered some time from squinting

and blindness ; two others underwent amputation of

parts of' the foot without unpleasant consequences;

and two died, in spite of all our efforts. This rescue

party had been out for seventy-two hours. We had
halted in all eight hours, half our number sleeping at

a time. We travelled between eighty and ninety miles,

most of the way dragging a heavy sledge. The mean
temperature of the whole time, including the warmest
hours of three days, was 73° below freezing. We had
no water except at our two halts, and were at no time

able to intermit vigorous exercise without freezing.

Four days have passed, and I am again at my record

of failures ; sound, but aching in every joint. The
rescued men are not out of danger, but their gratitude

is very touching. Pray God that thev may live

"

(I. 197).

Three days later poor Baker was seized with lock-

jaw, and iu twenty-four hours more was a corpse.

They laid him in a temporary grave in the wall of the

observatory on Fern Rock, until the season should

permit them to lay him in the ground. Schubert fol-
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lowed him in less than two months, during which he

struggled against fatal disease with a resolute will and

a cheerful spirit that seemed sure of victory. Every
one on board but himself was silent and depressed, but

this gallant fellow, a universal favourite on board, was
always singing some B^ranger ballad or other • so

elastic was his lightness of heart, that even in his

illness he cheered every one that came near him. His
body was deposited beside Baker's, on Feru Ilock,

awaiting the progress of summer to find its long resting

place in the bosom of mother earth. Th« near neigh-

bourhood of those bodies made visits tt tha observatory

disagreeable, in the feeble and nervous condition of

the whole party. It was necessary to pass the bodies

at entering and at leaving the observatory, and the

crew shrank from going near the place at night. When
summer thaw came, and stones enough could be

gathered, they built up a grave in a hollow among the

rocks, and piled above it a substantial cairn.

While his comrades were standing around Baker's

deathbed the deck-watch passed down this unusual
intimation, "People hallooing on the shore." Kane
ran on deck, and found the sides of the rocky harbour,

and all about the snowy shores dotted with wild and
uncouth-looldng men. They were vociferating, as if

to attract the attention of the brig, and tossing their

heads and arms about in the violence of their gesticu-

lations. It was a party of Esquimaux. Kane therefore

called Petersen, his interpreter, and went out on the

floe to meet them, unarmed, and waving his open
hands, in sign of amity. A stout and conspicuous

figure at once came forward to meet him, with a swarthy
complexion and piercing black eyes ; his dress con-

sisting of k hooded jumper of mixed white and blue

fox-skins, arranged in a fanciful way, and of booted

trowsers of white bear-skins, terminating at the toes in

the claws of the animal. Metek, for that was his

name, was invited on board, and after a satisfactory

ai2
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parley, the rest of the visitors were permitted to follow

him. They were attired much in the same way as

their chief; their only arms were a knife, carried in

their boots, and a formidable lance, lashed to their

sledges. Fifty-six fine dogs had brought the party to

the brig. It w^as no easy matter to keep order among
them, or to keep them from touching and appropriating

everything they saw. A little decided compulsion was
at length demanded ; till, like tired children, they lay

down to sleep. Their food they had brought with

them ; large pieces of w^alrus-meat, which they eat

raw, sleeping at intervals, and again awakening to

repeat the operation of eating. Next morning, before

their departure, Kane dn cored into a formal treaty with

them, and ratiiying it with the purchase of all their

walrus-meal and four of their dogs, for needles and
beads, and old cask-staves. They ow their art under-

took to bring more fresh meat, and to i-nvl thMr dogs

and Pledges for the commander's excursions to the

north.

This party never returned. They had stolen too

many things from the ship to make it safe for them to

be seeD again^ But other parties succeeded, with all

of whom Kane maintained friendly relations, although

protesting with firmness against the thievish disposi-

tion of the whole tribe. Their dogs were of service in

furnishing a new team, with the three which remained
of Kane's original kennel ; and by the end of April,

ilhiess and fatigue were forgotten, and he was ready for

another expedition. Ohlsen was left in charge of the

brig, with the doctor and Bonsall, and two seamen.

The whole force of the party is thus enumerated by the

commander ;
'•' Four able-bodied and six disabled, to

keep the brig ; the commander and seven men, scarcely

better on the average, on the ice. Eighteen souls,

thank God ! certainly not eighteen bodies" (L '217).

The ice party started in two divisions, witii an in-

terval of a day between them, Macgary preceding, and
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the commaTuler following: both dragging sledges la^^en

with food, a tent, and a few instruments for dttci-

mining posicions on the joarney. They hoped to trace

the Greenland coast to its extreme point, and although

they only partially succeeded, they saw enough to add
considerably to geographical knowledge, and to indicate

future iielcls of enterprise. The coast, which on the

whole ibey found to trend, or incline rapidly to the

€?st\vard, is diversified by numerous v>'ater-worn head-

lan&T. afterwards declining into roiling hills ; its margin
studdea with islands, inhabited by the eider, glaucous

gull, and the tern. Glaciers descend to the water-line

from the inland hills. The most picturesque part of

the coast was found to lie about the seventy-ninth

parallel of latitude. At one point, " a single cliff of

greenstone rears itself from a crumbled base of sand-

stone like the boldly chiselled rampart of an ancient

city. At its northern extremity, on the brink of a

deep ravine which has worn its way among the ruins,

there stands a solitary column, or minaret-tower, as

sharply finished as if it had been cast for the Place

Vendome. Yet the length of the shaft alone is 480 feet,

and it rises on a plinth, or pedestal, itself 280 feet high.

I remember well the emotions of my party as it first

broke on our view. Cold and sick as I was I brought
back a sketch of it. Those who are happily familiar

with the writings of Tennyson, and have communed
with his spirit in the solitude of the wilderness, will

understand the impulse that inscribed the scene with

his name" (I. 224j.

A little further on, the coast began again to trend

more directly to the north, forming a wdde bay, between
Capes Agassiz and Forbes, the boundaries of the great

glacier of Humboldt, the noblest feature of that hitherto

undiscovered coast. Kane himself must describe it,

" My recollections of this glacier are very distinct.

The day was beautifully clear on which I first saw
it, and I have a number of sketches, made as we drove
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along in ricw of its magnificent face. I -will not

attempt florid description. Men only rhapsodise about

Niagara and the ocean. My notes speak simply of

the * long, ever-shining line of cliff diminished to a

well-pointed wedge in the perspective
;

' and, again, of
* the face of glistening ice, sweeping in a long curve

from the low interior, the facets in front intensely illu-

minated by the sun.' But this line of cliff rose in a

solid glassy wall, three hundred feet above the water-

level, with an unknown, unfathomable depth below it

;

and its curved face, sixty miles in length from Cape
Agassiz to Cape Forbes, vanished into unknown space

at not more than a single day's railroad travel from the

Pole. The interior with which it communicated, and
from which it issued, was an uusurveyed met- de glace,

an ice-ocean of boundless dimensions to the eye.

" It was in full sight—the mighty crystal bridge

which connects the two continents of America and
of Greenland. I say continents, for Greenland, how-

ever insulated it may ultimately prove to be, is in its

mass strictly continental. Its least possible axis, mea-
sured from Cape Farewell to the line of this glacier, in

the neighbourhood of the eightieth parallel of Is.titude,

^(i'js a Itiijyii of more than 1,200 miles, net m-dteriiiLy

loss man tn^^ ;f Australia fi.'ov- itri Jiortliei'u t; its

southGi-n capes (1,600 miles). IiiiAjj;h'0. "n-rV; the

centre of such a continent, occupied through nearly

its whole extent by a deep unbroken ses, of ice, that

gathers perennial increase from the water-shed of

va^t snow-covered mountains, and all the precipitations

of the atmosphere upon its own surface. Imagine this,

moving onward like a great glacial riv<-;r, seeking outlets

at every fiord and valley, rolling icy cataracts into the

Atlantic and the Greenland seas ; and ha^^ng at last

reached the northern limit of the land that has borne

it up, pouring out a mighty frozen torrent into un-

known Arctic space.
" It is thus, and only tlius, that we can form a just
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conception of a phenomenon like this great glacier. I
had looked in my own mind for such an appearance,

should I ever be fortunate enough to reach the northern

coast of Greenland. But now that it was before me I

could scarcely realise it. I had recognised, in my quiet

library at home, the beautiful analogies which Forbes
and Studer have developed between the glacier and
the river. But I could not comprehend, at first, this

complete substitution of ice for water. The conviction

slowly dawned upon me, that I was looking upon the

counterpart of the great river systems of Arctic Asia
and America. Yet here were no water feeders from the

south. Every particle of moisture had its origin within

the Polar circle, and had been converted into ice. There
were no vast alluvial plains, no forest or animal traces

borne down by liquid torrents. Here was a plastic,

moving, semi-solid mass, obliterating life, swallowing

rocks and islands, and ploughing its way with irre-

sistible march through the coast of an investing sea"

(I. 2'2o).

CHAPTER IV.

To the serious disappointment of Kane, and to the frus-

tration of his well-arranged jAans, it was found that

the caches of provisions, on which tiie sustenance of

the party depended, had been insufiiciently protected

from the depredations of the bears. Not that any
blame attached to the officers who had made the caches,

but nothing could resist the powerful assaults of those

savage animals,

in addition to tliis misfortune, the winter's scurvy

began to make its appearance again among the mem-
bers 01 this expedition party. The commander himself
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at length succumbed to symptoms of lock-jaw character,

wliich seem to accompany the scurvy. He soon became
delirious ; his comrades strapped him on the sledge,

and hurried back to the brig, as fast as their own
weakness would permit. He was carried on board,

nearly insensible, and so swollen with this terrible

disease as to be hardly recognisable. A few more hours

of exposure would no doubt have put an end to his life

;

as it was. Dr. Hayes, the surgeon, almost despaired of

his recovery. Rest, however, and an indomitable

spirit soon restored him sufficiently to arrange a new
expedition. It was now the turn of Dr. Hayes, attended

by Godfrey, the best driver in the party. This time

the exploration was to be conducted along the western,

or American shore of Smith's Sound. They set out,

with a light sledge, and their sleeping-bags of reindeer

skin.

The last week of May the genial sunshine rapidly

developed the signs of returning summer. The seals

came out of their holes in crowds, to bask in it ; ptar-

migan appeared, and the little flower of the andromeda
peeped out from underneath the snow. Bands of soft

mist gathered about the tops of the hills, changing the

unbroken transparency of the earlier a;>ason tor ihe

ashy, or pearly obscurity of the sky, peculiar to the

Arctic summer. A melting snow now sometimes fell,

such as the party had been long unaccustomed to, and
the general state of the ice indicated a breaking up.

The bc'i-gs began to show the commencement of little

streamlets, tiie floes were wet, and the ice-foot, along

the shore f(iil of paddles of salt water.

The scurvy patients had now as much fresh meat ',xi

they could desire. Hans, the Esquimaux hunter, sliot

many seals on the ice, near their breatbiug-holes, using

a contrivance familiar to the natives. He set up a

white screen on a sledge, and getting behind it, cau-

tiously pushed it before him, till the Geals were within
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range, when he shot them tlirough a hole in the screen.

An entry in his journal, on the last clay but one of

May, discloses the anxieties that preyed on the intrepid

commander. " It is a year ago, to-day, since we left

New York. I am not as sanguine as I was then ;

time and experience have chastened me. There is

everything about me to check enthusiasm and moderate

hope. I am here in forced inaction, a broken-down

man, oppressed by cares, with many dangers before me,
and still under the shadow of a hard, wearing winter,

which has crushed two of my best associates. Here,

on the spot, after two unavailing expeditions of search,

I hold my opinions unchanged, and I record them, as a

matter of duty, upon a manuscript which may speak

the truth when I can do so no lunger" (I. 246).

After an absence of ten days, Dr. Hayes and his

companions returned from their expedition, completely

snow-blind. They had had a rough and exhausting

journey, but had succeed-^d, to the extent of what was
possible, ill adding homethiug to the survey of the

American co&st-

The se«i5on stiil permitted another e:s:pedition, on
which Kane had much set his heart. He himoe^f was
too ill to join it; and, indeed, out of the whole firtj

there were no more than two officers and three 8<^£,men

m sound health. But six men were mustereil, suffi-

ciently in condition to start, eaily in June, for the

purpose of attempting the passage of the Great Glacier,

and of examining the mer tie glac, and the coast beyond
it. The commander whiled away the time of their

absence in seal -hunting, and in watching the changes
of iS\e' ice, and the summer vegetation of those desolate

region s. The andrun?eda vas in flower, the willows

sappy and puffing, their catskijis of last year dropping

off: heaths and saxifrages, and lichens were as&uming
a new- life. " Few of us," says Kane, " at home can
realise the protecting value of tliia warm cove^L^d of
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snow. No eider-down in the cradle of an infant is

tucked in more kindly than the sleeping-dress of winter

about this feeble flower-life. The first warm snows of

August or September falling on a thickly-pleached

carpet of grasses, heaths, and willows, enshrine the

flowery growths which nestle round them in a non-

conducting chamber ; and as each successive snow
increases the thickness of the cover, we have, before

the intense cold of winter sets in, a light cellular bed,

covered by drift six, eight, or ten feet deep, in which
the plant retains its vitality" (I. 266).

The sick men, after their light morning's work, and

a long bask in the sun, used in the afternoon to go on

shore, and search for succulent plants to eat, among
the snow; scurvy-grass, young sorrel, and the -vs-illow-

bark, which, like all the Arctic vegetable astringents,

are powerfully antiscorbutic.

In seal-hunting Kane one day met with an adven-

ture. While steadily approaching a hole where he saw
a large seal basking, and asleep on the ice, the animal

awoke, and by a sudden movement attracted the doctor s

attention to a rival hunter, in a bear that was also

watching the hole. It was now a question Tjlictbsr the

rifle-ball should be dedicated to the r-oal cr to the bcir.

The seal to be sure was within shoi, ihc bear no- yet

so ; but again, if the seal were shot the hunter v.ould

be at tlie mercy of the lx?ar : he might be giving the

sas-age a dinner, and saving himself for the dessert.

Those meditations were soon finished, for the seal

made a second movement, and the hunter's instinct

prompted the quick discharge of the rifle. The cap

alone exploded. In an instant the seal disappeared

with a floundering splash, and the bear, with three or

four rapid leaps, stood disconsolate at the hole* For
another moment the two hunters stared each other in

the face, and then with a laudable discretion both of

them ran off in opposite directions.
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The month of June was nearly over before the first

detachment of the expedition party returned to the brig.

They had found it impossible to scale the glassy surface

of the Great Glacier, although equipped with the usual

apparatus for such enterprises. A cache of provisions,

on which they had depended, had entirely disappeared

under the resistless force of the bears' claws and teeth,

except indeed a deposit of salt meat, which these

animals were too dainty to touch. Ground coifee, old

canvas, and the American colours seemed favourite

articles of food with them ; and being unable to masti-

cate the thick india-rubber cloth, they had tied it up in

knots of unimaginable perplexity.

Two of the party, Morton and Hans, had pushed
further still along the coast, and did not return for a

fortnight after their companions. After encountering

incredible difficulties, Morton, on the 24th of June,

reached a point of land boyond the eighty-first parallel

of latitude, rising two thousand feet out of the sea, in

steep clifi"s, against the foot of which the open sea of

the Polar basin was breaking. As far as he could see

there was not a particle of ice ; the sea was open, with

a swell setting in from the north and west. The north

wind was just strong enough to make white caps on the

water, and the surf dashed on the rocks below in

regular breakers. The temperature of the water was
30°. From this point of observation Morton perceived,

across the Sound, some 6' to the west of north,

the peak of a headland, which he calculated must be

about 3,000 feet in height. This peak, nearly on the

eighty-third parallel, the most northern land known on
the globe, has received the name of Sir Edward Parry,

the great pioneer of Arctic adventure. Tbe sky in the

same direction prest^nted a dark rain-cloud, the first

Morton had seen since the brig was frozen up. Flocks

of gulls and mollemokes sailed about on the steep

breast of the cliffs where he stood. He unfurled and
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laster-edto his walking pole a little, flag which had onc^

before ?.ccompauied a voyage of discovery to the

Antarctic Pole—a cherished relic, which Kane had
taken with him on both of his Polar expeditions.

Morton and his Esquimaux companion then retraced

their steps to the brig, without further adventure.

Thus the theory of an open Polar basin, partially

supported by the observations of Arctic adventurers,

from the time of Bareutz (1596), to the more r';o.nt

experiences of Wrangel, and Scoresby, and Petii./, and
Inglefield, received full confirmatioi . Whatever phy-
sical causes may contribute to this mysterious fluidity,

in the midst of vast plains of solid ice, we can fully

understand the feelings of Kane, when he says, that
" it was well calculated to arouse emotions of the highest

order ; and I do not believe there was a man among
us who did not long for the means of embarking on
those bright and lonely waters" (I. 306).

The following lines contain some of the reflections

suggested by the mysterious phenomenon of a liquid

sea at the Pole :

—

KANE'S POLAR SEA.

The Ocean mighty man would make his slave,

And use for gain ; but thou, wild Virgin- Sea,
From all but Nature's common bond art free;

No figured prow e'er tamed thy lonely wave,
In pride of war, or merchandise. No grave
Of perished hopes lies buried deep in thee

;

Beneath thy gulfs no dreaming mothers see

Their treasures swallowed quick, with none to saTC

Nor on thy worn and solitary coast

Has human thought e'er woke, or human art,

In polished city and the sea- side mart,
Of their great mother-age the deathless boast
A world thou art without a ruin, where
Nought lived to perish, or to grow less fair.
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From sleepless watch-towers in the heavenly height,

The Northern Star and all his wheeling train

In the deep mirror of thy romided plain

Behold the quivering pulses of their light

Beating responsive through the unbroken night,

That with an equal day divides in twain
The solar year, and in alternate reign

Shares the unmingling realms of dark and bright.

And lo ! the moon, behind thy liquid field,

Through half her monthly travel ne'er descends,
Night feigning day;—to her imperial power.
With sister-seas, at each meridian hour,

Thy throbbing tides mute signs of homage yield,

And of one family bond which never ends.

Mysterious pulse of life ! which unconfined

By icy barriers, 'neath wide heaven is beating

;

Nature the vain assumption gaily cheating
Which all of life and loveliness would bind
Within the kingdom of Man's sovereign mind.
Lo ! heaven-fiorn beauty with the earthly meeting i

The unchanging light a myriad waves --.r" greeting

In foaming crests, loose-shaken by the T7iac.

A wingc:^."cloud of birds is sailing o>r
Tali, jagged clifTs that overhang the deeps;

While on the limits of the rocky shi)re

One lonely traveller's eye in wonder sweeps,

A moment, round the glacier-skirted bay.

Where Polar Nature langhs through her one summer day.

J. A. S.

The expeditions for the season were over ; and now
came the serious question, What should be done?
Should the party prepare for another winter on the ice,

or if Nature did not perm-it the liberation of the brig,

should they abandon it, and seek for safety by a journey

to the south ? On the one hand, there was neither

fuel nor provisions sufficient for another winter's con-

test with the cold and the darkness ; and the health of

the party was already very seriously shaken. On the
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other band, honour forbade the commander to tliink of

abandoning his vessel at so early a stage, and without
more of an effort to stay by her, and wait a fortunate

change in the ice. To this iiice sense of honour vfis

added the practical difficulty of auopting any other

course. How, for example, were the sick men to be

transported ; how those who had been so lately disabled

by the amputation of frost-bitten limbs ?

The commauder, therefore, with characteristic reso-

lution and forethought for his party, determined in

person to attempt a communication with Beechey island,

wliere he hoped to fall in with Sir F.a^vftrd Be!c'.ier's

S'lUAdron; oi perhaps he might Lud the ^to^es of the

> ortui Ctar »*• Wostenholm island ; Oi*, failing cJl othc"^

resources, he might coast along to Wellington channel.

Before engaging in what he felt to be a hazardous ex-

periment, he called his officers together, laid his views

before them, together with his reasons for hoping to see

the Advance extricated, later on in the season. Yet as

there was also a counter-probability that she would not

be extricated, the attempt must be made to lay in pro-

visions for the coming winter. He concluded by
selecting five men among his party, on whose endurance
and other seamanlike qualities he could thoroughly

depend. The old whale boat, the "Forlorn Hope,"
was fitted up anew for the occasion, under Macgary's
superintendence. For provisions, the only meat they

had to take was pork, all their pemmican having

perished in the caches so lately visited by the bearg.

The boat was then transported (July 12), on a sledge,

across the twenty miles of ice which still separated the

brig from open water—an operation which occupied three

days. By good chance, the second day of the launching

of the boat in the open waters of the Sound, the party

came upon an extensive colony of eider-ducks, of which,

in a few hours, they killed more than two hundred,

with guns and stones, and thus compensated for the

poverty of their larder.
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July 19th.—In the evening, the little boat sailed

through Smith's Straits, with a fresh and favourable

breeze, into the open North Water of Baffin's Bay.

A few hours later, a heavy gale overtook it, and there

seemed hardly a hope that so small a craft could

weather the storm. Nothing but the masterly skill of

Macgary, in the management of the long steering-oar,

could, humanly speaking, have saved the party. For
twenty-two hours, of unbroken exertion, he occupied a

post to which no one else could pretend ; until, by a

change in the direction of the wind, the boat was
brought within the protection of the shore floes. It

was soon safely moored to leeward of an old floe, not

more than fifty yards across, while the weather surf

was still flying over the henii^i of tho tid venturers. But
the perils of thi^j navigation had only beguja.. While
tracking the hoat along opening lanes, the capricious

movements ,/ the ice occasioned it many a djinu\;Ting

nip and sqvxje^c, sometimes it had to be hauled b' oily

on the ice to escape instant destruction. What betwe.?n

the leaking of the boat, and the deluging rain that fell

into it, it was the sole occupation of one man, for six

days, to bale the water out of her.
" On one occasion," says Kane, " we were in an

alley of pounded ice-masses, such as the receding floes

leave when they have crushed the tables that are

between them ; we had pushed our way far enough to

make retreat impossible, when the floes began to close

in. There was no escaping a nip, for everything was
loose and rolling around us, and the floes broke into

hummock ridges as they came together. They met
just ahead of us, and gradually swayed in towards our

boat. The fragments were already splitting off, and
spinning over us, when we found ourselves borne up
by IL.C accumulating rubbish, hke the Advance in het

v>]Luer drift. After resting for twenty minutes high

out of the water, we were quietly lowered again, as the

fields relaxed their pressure" (I. 329).
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At the distance of ten miles from Cape Parry (July

31), their progress southwards was finally arrested by
the discovery of '* a motionless, unbroken, and impene-

trable sea of ice," within a radius of thirty miles before

them to the south and west. The northern portion of

Baffin's Bay, beyond Cape Dudley Diggs, known to

whalers as the North Water, is at least occasionally

divided into two distinct tracks of open water, by a con-

tinuous barrier of ice, made up of the masses discharged

into the bay from Jones' Sound on the west, and from

Murchison's Sound on the north-east side. To attempt

going further was vain ; the bow of the Forlorn Hope
was therefore once more turned to the north, and lier

party landed on Northumberland island, to recruit

themselves with fresh food and rest. They found

abundance of grasses, of sorrel, and of cochlearia doT.ni

to the water's edge. The island is a vast homestead

of auks, dovekies, gulls, and foxes. Here also Kane
found a subject of intense interest in a glacier descend-

ing abruptly from the central plateau of the island, at

an angle of more than seventy degrees. " The ice was
unbroken through its entire length. It came down
from the level of the upper country, a vast icicle, with

folds or waves impressed upon it by its onward motion,

undisturbed by any apparent fracture or crevasse. Thus
it rolled downward, over the rugged and contracting

platform below, and thence poured its semi-solid mass
upon the plain. Where it encountered occasional

knobs of rock it pjassed round them. It seemed as if

an interior ice lake was rising above the brink of the

cliffs that conlined it. In many places it could be seen

exuding, or forcing its way over the veiy crest of the

rocks, and hanging down in huge icy stalactites, seventy

and a hundred feet long. These vvere still lengthening

out, b}' the continuous overflow, some of them breaking

offj as their weight be-';ame too gi'eat for their tenacii;.\

ctV;.-fyr. swslling by constant supplies from the interior;,

b;^l st'iitling off fragmentary massea with an unremit-
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ting (•Iar>gour. Tbe j)lain below was piled up with

rubbish, while foaming and muddj torreuts found their

way to the sea, carrying gravel and rocks along with

them. These ice-cascades kept up their din the whole
night, sometimes startling us s\'ith a heavj^ booming
sound, as the large masses fell, but more generally

rattlin^ y.vay, like the random fire of a militia parade
"

(I. 336;.

After an absence of nearly four weeks (August 9),

Kane and his companions regained the brig, having
accomplished nothing. In a few days he was forced to

the inevitable conclusion that there was no escape for

him, at least for that season. Everything plainly told

him that winter was again upon him ; nothing more
plainly than the young ice, which was now strong

enough to support a man. " It has a bad look," he
says, " this man-supporting August ice." And again,
** Bad ; bad ;—I must look another winter in the face.

I do not shrink from the thought, but while we have a
chance ahead it is my first duty to have all things in

readiness to meet it. It is horrible—yes, that is the

word

—

horrible to look forward to another year of

disease and darkness, to be met without fresh food, and
without fuel. I should meet it with a more tempered
sadness if I had no comrades to think for and protect

"

(I. 343).

The allowance of fuel was now reduced to six pounds
a meal. This, among eighteen, is one-third of a pound
of fuel for each. It allowed of coffee twice in the day,

and of soup once. Cold pork, boiled in quantities, and
eaten as required, sufficed for the rest. *• This sort of

thing worked badly," but the commander saw " dark-

ness ahead." Sunday, August 20th, he made this

entry in his journal ;
" Rest for all hands. Our daily

prayer is no longer, ' Lord accept our gratitude, and
bless our undertaking,' but, * Lord, accept our grati'

tude, and restore us to our homes."* The birds were

H
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^one, the Tater-streams from the bergs, and on shore,

were rapidly freezing up. Kane therefore feeling that

the crisis of the expedition was approaching, made
arrangements for leaving some clear and tangible traces

of the Advance and her party, in case of the worst.

On Observatory Island he selected a cliff, looking out

conspicuously on the icy desert ; &nc^ on a broad face

of rock the name of the Arv ^\^.> A'as painted in large

letters, togethCi with the dale, a.d. 1853-4. A pyramid
of heavy stones, erected above it, was marked with the

symbol of the cross. Every Christian must sympathise

with the commander when he says, ** It was not with-

out a holier sentiment than that of mere utility that I
placed under this the coffins of our two poor comrades.

It was our beacon, and their gravestone " (I. 345).

Near this cairn, in a hole in the rock, a paper inclosed

in glass was deposited, containing the names of the.

party, the circumstances of their detention, and a short

statement of what they had done, and of what they had
contributed to the progress of discovery, in the survey

of the shore of Smith's Sound.

The brig could not escape, and the commander began
to doubt whether she could ever get away at all, ob-

serving the w^ay in which the ice was impacted the

preceding winter, how very little it had yielded through
the summer, and the early return of winter. Neither

could boats now be forced as far as the southern open

water. It remained only to call all hands together,

communicate the dreadful truth to them, state the

commander's views and decision, and request an answer
from each of them, as to whether he would go or stay ;

for some of them, relying on the opinion of Petersen,

the Danish interpreter—a man of mature experience in

Arctic ice, had been suggesting the abandonment of

the brig, as the last chance of life for the party. Kane
himself thought otherwise, and had resolved, come what
might, to stay by his vessel to the last ; but making
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generous allowance for the inferior impulses of his com-
rades, he determined to leave the matter in their own
hands. The rules and customs of Arctic navigation

also coincided with his resolution. When a ship is

hopelessly beset, the master's authority gives way, and
the crew are free to go, or stay. Other considerations

pointed to the same conclusion. The entire party con-

sisted of scurvy-riddled, broken-down men ; short of

provisions ; and even such as they had being altogether

unsuited to the condition of the party. The only re-

maining hope of maintaining, or of restoring health

enough to insure a successful escape the following

spring, lay in the preservation of a wholesome and
elastic tone of feeling among the men. A reluctant,

brooding, disheartened spirit would sweep the decks

like a pestilence. Kane, with a physician's foresight,

feared the bane of depressing example. With half-a-

dozen resolute men, who confided in him and in each

other, he had no fears of ultimate safety : but he felt

he might be sacrificing the energies, if not the very Hves

of all, by insisting on those who wished to go remaining.

This critical interview between the commander and
his party took place at noon, August y4th- He franldy

laid everything before them : the hopelessness of escape,

as it seemed to him, even if they should leave the

vessel ; alluding to their duty, also, as an addi.tio'inl in-

centive to stay by her. At the same time he offered

his free permission to as many as might still wish
to make the attempt, only requiring that they should

place themselves under the command of ofTicers se-

lected by themselves, before setting out, and that they

should renounce in writing every claim on himself

and on those who might elect to remain with him.
These preliminarie« arranged, he ordered the roll to b*i

called, and invited each man to give his opinion.

Eiglit out of seventeen stood by their gallant com-
mander. The rest received a liberal share of the
remaining stores, and every requisite for the accom-
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lishment of their -wishes. They carried with them a

vritten assurance of a brother's welcome if thej shouLJ

e compelled to return. Among the closing days oi

:Vugu.st they moved ofl', with the clastic stop of met:

confident of success, and were out of sight h\ a fcvv

hours.

CHAPTEB V.

" The reduced number of our party," says Kane :
** the

helplessness of many, the wa^)mg eificioney of all, the

impending winter, with its cold, dark night, our penury
of resources, the dreary sense of increased desolation

—these made the staple of our thoughts. For a time

Sir John Franklin and his party, our daily topic

through so many months, gave place to the question

of our own fortunes—how we were to escape, and how
to live. The summer had gone, the harvest was ended,

and We did not care to finish the sentence."

Emergency, however, had the excellentefi'ectof rousing

the energies of the little party and they set to work
vigorously to make the necessary preparations for the ter-

rible season before them. Kane resolved that, come what
might, nothing should interfere with their daily routine

of life. His experience had taught him that in cir-

cumstances like theirs nothing depresses and demo-
ralises so much as the surrender of regularity and of

habitual forms of life. The arrangement of hours,

therefore, the distribution and the details of duty, the

religious exercises, the ceremonies of the table, the

fires, the lights, the watch, should be attended to with

the punctuality of happier circumstances, as long as it

was at all possible.

The first thing to be done was to borrow an idea
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from the Esquimaux, and convert tlie brig into an
igloe, or winter hut. For this purpose the whole party

was employed for several days in gathering moss on
the edges of the old snow-streams, and about the ledges

of the rocks. The moss which abounded in their

neighbourhood was b}'- this time frozen solid, and had
to be qucrried with crowbars, and carried as oO ir^xch.

stone. W:*<t:i ^/•cAved it was applied as padding co the

quarter-deck. D^..^' '3^ow, i space pi out c^fenty feet

square, and six feet high, ,Vu,o inciosed, and its sides,

from floor to ceiling, packed with the same material.

The floor, after being carefully caulked with plaster of

Paris and common paste, was then covered with Manilla
oakum, two inches thick, and a canvas carpet over all.

The entrance into this chamber was from the hold, by
a low tunnel, lined with moss, and with as many doors

and curtains to close it up, as ingenuity could devise

;

in fact, as nearly as might be resembling the tossut, or

outer passage of the native igloe.

WiUow-stems, and stone crops, and sorrel had to be

collected for the antiscorbutic dispensary, and buried

in the snow. The outer-deck planking of the brig was
stripped off, and stacked for winter fuel. It was
exactly a year since Kane had made the journey on
foot that induced him to resolve on a winter search.
" Things have changed since then," he writes, " and
the prospect ahead is less cheering, but I close my
pilgrim experience of the year with devout gratitude for

the blessings it has registered, and an earnest faith in

the support it pledges for the time to come."

The stock of game being nearly exhausted, he took

Hans with him, to look for seals. Coming upon a

plain of ice, as level and smooth as a billiard-table,

they pushed along with the dogs, fully expecting to

find seals in a short time. They passed a second ice-

growth, not quite so strong as the last, and were
rewarded by soon seeing their game disporting in open
water. At the same instant they discovered that in
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the heat of the chase they had passed upon a new belt

of ice, which was obviously too weak to bear them. To
turn back was impossible ; tlieir only chance was to go

lapidly along to the nearest solid tioe, standing more
than a mile off, like an island in a vast level expanse

of snow-powdered ice. A moment's check would plunge

the whole sledge, hunters, dogs, and all, into the rapid

tide-way. The ice was rolling like leather under the

sledge-runners, when the dogs, too much terrified to go

on, came to a starxd still, about half-way to the floe.

First the left-hand runner went through, then the

leading dog; in another instant half the sledfj^ dis-

appeared. Kane, while leaning forward to cuz the

trace of the submerged dog, found himself swimming
beside it, in a little circle of pasty ice and water. Hans,
who was still out of the water, was directed by him to

throw himself down flat on the ice, and pull himself

along to the floe, by fixing his jack-knife in the ice.

He reached it in safety, leaving Kane, the sledge, and
the dogs in a confused heap in the hole. The moment
was critical for the commander, but his presence of mind
never forsook him, and he succeeded in slowlypushing

himself on the ice, by planting his feet against the

sledge, which in the scramble had luckily got jammed
on one side of the hole. He then managed to warp
along to the floe, lying flat on his face, with his legs

and arms extended. The dogs were saved, but every-

thing else had to be left behind. A run of twelve miles

brought him and his faithful companion to the brig,

where in a warm welcome, and in such comfort as re-

mained, they soon forgot their peril, except to express

gratitude for their escape, and for the resources which
still remained.

Ever since the unsuccessful expedition to Jones'

Sound, the party at the Advance had seen nothing of

the native Esquimaux ; but, only a few days after the

departure of half the party, three Esquimaux reap-

peared at the brig—a coincidence which convinced
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Kane that his movements had been closely watched.

The nearest winter settlement of this wild tribe was
Anoatok, thirty miles to the west of the harbour of the

Advance. The three visitors were admitted on board,

were fed abundantly, and accommodated for the night.

They repaid the kindness shewn them by eluding the

watch, and making off with the cooking utensils that

bad served for their repast, and with the best dog in

the team. Kane perceived that, with his diminished

force, he must put on a bolder face than he had hitherto

cared to do, in demanding restitution for the thievish

exploits of the tribe. He therefore ordered Morton
and Riley (one of the eight who had elected to abandon
the brig, but who had returned alone in a few days

afterwards), to go to the Esquimaux settlement, and
look for traces of the thieves and of their spoil. Two
women and a youth were all the occupants of the set-

tlement. The stolen goods, and as much walrus-beef

as would pay for the b'^r.rd of tho women, were put on
their backs, and thev were carried otf to the brig as

hostages ; the youth Slyouk being dispatched to Metek,
the chief, "* ^.':^)i, fttiother settlement a few niijc^ t' jre

north of Of*pe Alexander, to negotiate for the rr,...Gm

of the v/omen, and the punishment of the thieves. For
five days these unhappy hostages were kept in confine-

ment on board ; all the while accompanying their

voracious appetite with sighs and cries, and doleful

songs. At the end of that time Metek arrived in per-

son, with a sledge-load of articles pilfered on several

former occasions. Negotiations commenced, and hap-

pily resulted in a reciprocal engagement, on the part of

the Inuit, or Esquimaux, not to steal, but to supply

fresh meat, and dogs for the hunt ; and on the part of

the Kablunah, or the white men^iK)t to visit with death

or with sorcery the lat3 delinqn^'nts ; to shoot for their

neighbours, and freely to trade with them in walrus

and seal-meat. This treaty was ratified by a fall

assembly of the tribe at Etah, and was faithfully
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observed, as regulating all the future intercourse of the

contracting parties. It proved to be the salvation of

the white men. Henceforth the dogs, and the local

knowledge of the natives became common property for

hunting expeditions in search of fresh meat. They
learned to regard the white men as benefactors, and
sincerely lamented their departure.

The hut, or igloe of the Esquimaux allies at Anoatok,

was a single rude apartment, of a round or oval shape,

built not unskilfully of stones, and covered on the outside

with sods. At its inner end, a rude platform of stone was
raised about a foot above the floor. The roof, which
was somewhat curved, barely permitted a man to sit

upright. The winter entrance, called the tossut, is a
stone tunnel, ten feet long, and so narrow that a man
can just crawl along it. Its outer entrance lies a little

below the level of the inner hut. The kitchen utensils

were of the rudest kind : a saucer-shaped cup of seal-

skin held water ; a flat stone, a fixture in the hut,

supported the shoulder-blade of a walrus, in the cavity

of which a moss wick and a lump of blubber were laid.

Immediately over these another flat stone was arranged,

and slightly inclined. A block of snow being placed

upon it, the rude lamp is lighted, and the sea-V-skin cup
catches the drops of melted snow as they run off the

end of the inclined stone. The natives have no means
of boiling their food ; what they do not eat raw is

cooked on a hot stone.

Nothing could keep down the multiphcity of rati-^ nji

board the Advance, their impudence and addtes;? ii.-

creasing with their numbers. At last they were every-

where, under the stove, in the stevrnrd's lockers, in the

cushions, about the beds. A motlier rat b: t Kauv-- s £'nger

to the bone, one day, as he seas pvebui^* kii- iif.,n<i Intc s

bearskin mitten, which she had selected fin* tht- m\<.t 0/

her little family. Next to the darknet>i, the cold, and the

scurvy, he pronounces the three chief curses of Arctic so-

journ to be Rats ! Kats ! Rats I Yet eventually they proved
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of great service, in the dearth of fresh provisions. The
commander attributes his comparative immunity from
scurvy to his having overcome the repugnance of civi-

lised man to the flesh of these animals made into soup

—a repugnance which none of his party but himself

ever could overcome, if we are to except a tame fox,

which necessity had taught the antipathies of a terrier.

He, however, had one fault as a rat-catcher ; he could

never be persuaded to catch a second till he had eaten

the first.

The fox and the bear are often supposed to hunt in

couples. Kane's experience does not confirm the fact.

They are often, indeed, found together, the bear pre-

ceding, and carrying off his prey—perhaps a wounded
seal—while Reynard follows, licking up the traces of

blood as it falls. It is the same to him if the bear

itself is wounded. Kane once followed a bear which he
had hit twelve miles over the ice ; a miserable little

fox travelled close behind his T^p.tron, licking up his

blood wherever he lay dcvri;-. The be&r k: '^st took to

the water, and the hst tlrir-g the hnnter hhk --rs the

fox running at full ,&pted along the edge of the thin ice,

to rejoin him. The fox, like the bear, swims boldly.

The heavy masses of ice adhering to the brig con-

siderably imperilled her safety at low tide. It became
necessary therefore, to lift her mechanically above her

line of flotation, and let her freeze in, upon a sort of

ice-dock, so that the ice about her and beneath her

might take the bottom, and hold lier up cJearof danger.

Short of hands as the party now was, it cost them
infinite labour and several faiJures to achieve it. But
at last they had the satisfaction of raising her well out

the water, permitting her to ireeze in among the super-

ficial ice.

Winter was now closing in upon them, with its stern

realities. The}' were forced to abandon all idea of con-

tinuing the observations on Fern island. As Kane
expresses it, they " were ten men in a casemate, with aH
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their energies concentrated against the enemy outside."

Their beef-house was a pile of barrels, holding their

water-soaked heef and pork. Flour, beans, and dried

apples made a four-cornered block-iiouse on the floe ;

from one corner of it rose their flag-staff, lighting up
the dusky grey with its red and white ensign, and on
Sundays giving place to the Henry Grinnell flag, of

happy memories. The light was leaving them fast;

the sun had ceased to reach the vessel (October 21st).

The north-eastern headlands and their southern faces,

up the fiords, had still a warm, yellow tint, and the

pinnacles of the icebergs far out on the floes were
lighted up at noonday ; but everything else was in dark

shadow.

Morto' ^'•i.'l Hans were dispatched to Eial., an
Esquimaux ir^ttlcniPiit about seventy miles to the c-.",ith-

west of the brig, in search of fresh food. Theyjoined the

natives in a walrus hunt, which lasted four hours, and
terminated in the successful capture of a large animal

weighing seven hundred pounds—a welcome prize to

the settlement, and to its allies at the brig. The natives

had been on short commons for some time ; the day of

the hunt they tasted nothing till ten o'clock at night,

when they gathered round a huge joint of the walrus,

some forty pounds in weight, man, woman, and child,

each of them knife in hand, without waiting for any
preliminary kitchen ceremonies. Morton and Hans
carried back to their comrades nearly three hundred
pounds of walrus-meat ; the young Esquimaux hunter

giving Kane an amusing account of the voracity dis-

played by his famished countrymen :
" Why, Cappen

Ken, sir, even the children ate all night. You know
that little two-year-old, that Awiu carried in her hood

—the one that bit you when you tickled it?"—*' Yes."
" Well, Cappen Ken, sir, that baby cut for herself, with

a knife made out of an iron hoop, and so heavy that it

could barely lift it, and cut and ate, and ate and cut,

as long as I looked at it."
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" Well, now, Hans, try and think, for I want an
accurate answer. How much as to weight or quantity

would you say that child ate ? " Hans is an exact and
truthful man ; he pondered a little, and said that he
could not answer my question. " But I know this, sir,

that it ate a sipak "—the Esquimaux term for the

lump which is cut off close to the lips—" as large as

its own head ; and three hours afterwards, when I went
to bed, it was cutting off another lump, and eating still

"

(I. 419).

In this excursion Morton had both of his heels

badly frostbitten, and young Hans, with the careless-

ness in the management of gunpowder characteristic of

the savage all over the world, nearly lost his hand in

an explosion of his powder-flask.

Although the allowance of fuel was now restricted to

twenty pounds a day, and the fire was permitted to go

out between meals, and for four hours at night, the

arrangement of the moss-covered walls, and of the air-

proof tossut was so excellent, that the temperature
within doors never fell lower than seventeen degrees

above freezing, while it was sixty degrees below it on
the outside. A careful survey of the brig enabled Kane
to calculate on obtaining seven or eight tons of fuel

from her timbers, without destroying her sea-worthmois.

But thirty buckets of coal remained, and the bulkiicuis

had already found thoir way into the stove.
** My narrative," says Kane (October 31st), " has

reached a period at which everything like progress was
suspended. The increasing cold, and the brightening

stftTs, the labours, and the anxieties, and sickness that

pressed upon us, almost engross the pages of my
journal. The intense beauty of the Aictic firmauent
can hardly be imagined- It looked close above our
heads, with its stars magnified in glory, and the very

planets twinkling so much as to baffle the observations

of our astronomer. I am afraid to speak of some oC

tliese night scenes. I have trodden the deck and the
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floes when the life of this earth seemed suspended, its

movements, its sounds, its colouring, its companion-

ships ; and as I looked on the radiant hemisphere

circling above me, as if rendering worship to the un-

seen Centre of Light, I have ejaculated in humihty of

spirit, * Lord, what is man, that thou art mindful of

him ?' And then I have thought of the kindly world

we had left, with its revolving sunshine and shadow,

and the other stars that gladden it in their changes,

and the hearts that warmed to us there, till I lost

myself in memories of those who were not—and they

carried me back to the stars again " (L 425).
" Thank heaven !" he elsewhere exclaims, " even an

Arctic temperature leaves the mind unchilled" (I. 434).

One day Kane and Hans were on the floes, visiting

the fox-traps, about two miles from the brig, when they

heard a sound, which they at first mistook for the bellow

of the walrus. " Hark, there, Hans !

" The words

were hardly uttered before a second roar proclaimed

the neighbourhood of a bear. They were already on

the ice-foot, close to the shore ; it was just thirty

minutes past noon (November 20th), but with all the

facihty gained by practice in seeing through the dark-

ness, it was impossible to make out an object two
hundred yards off. To attempt to run was to invite

pursuit ; besides, the hunters were not without a strong

desire to tidd the savage animal to their larder ; yet

unfortunately they were unarmed. A second roar told

them that he was approaching, and that he was of

large size. Their desire to gain possession of him in-

creasjed in proportion. Hans, who could run like a

deer, was at once dispatched to the brig for a gun, the

commander remaining as a decoy. He confesses that

ihd silence of the next few minutes was not super-

abundantly pleasant. The floe was about ten feet lower

than the ice-foot on which he lay. After a few minutes

of inactivity,- he crawled to the edge of the ice-foot, and

peered through his hands into the dark shadow of the
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hummock-ridges. There was nothmg to be seen.

Could it have been a bear after all ? Yes, there was
something in that long rounded shadow. Was it

stained ice ? It must be. In another instant the

stained ice gave a gross, menagerie roar, and rushed

towards where Kane was lying. He had not even a

knife, and did not wait to think what would have been

appropriate if he had had one. He ran as he had never

expected his scurvy-stiffened knees to run again, throw-

ing off first one mitten, and then the other, to arrest

pursuit. In an hour he had gained the brig, and re-

turned to look for the bear, but all that he could find

belonging to his late adventure was one of his mittens.

As Kane was lying asleep, in the forenoon of De-
cember 7th, after an extra night-watch, he was called

on deck by a report of Esquimaux sledges. There were
five of them, drawn by teams of six dogs each, and in a

few minutes they were at the brig. Whom should

they bring but Bo^^so.U and Petersen, two of the party

that had '?" -" -.•. •^.'-"B'^ months before. They
had a . bl tale ^1 hai..siip5 to relate, verifying

everything that the coniiriMnder had foreseen. They
ako communicated the alurmirg intelligence that their

comrades were 200 miles off, divided in counsels,

broken in energies, and nearly starved. The state of

health on board the brig was such that Kane and Hans
were the only men of the party at all able for exertion,

scurvy and its concomitants had made such inroads on

the constitution oF the strongest. There was nothing

for it but to clean and boi] down a hundred pounds of

pork, sew up a few smaller packages of meat, biscuit,

bread-dust, and tea, and dispatch the whole by the re-

tumiijg convoy of Esquimaux. As might have been

expected, not a pound of this supply ever reached the

famished party on the ice. But Hans was to follow

next (lay, and trace the convoy : and if they should

prove false, the whole tribe should become hostages for

the safety of the party, Five days later Dr. Hayes
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and his comrades made their appearance at the brig,

claiming and receiving a brother's welcame. The tem-
perature outside was 80° below freezing ; tbey T>'ere

covered with rmie and snow, and faini with hunger.

Considerable caution had to be exercised in introducing

tliem to the warmth of the cabin, after their long

journey in the intense cold. The}- had travelled in all

350 miles, and for more than two months had tasted

notliing but frozen seal and walrus-meat. The Es-
quimaux who accompanied them to the brig had
treated them wdth great humanity, driving at living

speed, and at every hut as they passed procuring assist-

ance from the women to dry and chafe their worn-out

guests.

Kane now began to perceive that the source of sick-

ness among his party was their civilised diet. If they

could have secured plenty of frozen walrus they might
have laughed at the scurvy. Had he known this sooner,

to his summer researches and his autumn explorations

with a view to escape, he would have added plans for

securing abundance of fresh food. Between May and
August a well-arranged system of seal-hunting would
have provided an unlimited supply. A few boat parties

in June would have procured a stock of eider-eggs for

winter use, perhaps 3,000 each trip. The snow-drifts

would have kept them fresh for the table. The Esqui-

maux are improvident, and save little or nothing for

the future, living from hand to mouth : but all other

provisions failing them, they remain sleek and well on
their seal and walrus blubber. These reflections kept

alive Kane's hopes for the safety of Franklin and his

party.

The unexpected addition to the party at the brig had
had the effect of crowding their little room unwhole-

somely. Lamps had been found useful in aid of the

diminished fires, as a means of raising the temperature ;

but now they had to be removed outside the cabin. In
consequence of a careless watch, the cooking-room,
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where they were kept, caught fire. Nothing but a
bulkhead separated the tiames from the berths of eight

sick men, who were unable to move. In his convulsive

efforts to arrest the fire Kane got terribly burnt, losing

his beard, eyebrows, and forelock, besides burning his

hands and forehead. It was subdued, however, in three

minutes, and in half an hour all was safe again. The de

struction of the whole party must have followed the con-

flagration of the vessel. Turned out on the ice, without

food, clothing, or shelter, at a temperature 80° below

freezing, and half of them bedridden, not a man of them
could have escaped.

Kane's description of their manner of celebrating

Christmas-day is very graphic :
—" All together again,

the returned and the steadfast, we sat down to our

Christmas dinner. There was more love than with the

stalled ox of former times, but of herbs none. We
forgot our discomforts in the blessings which adhered

to us still, and when we thought of the long road ahead
of us, we thought hopefully. I pledged myself to give

them their next Christmas in their homes, and each of

us drank his * absent friends ' with ferocious zest, over

one eighteenth part of a bottle of sillery—the last of its

hamper, and, alas ! no longer mosseux (sparkling).

" But if this solitary relic of festival days had lost its

sparkle, we had not. We passed round merrily our

turkeys, roast and boiled, our roast-beef, onions, pota-

toes and cucumbers, water-melons, and God knows
what other cravings of the scurvy-sickened palate, with

entire exclusion of the fact that each one of these was
variously represented by peas and beans. Macgary, of

course, told us his story ; we hear it every day, and
laugh at it almost as heartily as he does himself. Caesar

Johnson is tlie guest of Ole Ben, coloured gentlemen

both, who do occasional whitewashing. The worthies

have dined bravely on a dish of beans, browned and
relished by its surmounting cube of pork. A hospitable

panse, and, with a complacent wave of the hand, Ole
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Ben addresses the lady hostess: * Ole woman, bring on
de resarve.'— * Ha'nt got no resarve.'— ' Well, den,'—
with a placid smile— * bring on de beans !

'

" So much for merry Christmas. What portion of

its mirth was genuine with the rest I cannot tell, for

we are practised actors, some of us ; but there was
no heart in my share of it. My thoughts were witli

those far off, who are thinking, I know, of me. I

could bear my own troubles as I do my eider-down

coverlet, for I can see myself as I am, and feel sus-

tained by the knowledge that I have fought my battle

well. But there is no one to tell of this at the home-
table. Pertinacity, unwise daring, calamity—any of

these may come up unbidden, as my name circles round,

to explain why I am still away " (I. 445).

CHAPTER VI.

It became a matter of necessity to make an effort to

reach the native settlement at Etah, in order to procure

some fresh meat for the poor scurvy patients. Kane
was now the best man of the party, probably as much
from his indomitable pluck as from the lighter attacks

of disease. The condition of the dogs gave him much
anxiety, for if their lock-jaw symptoms should come on

during the journey the whole party must perish. How-
ever, the experiment had to be made as the lesser of two

evils ; and the commander and Petersen accordingly set

out withthesledge,andaslender provision ofmeat biscuit

for the interpreter, Kane liaviug by Diis time ed.'u.'ated

his taste suiScieiitly to relis)) a few rats, chopptid up
and frf)Zeu in tallov; \m\h. The dogs were put into

somewhat better condition by a change of diet from salt
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meau ic their dead companions, for it v^r.s j^ju^d that

dog wouid 35,i dog, if properly cooked.

Before *l^ y o^iition readied the half-way station at

Anoatok, the lecurn of tetanoid spasms had knocked up
six out of eight dogs. The journey was a severe one,

and occupied eleven hours, the wind blowing sharply

all the time in the faces of the travellers, at a tempera-

ture of 76° below freezing. Arrived at xlnoatok, they

occupied the largest hut they could find (the station

being at that time deserted), and after corking up all

the openings wdth snow, and kindling a fire with their

Esquimaux lamp, they made coffee and fed the dogs.

This operation over, they fell asleep, through sheer ex-

haustion, in their stiff, frozen clothing, and slept with-

out taking note of time. Petersen was the first to

w^ake ; Kane was roused by his cry of alarm—" Captain

Kane, the lamp's out
!

" It gave them both a thrill of

horror. The wind had risen to a gale, the cold was
piercing, the darkness intense ; their tinder had become
moist, and was now like an icicle. Their fire-arms were

piled outside the hut, for powder can never be trusted

in a condensing temperature. But they did not dare

to break down the doorway and admit the gale. Peter-

sen therefore made several vain attempts to obtain a

light from a pocket-pistol, but his only tinder was moss,

and the stone roof of the cave would not bear the con-

cussion produced by a discharge of rammed wadding.

Kane at length had the good fortune to find a tole-

rably dry bit of paper in his fur jumper ; and grudging

the destruction of their few percussion caps, he took

the pistol from Petersen. The darkness was so intense

that he had to grope for it, and in the act of doing so

touched the interpreter s hand. At the same instant

the pistol became distinctly visible. A pale, bluish

light, slightly tremulous, but not broken, played over

the metallic parts of it, the barrel, the lock, and the

trigger. The stock, too, became visible in the reflected

I
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light, and to the amazement of the travellers, the

thumb and two fingers of Petersen's hand, as he held

it, the creases and wrinkles on the skin, and the form

of the nails being distinctly defined. The phosphores-

cence was not unlike the light of the glow-worm. Kane's

hand also assumed it with the pistol, as also the dry,

powder-rubbed paper, when applied to the mii;:;de.

The state of the atmosphere, and the fur clothing of

the travellers readily suggested electrical action as the

cause of this opportune illumination. When the gale

subsided, the dogs were found incapable of going fuxther;

tlie party had therefore reluctantly to retriice their steps

to the brig. So ended the dismal j'-ear 1854.

Kane now found his account in assimilating himself

as nearly as he could to the habits of the Esquimaux,
both in his manner of living in the brig and on his

journeys. The lamps, in which pork fat, freshened by
boiling, and mixed with resin to increase its fluidity,

was burnt with a cotton wick, kept up the temperature

wonderfully ; one of them supplying six gallons of

water every twelve hours, by melting ice and snow

;

another furnishing the means of cooking, and even of

baking. But in fact, at this time, cooking had become
a superfluous luxury, so habituated had our travellers

become to the use of raw meat. As a powerful and
condensed heat-making and antiscorbutic food, a slice

of raw seal, or better still, a chunk of walrus-beef, was
found to have no rival. Nor were the appliances for a

journey less primitive. All that our Arctic travellei

now wanted was an eight-pound reindeer fur-bag to

sleep in, an Esquimaux lamp and some moss, a sheet-

iron snow-melter, a copper soup pot, and a good lump of

raw walrus-beef. With this outfit he could face a tem-

perature of 60° below freezing ; and even of 30° lower,

with the addition of a bear-skin bag and coff'ee ; but

in neither case must there be any wind.
" The programme runs after this fashion," says
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Kane ;
" Keep tlie blood in motion, without loitering

on the march ; and for the halt, raise a snow-house, or

if the snow lie scant or impracticable, ensconce yourself

in a burrow, or under the hospitable lee of an inclined

hummock-slab. The outside fat of your walrus sustains

your little moss fire, the frozen slices give you bread,

its frozen blubber gives you butter, its scrag-end makes
your soup. The snow supplies you with water, and
when you are ambitious of coffee there is a bagful

stowed away in your boot. Spread out your bear-bag

—your only heavy moveable—stuff your reindeer-bag

inside of it, hang up your boots outside, take a blade

of bone and scrape off all the ice from your furs. Now
crawl in, the whole party of you, feet foremost ; draw
the top of your dormitory close, heading to leeward.

Fancy yourself in Sybaris, and if you are only tired

enough, you may sleep, Hke St. Lawrence on his grid-

iron, or even a trifle better" (II. 16).

Nearly four weeks after the shortest day the sun was
still eight degrees below the horizon at noon, the lowest

depression of Parry's experience enabling him to read

diamond type by turning the paper to the south. This
twilight darkness was hailed at the Advance, as an era

of improvement. Seven weeks had passed since they

could read such type, even after climbing the dreary

hills. For the second time they were enduring 140
days' privation of the blessed sunlight.

Another wretched journey, undertaken by Kane and
Hans on behalf of the sick, ended in another break-

down ; a third, attempted by Hans and Petersen, had
no better fortune. The dogs could not be relied

on, and the sudden changes of climate, sometimes
ranging through 70° in a few hours, under the in-

fluence of a warm south-west "vnnd, with snow, shook
the constitutions of the strongest. The sick-list in-

cluded the whole party but three. Kane now found a

useful auxiliary against the progress of the scurvy in

preparations of the salts of iron
; potash and lime-juice

I 2
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did much indeed, but nothing was found equal to iron,

except raw meat, when it could be got.

With the opening of the month of February things

seemed a little to improve. For the first time a shade

of bronzed yellow warmed the noonday horizon, with a

delicate violet, running into rich brown clouds, totally

unlike the night skies. A hunting party secured two
rabbits, the first fruits of returning light, and giving

promise of more game. They were the first fresh meat
that had been tasted for many days, and were of course

eaten raw.

The long dreary period of sickness and inaction,

slowly passing, exercised an unfavourable influence on
the nervous fears of men accustomed to the superstitions

of the sea. They fancied at times that they saw super-

natural lights ; at another time that the unsubstantial

figure, or wraith, of an absent comrade was seen on the

floe. While their nervous depression lasted, it w^as

impossible to reason with them against it. It Avas a

day of joy on board the Advance when Hans reported

his having shot a large bennesoak, or reindeer without

antlers, on the ice. To drag him to the vessel was as

much as the dogs could accomjolish, and it was almost

more than their masters could do to get him on board.

Even then he was too large to pass through the tossut,

and had to be carved before he was skinned, and so

introduced among Ihe famished invalids, vho made a

glorious meal on hiri. This animal measured up v. avds

of six feet in length and five in girth, and stood

about the height of a two-year-old heiier. &i^:-gulp,-*'iv

enough, the rapid decomposition which ensued rendered

his flesh almost useless for another meal.

Sunday, February 25th.—Kane again blessed the

great Author of Light for renewed permission to look

on the sun. For ten days he and his comrades had
been watching the growing pictorial warmth of the

landscape, as it emerged from buried shadow, marking
every new tint which the great Painter in his benevo-
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leuce vouclisated to add to the picture ; empurpled
blues, then clear and spreading carmine, and flickering

gold. To the eye that had so long grovelled in dark-

ness, the nev/ lustre seemed superlative, the gathering

glovy uiisurpassable. And now, on the last Sunday in

February, as Kane was standing on deck, thinking

over his prospects, a familiar berg, which had long been
hidden in shadow, suddenly flashed out in sunbirth.

A year and a day ago our traveller had climbed the

hills beyond, to get the first luxury of basking in the

bright sunshine : but on this day, although the sun
was no more than one degree above the true horizon,

and therefore really far below the surrounding hills, it

was so much elevated by refraction as to send a beam
like a tongue of flame across the fiord. " I could not,

or would not resist the influence. It was a Sunday
act of worship. I started off at an even run, and caught
him as he rolled slowly along the horizon, and before he
sunk. I was again the first of my party to rejoice and
meditate in sunshine. It is the third sun I have seen

rise for a moment above the long night of an Arctic

winter" (11. 53).

The sick were pining in their cabin for his coming,

and Kane, who knew that he would do more for them
than medicine, arranged a system of mirrors to hasten

his visit to the sick berths. A few days later we find

this entry in the commander's journal :
" A grander

scene than our bay by moonlight can hardly be con-

ceived. It is more like a supernatural dream than a

combination of earthly features. The moon is nearly

full, and the dawning sunlight mingling with hers, in-

vests everything with an atmosphere of ashy grey. It

clothes the gnarled hills that make the horizon of our

bay ; it shadows out the terraces in dull definition,

growing darker and colder as it smiles into the fiords,

and brooding sad and dreary on the ridges and mea-

sureless plains of ice that make up the rest of our field

of view Rising above all this, and shading down into
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it in strange combination, is the intense moonlight,

glittering on every crag and spire, tracing the outline

of the background with contrasted brightness, and
printing its fantastic profiles on the snow-field. It is

a landscape such as Milton or Dante might imagine

—

inorganic, desolate, mysterious. I have come down
from deck with the feelings of a man who has looked

on a world unfinished by the hand of its Creator"

(n. 56).

The hopes of hunting, which came in with the

month of February, died away before the end of it;

and March found the party quite broken down. Every
man on board was tainted with scurvy, and it was
seldom that more than three could be found at a time,

to attend to the rest. The greater number were nailed

to their berths, absolutely unable to stir. In those

circumstances the characters of the men were sin-

gularly brought out. Some of them were intensely

grateful for every little act of kindness shewn them

;

some were querulous ; others desponding ; others again

wanted only strength to become mutinous. Brooks, the

first officer, as brave a sailor as ever faced an enemy,
shed tears when he first saw himself in the glass.

With the last fresh meat, the sick began rapidly to

sink. The wounds of the amputated men opened
afresh. Kane did what he could to revive the health

and spirits of his comrades. He cooked their mono-
tonous diet-list into all sorts of compounds ; he brewed
flax-seed, and lime-juice, and quinine, and willow-stems

into an abomination which passed for beer. But it was
becoming every hour more certain that, unless fresh

meat could be procured, the days of the whole party

were numbered. The commander tried the hunt for a

long morning, without meeting Avith a living thing

;

and on his return to the brig found the mutinous spirit

grown so bold in his absence, as to convince him that

he should peril everything if he were to leave them
alone again. •* I look back," he says, " at our condition
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at this time with recollections like those of a nightmare.

Yet I was borne up wonderfully. I never doubted for

an instant that the same Providence which had guarded
us through the long darkness of winter was still watch-

.ng over us for good, and that it was jet in reserve for

us—for some, I dared not hope for all—to bear back to

a Christian land the tidings of our rescue. But how, I

did not see. I put all this down in no desponding

spirit, but as a record to look back to hereafter, when
the immediate danger has passed away, and some new
emergency has brought its own array of cares and trials.

My mind is hopeful and reliant ; there is something
even cheering in the constant rally of its energies to

meet the calls of the hour " (II. 59, 63).

As a last chance, Hans was dispatched, with the two
surviving dogs (March 6th), to find the Esquimaux at

Etah. The Arctic day had fairly begun, the ice had
improved as a highwa\ with the season, and the cold,

though still intense, did not now go lower than 80°

below freezing. Four days of anxious suspense restored

him to his comrades. He had made his way to Etah,

and had found the natives there in the last extremity

of famine. Everything was gone, even their team of

dogs had been sacrificed to the cravings of hunger, and
the whole settlement was living in cold and darkness,

awaiting the return of the sun for the hunt. With the

assistance of Hans' Marston rifle they had managed to

kill a walrus. It was carried to the huts in triumph,

and all hands fed as if they were never again to know
what famine meant. " Miserable yet happy wretches,"

meditates Kane, " without one thought for the future,

fighting against care when it comes unbidden, and
enjoying to the full their scanty measure of present

good ! As a beast, the Esquimaux is a most sensible

beast, worth a thousand Calibans, and certainly ahead

of his cousin the Polar bear, from whom he borrows

his pantaloons" (H. 65).

Thus the sick men at the brig had another respite in
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this supply of meat. Before breakfast each of them
was served with a saucer of thinly-sliced frozen walrus-

heart, with lime-juice, or vinegar ; their breakfast con-

sisted of blood-gravy and wheaten bread; their dinner

of steaks, shghtly stewed or fried ; after tea they had

a second dose of raw slices and vinegar. Those of

them who were prostrate were sustained on broth.

By the middle of March the whole of the spare w^ood

had found its w^ay into the stove ; the last Manilla

hawser had followed it, and yet the temperature did not

rise above a mean of 84° below freezing. It now be-

came necessary to cut into the timbers of the brig, a

step w^hich was equivalent to fixing the doom of the

gallant little vessel, and the commander felt it keenly.

He had laboured and planned till the last inevitable

moment to keep her seaworthy, but now she could never

bear the party to the sea.

The other anxieties of the commander were now
complicated by the discovery of a mutinous plot between
two seamen, to desert the brig, and find their way to

the Esquimaux settlement. They feigned illness, in

order to have a good rest before starting ; but their

plan was overheard in whispers by a comrade, who re-

ported it to Kane. He concerted his measures, and
caught them in the fact of leaving the ship, clothed for

a journey. Godfrey, the ringleader, was punished on
the spot, but in the siate of tiic oliio it was found inex-

pedient 10 cDniine him ; his hanlci-ffs were therefore

re^jC'.oved, and he was put to work agoin. He was pro-

fuse in his gratitude, and deserted in an hour. His
accomplice remained, closely watched.

Hans was again at Etah, tempting the chances of

the walrus hunt. Kane, Petersen, and Bonsall shot

an occasional ptarmigan, or a hare, which went to the

sick. Once they pushed their way with great labour as

far as Mary Minturn river, in search of deer, but with-

out any success. Before leaving the brig for the day
they had to place everything in readiness for their sick
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comrades, not one of whom could help himself. Ice for

melting water had to be cut, and laid near the stove,

wood chopped and heaped within arm's length, bread

baked, and rations prepared. " Need the dear home-
folks, who may some day read this, wonder that I am
a little careworn, and that I leave the brig with reluc-

tance ? Of us three God-supported men each has his

own load of scurvy" (II. 80).

The toil of this month taught Kane a lesson of

sympathy with the labouring man. The fatigue, the

disgust, and the secret trials of the overworked brain

were bad enough, but he found them less severe than

those which follow the sick and jaded body to a sleep-

less bed. He had reahsed the sweat of the brow, and
could feel how painful must be the earnings of the man
to whom the grasshopper had become a burden.

The deserter Godfrey reappeared at the brig, strangely

enough in charge of a sledge-load of fresh walrus-meat,

sent up from Etah by the faithful Hans. He was seen

skulking about, it was supposed waiting for his com-
panion to join him. Kane sprang out on the ice after

him, armed with a pistol, Bonsall following, with a

rifle. The f3ilow turned and met his commander,
telling him to his face that he had made up his mind
to spend the iv.Su oi his life among the Esquimaux.
Kane br^-'-gh*- him to the gangway of the brig at the

muz''iv of his pistol, but the deserlcv refused to go on
boKid, and while Kane left him, in charge of Mr. Ben-
gali's rifle, and ran below for handcuff's, the fellow ran

off. Mr. BonsaU's weapon missed fire : Kane sprang

to the gun-stand, but the fir^t rifle he seized went off

\p the act of cocking it, and tbi-. t-econd, aimed in a

huny, missed the fugitive, who thus made good his

escape. At this critical period the influence of such an
example was in the highest degree perilous to the

organisation of the party ; besides the dangers which
might come from his representing to the Esquimaux
tiie weakness of the white men.
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With the closing days of March the crisis of the

invalids seems to have passed. Sunlight and fresh

food acted powerfully in restoring them. When the

sunshine was very bright, Brooks and Wilson, two of

the most crippled among them, managed, with assist-

ance, to crawl on deck and sit awhile, looking at the

glorious daylight. The sight seldom failed to affect

them. Emotions often found among rude and roughly
nurtured men partake of the character of true poetry,

April was come, yet Hans did not return. H:g
sledge and its load of walrus-meat had been deliver^.'!

at the brig by Godfrey. Kane grew so anxious about

his faithful henchman, that he shook off his feelings of

illness and weariness, and made arrangements for a

journey in person to Etah. He was much divided be-

tween his duty to the young hunter and his duty at the

brig, but as tilings were rather mending there, he per-

mitted his anxiety about the wanderer to preponderate,

and set out, with the sledge and its slender team of

five dogs, on a weary journey of twice seventy miles,

part of which had to be traversed on foot, and at a
night temperature of 70° under freezing. After an
unexampled run of upwards of sixty miles in eleven

hours, our traveller saw what he thought a black speck,

far in shore. Refraction often baffles a novice on the

ice, but by bringing the sight of his rifle to bear on the

object under examination, Kane's experienced eye could

detect real motion. It was a living animal—a man.
The sledge was turned towards shore, off sprang the

dogs, ten miles an hour, their driver shouting the

familiar encouragement to speed, " Nannook ! nannook !

A bear ! a bear
!

" at the top of his lungs. It was
Hans. He had been ill ; five days down with severe

pains, and was still " a little veek," which with him
meant well used up. They had had a pretty good

walrus-hunt at Etah, in which the Marston rifle had
again maintained its reputation. Fatigue and exposure

had induced the illness of the young fellow ; a young
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dmigliter of one of the leading men in the settlement

had elected herself his nurse, and her smiles and sym-
pathies, it was to be feared,had made such an impression

on his susceptible heart, as a certain damsel at Upper-
navik might be sorry to hear of. Godfrey had tried to

entice him to take the sledge, and abandon the brig,

but Hans had proved too staunch.

The success of this trip encouraged the commander
to repeat it, for the double purpose of securing a load

of walrus-cuts, and the deserter Godfrey, who was
playing the great man among the savages at Etah. A
pair of foot-cuffs and a six-barrel revolver did the

business of apprehending the fellow. He yielded un-

conditionally, amidst a crowd of his new friends, and
walking and running by turns some eighty miles, before

the sledge, was safely made prisoner on board the brig.

The catering part of the excursion was almost as suc-

cessful.

Kane's intercourse with the Esquimaux of that coast

has furnished his journal with many interesting parti-

culars of their savage life. He lived among them as

one of themselves. This colony embraced two settle-

ments, one of them at Etah, and the other at Peteravik,

close to Cape Alexander, where the chief, Kalutunah,

lived. The " wind-loved " Anoatak merely served as a

resting-place, or half-way house to the northern hunting

grounds. As a traveller approached Etah, lie per-

ceived a snow-drift rising at a steep angle to mingle

with the side of the mountain, and dotted with two
dark blemishes on its stainless w^iite. A nearer

inspection shews these marks to be openings in the

snow ; and nearer still, a lesser opening is perceived

above each, and a covered roof connecting them.

These are the doors and windows of the settlement;

two huts and four families, behind vent-holes, are buried

in the snow.

On Kane's arrival he was w^armly welcomed, and at

once invited to enter the hut of Metek, the Etah chief.
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After crawling through a monster tossut, thirty feet in

length, he found himself in a vault fifteen feet in dia-

meter, by six in height. Besides the usupI seven

occupants of the hut, there were siz hunters from

PeteravJk. The thermometer inside was almost at

blood-heat—£, ceverc ordeal fo:: a .raveL.er exhs.usted by-

eighty miles of travel ai; tne temperature of the floes.

" Such a shapeless mass of humanity could probably

no where else be seen ; men, w^omen, and children, with

nothing but their native dirt to cover them, twined and

dovetailed together like w^orms in a fishing-basket."

The raised platform, of an oval shape, measured but

seven feet in breadth by six in depth ; the whole party

of fourteen, including children, wore packed upon it.

The meat-pot of each matron was glowing over a flame

sixteen inches long ; walrus-flipper cut into steaks was
soon smoldng in masses of from ten to fifteen pounds
apiece. Supper ended, our traveller " stripped like the

rest, threw his well-tired body across Mrs. Eider-duck's

extremities, put her left-hand baby under his arm-
pit, pillowed his head on Myouk's somewhat warm
stomach, and thus, an honoured guest, and in the place

of honour, fell asleep." He slept till noon of next day

;

waking, he found a solid breakfast of smoking blubber,

and a choice cut of meat waiting for him.

These rude people, most of whom are baptised, have
been brought, it seems, within some of the influences

of civilisation, by the Lutheran and Moravian mission-

aries. Murder, especially of children, incest, and burial

of the living, were not always, as now, regarded as

crimes among them. It used to be unsafe for vessels

to touch on their coasts ; for a century past, however,

the shipwrecked mariner has been safer than on some
parts of the coast of America, and even of England.
Hospitality is freely practised, and the necessities of a

guest have a prior claim to the personal wants of -an

Esquimaux. Around the Danish settlements the mys-
teries of the Angekok, or Soothsayer, are not openly
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recofrnised. At a distance, they still retain their hold

of the popular imagination. Kane kne^v personally

several professors of the art, and his experience goes to

shew that their deceptions are chiefly produced by a

change of voice, and resemble ventriloquism, heiglitened

by performance in the dark. These tribes also believe

in Issiutok, or evil men, workers of injurious spells,

enchantments, and metamoi*phoses, corresponding to

the witches of civilised countries. So lately as 1828,

two of these suffered the penalty of death, at the hands
of their own tribe.

From all that our traveller could observe, and which
was confirmed by the admission of the most intelligent

among them, the race is dying out, not slowly, like the

Red men in America, but so rapidly as to be perceptible

in one generation. Crime, disease, and improvidence

concur in producing this result. Yet, strange to say,

it costs them no regret to see settlement after settle-

ment dying out before their eyes.

CHAPTER VII.

For upwards of six weeks Kane had now been maturing
in his own mind his plan of escape. Although it im-

plied a month's hard preliminary labour, and the neces-

sity of dragging three boats across, perhaps, seventy or

eighty miles of rough ice, to the open water, he tells us
that it was nearly completed while his carpenter, and
all his working men but one, were on their backs ;—so

much confidence had experience given him in the

restorative influence of moral causes, such as cheerful-

ness and hope, and in their probable return with light

and with wholesome food. By the end of April the

invalids had begun to work, feebly enough at first.
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sawing wood for the boats and sledges. Sunday,
April 22nd, Dr. Hayes, whose foot had been ampu-
tated for frost-bite, crawled on deck to sniff the day-

light ; he had not seen the sun for nearly six months.
Before bidding a final adieu to this coast, Kane was

naturally anxious to make one effort more in the

direction of Kennedy's channel, and the open Polar sea

discovered by Moreton. He therefore entered into an
alliance with the chief at Peteravik, who had come to

visit the brig on invitation, for a hunting expedition.

Kane was the only white man of the party, and he had
excellent hopes of success ; but as it turned out, the

instincts of the hunt were much too powerful for his

companions, who found the track of bears much more
inviting than the trend of the coast. Our traveller was,

therefore, obliged to content himself with a fine view

of the great glacier of Humboldt, which he describes as
" a stupendous monument of frost." While his fellow

hunters fed and slept, he climbed one of the highest

icebergs ; the atmosphere was favourable to him ; the

blue tops of Washington Land were full in view ; and,

losing itself in a dark water-cloud, the noble headland

of John Barrow. Once again, however, he set his face

towards the open sea, accompanied only by Morton

;

and after days and nights of adventurous exposure, and
of repeated disaster, he once more, and for the last

time, was compelled to abandon one of the cherished

hopes of his expedition. The operations of the sor-w-rch

were at an end.

Nothing was now thought of but well-conceived

arrangements for the transport of the party and of their

boats across the ice to the North Water of Baffin's

Bay. Of provisions they carried merely a sufiiciency

for the first start, trusting to their powder and shot for

the rest of the journey. A completely new set of body
clothing, and of bedding, was provided for each man,
by the labour of his own fingers. Two of the boats,

the Faith and the Hope, each of them twenty-six feet
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loug by seven across, and three in depth, were fitted

with a housing of hght canvas stretching fore and aft

on a ridge-Hne, supported by iron stanchions, and

hanging down over the sides of the boats. A third

smaller boat, the Red Eric, was taken for fire-wood, in

case Ihe guns should fail to procure enough of blubber.

Indeed, not one of the boats was [Vj^itively seaworthy

—

th^ Hope so much the reverse, th^t the waR doomed as

S002 as they should reach the water. Each boat was
movrited on a sledge, and packed with everything per-

taining to the journey, except an allovsi-icc of eight

pounds y rpT«o"al efiects which each man might
carry.

It required botn nrmness and tact in the commander
to restore working order after the demorahsing effects

of the long period of inaction during the winter months.

He remarks that the number of persons whom calamity

elevates is unfortunately a small one. He succeeded,

however : the boats were adjusted in their cradles on

the sledges ; the ice was, fortunately, smooth, and the

boats light, for the first start ; and at the end of the

first day's work he had the satisfaction of seeing one of

the boats safely on the ice-foot, and already two miles

on its journey. All hands then returned to the brig

for the night, to repeat the operation for the next boat

on the follov,-ing day. They were nearly all of them
invalids, still unused to open air and exercise, and it

was necessary to train them very gradually ; the weather,

fortunately, was superb.

Their farewell to the brig was taken with more
solemnity. Sunday, INI ay 20th, the entire ship's com-
pany was collected in the dismantled winter-chamber.

Prayers were read as usual ; Kane then took down the

portrait of Franklin from its frame, and secured it in

an india rubber scroll ; he then read the reports of the

carpenter and others, attesting the necessity which
compelled him to abandon the brig . lastly, he addressed

the party, not affecting to disguise the difficulties before
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them, but assuring them that energy and subordination

would surmount everything, and that the thirteen hun-

dred miles of ice and of 'svater, lying between them and
North Greenland, could be traversed ^Yith safety for

most of the party, jsmd \Yith hope for all. He reminded
them of their duty, as men and as messmates, to post-

pone every personal consideration to the protection of

the sick and disabled, and of the necessity of making
this a paramount regulation in all possible circum-

stances. Kane also bid them think over all the perils

through which they had already gone, and remember
how often an unseen power had hitherto interposed for

their deliverance ; concluding by urging them to place

reliance on Divine Providence, whose goodness re-

mained the same.

His party met him in a right spirit. To a man they

pledged themselves in writing to abide by him, and by
one another, in union, harmony and discipline, and
especially to be faithful to the invalids. These prelimi-

naries over, they prepared to quit the ship. As a last

reminiscence of her, the men carried off her figure-head

—the fair Augusta—the little blue girl who had lost

her breast by an iceberg, and her nose by a nip off

Bedevilled Reach. " She is, at any rate, wood," said

the men, when the commander hesitated about giving

them the additional burden ;
'* and if we cannot carry

her far, we can burn her " (II. 180).

There was no mockery of cheers ; the perception of

the real state of things was too clear to admit of it.

On reaching the boats the party was divided into two,

and a rigid inspection made of every man's personal

equipment, of woollen and fur clothing, and of boots

made out of carvaS; ^:;d faced with walrus-hide, with

a second pair jcpidc, of tiie cabin Bruijaels c?.rpet. The
provision b?^s of the oflicers, and of the men, were

numbe"*:.: and stowed away in the boats. Every one

was furnished with a rue-raddy, or belt for pulling the

boat along, and with a pair of large goggles for protec-
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tion from snow blindness, made in imitation of the
Esquimaux plan, bj cutting a slit in a piece of wood.

Exclusive of four sick men, who were unable to move,
and of the commander, who had to drive the dog team
and serve as common courier and carrier, there were
but twelve men to drag the sledges. It was necessary,

therefore, to move only one boat at a time ; in matters
of cooking and sleeping, of baggage and rations, only,

the arrangement of two crews being preserved. A
fixed and exact order of routine regulated the day'g

proceedings. There were, as usual, daily prayers morn-
ing and evening, all hands gathering round, and standing

uncovered during the short exercise. The hours for

everything were settled, and the duties and places of all,

while dragging the sledges, and while halting. Dr.
Hayes had charge of the log ; Sontag of the running
survey ; boatswain Brooks had command of the boats

and sledges. With this organisation, the party com-
menced their adventurous journey.

The Esquimaux station at Anoatok, situated, as we
have seen, about thirty miles along the coast from the

brig, was made of essential service to the transport of

the sick, and of the heavy part of the provisions. The
best hut was fitted up as an hospital for the four

invahds, Kane himself removing them from the brig in

the dog-sledge, one by one. In like manner, he re-

moved about 1500 lbs. of provisions, in successive trips,

with his dogs ; little more than the weight of the boats

and of their sledges being left to the tracking powers of

the men. On this condition alone their progress was at

all possible. During the first fortnight after leaving

the brig, the six Esquimaux dogs carried Kane and a

heavily-loaded sledge between seven and eight hundred
miles, or, on an average, fifty-seven miles a day, with

the sick, the lading of the boats, and the provisions

required for the service of the crews on the march.

The i^^zt nn days the sledges had advanced only

5^7 eu uiileb. SJko rtriJ s jo on.'oy from 8 oitzber^cn,

K
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the men slept by day, when the sun was warmest, z ".

worked as they were able. Each fresh start depcT.ioi

on the party's having completely roeted from their last

eflort, the greatest attention being paid to their sleeping

in comfort. The commander flitted backwards and
l;iwaido with his dogs, giving every part of the expe-

d'ticn a turn of his services, and particularly charging
hiniself with the care and the encouragement of the

invalids at Anoatok, who began slowly to gain strength

under the influence of their new mode of life, and of

their more hopeful prospects. At one of Kane's last

visits to the brig, as he drove his dogs up tlie gangway,
a large raven sailed away from it, to a headland on the

shore. It was one of a pair that had cautiously hung
about the ship for nearly two years, and now he had
taken possession of it. " It caused me a bitter pang,"

says Kane, "to abandon our collection of objects of

natural history, the cherished fruit of so much exposure

and toil. It was hardly easier to leave some other

things behind, several of my well-tested instruments,

for example, and those silent friends, my books. They
had all been packed up, hoping for a chance of saving

tliem ; and, to the credit of my comrades, let me say

gratefully that they offered to exclude both clothes and
food in favour of a full freight of those treasures. But
the thing was not to be thought of. I gave a last look

at the desolate galley-stove, the representative of our

long winter's fireside ; at the still bright coppers, now
full of frozen water (the temperature was still at zero)

;

the theodoHte ; the chart-box ; and poor Wilson's guitar

:

one more, at the remnant of the old moss walls ; the

useless daguerreotypes ; and the skeletons of dog and
deer, and bear and musk ox, swinging in the rigging.

That done, I whipped up my dogs so much after the

manner of a sentimentalising Christian, that our Pagan_

Metek raised a prayer for their safety" (II. 197).

And now the operation of transporting the heai

lading of the boats by dog-sledges from Anoatok to
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further point on the journey southward, had to be

effected. The softening state of the ice occasioned

much anri-3ty ; for if the smooth highway should fail,

there could be no hope of moving either boats or pro-

visions. The unfortunate brig still continued to ^e the

basis of operations. When fresh mcc/;; r,ecc:if^e ::arce,

Kane and Hickey once more visited it, to 03::».v:-' the

remaining flour into bread : Godfrey following them in

three days with the sledge, to remove it. Before

quitting the brig, as it was Sunday, the three had
prayers once more in the cabin.

Godfrey was left behind to rest a little longer, and
then. follow the sledge. He overtook it much sooner

than liis companions expected him. On pressing him
for the reason, he confessed that his sleep had been
disturbed by sad and unearthly harmonies flowing from
Mr. AVilson's guitar, and that he had fled in dismay,

leaving his coat behind him. Kane visited the Advance
once again, but then he was alone.

The labour of dragging the boats was increased ten-

fold by snow storms, which now occasionally swept the

channel, and by the breaking-up of the ice. Sometimes
the boats broke through, and were extricated with dif-

ficulty. It was on one of these occasions that poor

Ohlsen met with his death. In crossing a tide-hole,

one of the runners of the Hope sledge went through
the ice. The carpenter, a powerful man when in health,

with instantaneous presence of mind, thrust a capstan-

bar underneath the sledge, and held it up till it was
hauled on to safer ice. In doing so, however, he
slipped, and strained himself in such a way as to inflict

a severe internal injury, which he survived only three

days. His body was sewn up in his blanket, and
interred on shore in a trench, and covered with rocks

to keep it from the bears. Kane, with a heavy heart,

cut his name and age on a piece of lead, and left the

tablet on his manly breast. The cape that looks doAT)

on his rude grave bears his name.
ir9
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A change in the wind now enahled the party to

erLfiloj ca bail in propelling the boats, thus materially

increasing their speed while saving the strength of tlie

men. The invalids now joined their comrades, and the

party was complete, excepting Hans, the hunter, whom
common report alleged to have disappeared, on a matri-

monial errand, in company with the young and com-

passionate nurse of his late illness. He was last seen

on a sledge, driving southward to Murchison's Sound,

with a maiden at his side. " Alas ! " says his old

master, " for Hans, the married man !

"

The changes in the condition of the ice, while they

indicated the approaching end of the sledge journey,

also increased its difficulty and its dangers. The part

of the ice-field near open water was worn away by
currents, while it looked firm on the surface. Some-
times it was transparent enough to shew the gurglin^j

eddies underneath ; sometimes it was worn into holes

where the wild fowl congregated. For the most part,

however, it looked hard and plausible, although not

more than a foot, and sometimes not more than six

inches, thick. While the Red Eric was crossing one

of those treacherous spots, she suddenly disappeared,

with all the documents of the expedition on board—the

log-books, the weather registers, the surveys, and the

journals. The men worked hard to save her, and
succeeded in lightening her sufficiently to enable her to

float. One or two of them had a narrow escape for

their lives.

As the party passed by the site of their first cache of

provisions, made two years before, Kane sent Macgary
to examine it, and bring all that it contained, except

the salt meat. It was found to have remained intact, in

spite of the keen scrutiny alike of the Esquimaux and
of the bears.

All along this dreary journey Kane was haunted by
recollections of the similarity between the story of

Barentz, the Dutch navigator, and his own. Two
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hundred and fifty-nine years before, the comrades of

this brave man, seventeen in number, had wintered ou

the coast of Novaia Zemlia; they had broken down
under tie trials of the winter, and three of them had
died. Abandoning his vessel, he, also, had taken to

his boats, and escaped along the coast of Lapland
towards the civilised part of Norway. Kane bad thug

far closely followed the example of his predecesfiur in

every particular. But one remained as yet unfulrilled-

Barentz himself j^crished.

As the jaded travellers approached Etah, their

Esquimaux allies came out in numbers to meet them,
and render them every assistance. They harnessed

themselves to the drag-ropes ; they provided hand-
sledges for the invalids ; they relieved the travellers of

all concern about their daily food, feeding them and
their dogs at the rate of eight thousand little auks in

the week. It was a time of abundance, and of reviving

spirits in consequence. A total change bad passed over

the habits of these savages in regard to their allies.

They were now as remarkable for their honesty as they

had formerly been for their want of it. In fact, they

were now convinced of the superiority of the white

men, and assured of their friendly dispositions : their

common necessities had promoted mutual goodwill.
" You have done us good," said ]\[etek to Kane, Peter

sen acting as interpreter. **' We are not hungry ; w%

will not steal. You have done us good ; we want to

help you ; we are friends."

"June 16th.—Our boats are at the open water,"

says Kane. " We see its deep indigo horizon, and hear

its roar against the icy beach. Its scent is in our

nostrils, and in our hearts. Our camp is but three-

quarters of a mile from the sea ; it is at the northern

curve of the North Baffin Polynia. We must reach it

at the southern sweep of Etah Bay, about three miles

from Cape Alexander. A dark headland letines the

6[X)t. How magnificently the surf beats against its
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sides ! There are ridges of squeezed ice, and a broa5

zone of floating sludge is swelling and rolling si u^fj •.£."'ly
along its margin—formidable barriers to boats and
el<*dg<:;s. Put we have mastered worse obstacles ; and,

\jj Gooi'o help, we will master these" (II. 245). Thus,
in about a month of incessant toil, the party had
walked upwards of 300 miles, and had dragged their

boats over 80 miles of unbroken ice.

Before launching their boats on the open sea, it was
necessary to prepare them for their perilous adventure.

They had been split with frost, and warped by sun-

shine, till they could hardly be trusted to float, with

the heavy freight about to be committed to them.
The whole settlement at Etali came down to the

beach at Cape Alexander to see the party set off.

Presents were distributed, while the Esquimaux shewed
much regret at the departure of their white friends.

Kane addressed the savages for the last time. He
told them of more genial hunting grounds farther to

the south, where the day was longer, game more
plentiful, the cold not so intense ; advising them to

remove to those more eligible settlements. As a

parting reminiscence of the skill of the white man,
he shewed them how to kindle their moss wicks with a
burning lens of ice.

A violent gale retarded the embarkation till June 19th,

when the three boats once more floated on the bay, now
as smooth as a garden pond. Three days brought them
to Northumberland Island. They landed, in expectation

of a feast. Their arrival was greeted by myriads of

auks, which the travellers acknowledged by inviting

them in great numbers to the table. With the exception

of one day's sail in open water, their progress was
partly over ice, and partly in open leads through it.

Their average rate did not exceed eight miles in the

day, including their halting for hunting expeditions,

and for sleep. The importance of regular routine wii
again proved. The daylight was perpetual ; but i;-3
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commander would not permit the fatigues of a new
period of twenty-four hours to be entered upon until

complete rest had effaced the exhaustion of the pre-

ceding period. At bed-time, and at meals, the party

always halted. If the boats were atloat, they were
drawn up, and the oars laid on the ice, as a platform

for the stores ; the buffalo skins were spread ; each man
took his place, according to his number ; the cook for

the day lighted a fire ; and the ration of food, however
scanty, was served out. Prayers were never omitted.

To these arrangements, Kane in a great measure attri-

buted his escape.

Skirting along the western coast of Greenland, they

encountered storms which threatened their imminent
destruction ; but, when hope seemed gone, a sudden
and favourable change, eitlier in the arrangement of the

ice, or in the direction of the wind, once more afforded

them a respite. They subsisted chiefly on what their

guns could procure for them, and at several points

along the coast tliey found the rocks teeming with sea-

fowl, and eggs of the eider-duck ; yet in the long

intervals between those havens of plenty, the party

suffered acutely from hunger, having no means of stow-

ing a sufficient quantity in the boats, against the evil

day. First the sledges, and then the " Red Eric," were
used up as firewood.

July 21st found the brave fellows at Cape York,

whence they struck across Melville Bay, in a south-

easterly direction. Another, and a final crisis of their

fate during this perilous transit, must be described by
the commander himself.

*' Things grew worse and worse with us ; the old

difiiculty of breathing came back again, and our feet

i\vielled to such an extent that we were obliged to cut

ipen our canvas boots. But the symptom which gave

ne motit uaesisineBS was our inability to sleep. A form
of low fever, which hung by us when at work, had been

kept down by the thoroughness of our daily rest ;—aU
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my hopes of escape were in the refreshing influence of

the halt. It must be remembered that we were now in

the open bay, in the full line of the great ice-drift to

the Atlantic, and in boats so frail and unseav;orthy as

to require constant biding to keep them afloat.

" It was at this crisis in our fortunes that we saw a

largo seal floating, as is the custom of these animals,

on a small patch of ice, and seemingly asleep. It was

so large that I at first mistook it for a walrus. Signal

was made for the Hope to follow astern ; and, trembling

with anxiety, we prepared to crawl down upon him.

Petersen, with his large English rifle, was stationed in

the bow, and stockings were drawn over the oars, as

mufflers. As we neared the animal, our excitement

became so intense that the men could hardly keep

stroke. I had a set of signals for such occasions, which
spared us the noise of the voice ; and when about 300
yards off, the oars were taken in, and we moved on in

deep silence, with a single scull astern.

"He was not asleep, for he reared his head when we
were almost within rifle-shot ; and to this day I can re-

member the hard, careworn, almost despairing ex-

pression of the men's thin faces, as they saw him move.

Their lives depended on his capture. I depressed my
hand nervously, as a signal for Petersen to fire. ]\Iac-

gary hung upon his oar ; and the boat, slowly and
noiselessly moving ahead, seemed to me within certain

range. Looking at Petersen, I saw that the poor fellow

was paralysed by his anxiety, and trying vainly to

obtain a rest for his gun against the cut-water of tbe

boat. The seal rose on his fore-flippers, gazed at us for

a moment with frightened curiosity, and coiled himself

for a plunge. At that instant, simultaneously with the

crack of our rifle, he relaxed his long length on the ice,

and, at the very brink of the water, his head fell help-

less to one side. I would have ordered another shot,

but no discipline could have controlled the men. With
a wild yell, each vociferating according to his own im-
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pulse, they urged both boats upon the floes. A crowd

of hands seized the seal, and bore him up to safer ice.

The men seemed half crazy. I had not realised how
much we were reduced by absolute famine. They ran

over the floe, crving and laughing, and brandishing

their knives. It was not five minutes before every man
\vas sucking his bloody fingers, or chewing long strips

Df raw blubber. That night, on the large halting floe,

—to which, in contempt of the dangers of drifting, we,

happy men ! had hauled out boats,—two entire planks

of the Red Eric were devoted to a grand cooking fire,

and we enjoyed a rare and savage feast.

*' This waE our last experience of the disagreeable

effects of hunger. In the words of George Stephenson,
* The charm was broken, and the dogs were safe.' The
dogs I have said little about, for none of us liked to

think of them. Tw^o poor creatures had been taken

with us as last resources against starvation. Once I

had been on the point of killing them, but they had
been the leaders of our winter team, and w^e could not

bear the sacrifice" (II. 286).

At length, on the 3rd of August, the wayworn tra-

vellers approaclied the land, to the south of Cape
Shackleton. They sought for a coye among the hills,

where they hauled their battered boats, high and dry

upon the rocks ; and after exchanging congratulations

mingled with thankfulness, they lay down to rest, with

hearts full of their deliverance. Three days more
coasting along the still-water channels which run
among the islands of this archipelago like a labyrinth,

brought them to Uppernavik. A little way from this

Danish settlement they met the oil-boat belonging to

it, and learnt from its crew, through the medium of

Petersen, their first news of the great civilised world.

They thought it must be a blunder to be told that

England and France were leagued with the Mussulman
against the Greek church. " Sebastopol ain't taken

yet !
" Where and what Sebastopol was, they had yet
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to learn. But they understood only too well all that

was meant when they were told that traces of Sir John
Franldin's dead party had hecn found nearly 1000'

miles to the south of their own late scene of search.

At their last sleeping halt, they made the best toilet

they could, with their ragged furs and woollens, pre-

paratory to their return to ci^-ilisation. As they entered

the harbour of Upperuavik, the workmen's bell wa&
ringing for six o'clock. They were nearing the end of

their trials. Could it be a dream ? For eighty-four

days, since they left the Advance, they had been living

in the open air ; their habits had grown rough and
weather-worn. To remain within the walls of a house
gave them a distressing sense of suffocation. A warm
welcome awaited them from the Danish settlers ; and
as they sat the first evening, drinking coffee at the

threshold of several hospitable houses, a hymn of

welcome, sung by many voices, greeted their marvellous

deliverance.

Here they learnt that two American vessels, the

steamer Arctic, and the barque Release, had passed

up Baffin's Bay towards the latter end of July, under
the command of Captain Hartstene, in search of the

Advance and her crew. The American public had
manifested so much anxious sympathy for the fate of

their gallant countrymen when a second winter had
arrived without tidings of them, that government had
despatched Captain Hartstene in May, with directions

to search for them in Smith's Sound. Dr. Kane's

brother John accompanied this expedition.

In addition to the inteUigence of Dr. Rae's dis-

ooveries in regfti'd to Franklin's party, Kane now
heard, with keen regret, of the death of his " gallant

friend and comrade," Bellot, who had perished on his

second expediiioti in search of Frriiiklin. *' We knew
each other," he says, " by many common sympathies :

I had divided with ham the hazards of mutual rescue

among the ice fields; and his last letter to me,jutt
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before I left New Yok, promised me the ho[,e that we
"Tfcr? H meet j^.Lain in Baffin's Bay, and that he would
um«-ji^z:.d.l. 10 our partj as a voluutccr. The Frcncli

service never lost a more chivalrous spint."

It was now arranged that Kane and his party shonld

take their passage in the Danish vessel, ]\Iariafinc, her
commander engaging to land them in the Shetland

Islands. The month which they spent at Uppernavik,
"waiting for his sailing, and gradually accustoming

themselves to the habits of civilised life, was found to

prostrate them more than the previous three months
of constant exposure and effort. September 6th they

weighed anchor, carrying with them their boat, the

Faith, as a valuable relic, the only memorial of the

Advance remaining to them, except the furs on their

backs, and the documents which recorded their labours

and their trials. The Marianne touched at Disco, and
delayed her departure to the latest moment, in hopes

of receiving the latest news of the American expedition

of relief.

" We were on the eve of setting out," says Kane,
** when the look-out man at the hill-top announced a
steamer in the distance. It drew near, with a barque

in tow, and we soon recognised the stars and stripes of

our own country. The Faith was lowered for the last

time into the water, and the little flag, which had floated

so near the poles of both hemispheres, opened once more
to the breeze. With Brooks at the tiller, and Mr. Olrik

(of Disco) at my side, followed by all the boats of the

settlement, we went out to meet them. Not even after

the death of the seal, did our men lay-to their oars more
heartily. We neared the squadron, and the gallant men
that had come out to seek us. We could see the scars

which their own ice battles had impressed on the vessels

;

we knew the gold lace of the officers' cap-bands ; and dis-

cerned the groups who, glass in hand, were regarding us.

" Presently we were alongside. An officer, whom I

shall ever remember as a cherished friend—Captain
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Hartstene—hailed a little maw in a ragged flannel

shirt :
* Is that Dr. Kane ?' And with the * Yes ' .viiich

followed, the riggiufr was manned by our countrymen,
and cheers welcomed us back to Ihe social world of love

wh'ch they represented" (11. f^07).

Captain Hartstcne had penetrated into the Sound
t^Rrlv tz far as Cape Hatherton, when he observed a

small heap of stones. On examining it, traces of Kane
were discovered, belonging to the period of his first

entering the Sound, in 1853. The state of the drifting

ice compelled the Arctic and her consort to return.

A few miles to the north of Cape Alexander, the expe-

dition was hailed by a party of Esquimaux, who con-

ducted Captain Hartstene and Dr. John Kane to the

bay whence the adventurers they were in search of had
sailed in June. Here they found abundant traces of

the party, and were able to gather, from the most intel-

ligent among the Esquimaux, a sufficiently distinct

account of the movements of " Docto Kayens " and his

comrades, to determine their own course towards the

south.

A characteristic anecdote is told of Kane when he
and his party first heard of this relief expedition. His
*' iron man," Macgary, depressed by his voyage of 1300
miles in an open boat, exclaimed, " There, now ! we
have had all our work for nothing ! " "What!" said

Kane, turning sharply on him, " are you sorry that we
owe onr deliverance to our own exertions?" That
Captain Hartstene is a man of a kindred spirit, is

shewn by a sentence in the despatch which he wrote to

the Secretary of the United States Navy from Disco, on
his way north :

" To avoid further risk of human life

in a search so extremely hazardous, I would suggest

the impropriety of making any efforts to relieve us if

we should not return, feeling confident that we shall b'^

able to accomplish all that is necessary for our own
release, in the most extraordinary circumstances

"

(11. 3251
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Our traveller and his party entered the port of New
York October 11th, 1855, after an absence of nearly

two years and a-half. The following eleven months
were chiefly devoted to the preparation of a narrative of

his expedition, illustrated by several hundred sketches

made with his own hand on the spot. October 10th,

1856, he sailed for England, *' as a sort of la«t re-

source," as he expressed himself to a friend, " to catch

my lost blessing ; " adding, " the book, poor as it is,

has been my coffin." He was accompanied by the

faithful Morton, his companion in both of his Arctic

voyages. Arrived in England, he was warmly received

by the few friends of geographical science who happened
to be in London so late in the year as the month of

November. The Royal Geographical Society, through
its president. Sir R. Murchison, offered him their gold

medal, and an honorary membership. He received,

also, the Queen's medal for Arctic exploration. Sir

R. Murchison perceived at the time " that the hand of

death was already upon him, and that his eagle eye

beamed forth from a wasted and all but expiring body."

The w^armer climate of Cuba was selected for him, and
he left England in November for St. Thomas. On the

Toyage between St. Thomas and Havana, he was seized

with paralysis, but partially recovered before landing,

December 25th. One of his brothers was w^aiting to

receive him ; another and his mother joined them three

weeks later.

The only wish of the dying man was to get home.
Although just able to stand, or totter to a chair, he per-

suaded his companions to permit the effort to be made

;

but another attack of paralysis cut short every remain-

ing hope. His last gratification was to hear his mother
reading selected portions of Scripture to him. When
he passed away at last, it was so gently, that the read-

ing went on for some minutes after the other watoliers

bad perceived that all was over (February 10th, 1857).

The remains of our traveller were conveyed by sea to
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New Orleans ; thence up the Mississippi and the Ohio,

by Louisville, to Cincinnati, and onwards overland, by-

Columbus and Baltimore, to his native Philadelphia.

The progress of the funeral train partook of the nature

of a triumph. At its last stage his coffin was followed

by the companions of his last Arctic voyage. His
appropriate monument is the channel on which the

hydrographers of the Old and of the New World have
agreed to inscribe the name of Kane's Sea, leading

from Smith's Straits northwards, into the open Polar

basin. He surveyed nearly a thousand miles of its

coast, in journeys amounting to double the distance.

From the same inaccessible region he gleaned much
that was new, to enrich our knowledge of naiural history,

of magnetic science, and of physical geography in

general.

Kane was once asked by a guest at his father's table,

to name the most awful thing that had ever occurred to

him. He replied, promptly p.nd seriously, ** The silence

of the Arctic nipht."
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are mutually converted ; a pathetic account of " Miss Martha's Bag '

; "The
Story of Pdre Perreault," a Paris rag-picker ; and the struggles of P^re Coic,
a village artist.



8 NOVELS AND STORIES,

Straweutter's Daughter, and the Portrait in My
Uncle's Dining Room, The. Two Stories, Trans-
lated by Lady Georgiana Fullerton. New and Cheaper
Edition. Cr. 8vo, cloth, gilt extra, 2/6.

" In the Way." By J. H. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2/6
" A tale of Protestant conversions to Roman Catholicism, by a skilful and

thoughtful writer. ... Its theology is touched off with a fine and delicate
hand, showing a rare mastery of the subject"

—

Spectator,

Mrs. MaPkham'S Nieces.. By Frances I. Kershaw. Cr. 8vo,
cloth, extra gilt, 2/6

"The Author shows her accustomed art and skill, whilst her fascinatrng
style rivets the reader's attention from beginning to end, making him res^ret

that the story terminates so soon."

—

Indo-European Correspondmce.

Pilate's Wife. A Tale of the Time of Christ. By Richard
T. Haywarden. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2/6

" The pathos and terror of many of the scenes depicted is restrained and
effective ; above all, the whole treatment is reverent and in the best of taste."— Tablet.

Home Again. The Life Story of Raoul de Berignan. By
Mrs. Corballis. Cr. Svo, cloth, gilt, 2/6

" This narrative bears the stamp of truth ; there is no doubt that the
characters depicted are real personages ; and that the events recorded belong
to history rather than to fiction. This fact gives additional value to a
thoroughly interesting and agreeable story."

—

Month.

Thomas Rileton. His Family and Friends. By Mrs.
Parsons. Cheaper Edition, Cr. Svo, fancy cloth, 2/6

A bright and simple controversial story, with a motive and a moral.

" The reading of the book does one good."— Weekly Register.

JUj Zouave. By Mrs. Bartle Teeling. Fcap. Svo, cloth,

gilt, 2/-

A story of the Yellow and White Flag, and the Old Grey Uniform.

Two Little Pilgrims. A Story for Children. By M. M.
Cloth, gilt, extra, 2/-

" We should like every boy and girl to read this beautiful story, which is

told with so much devotion and pathos."

—

Irish Rosary.

Dorothy Close. By Mary T. Robertson. Cr. i2mo, cloth,

gilt, 1/6

"A pleasant little story, and well told. Though a convent tale it is not
oppressively goody-goody, and the moral, if plain, is not dragged into undue
pro«iinence. Altogether it is such a story as one may safely give to a young
girl, sure that it will interest and please."

—

Monitor.

*' Little Nell." A Sketch. By Frances Noble. Cloth, 1/-

" Exceedingly readable, and the writer's manner of telling a story is very
jeal and graphic."

—

Catholic News.



THE GRANVILLE POPULAR LIBRARY. 9

THE GRANVILLE POPULAR LIBRARY of Entertaining- and
Amusing- Books. Handsomely bound in cloth, extra
g-ilt, and suitable for Prizes.

One Hundred Books selected from this Library, to the
value of £8, viz., 42 books at i/-, 24 at 1/6, 16 at 2/-,

8 at 2/6, and 10 at 3/- each, will be sent, carriag-e paid,
to any part of the United Kingdom, on receipt of £5 5s.
net cash.

1/- each.

Anecdotes, Book of Three Hundred.
Arctic Voyag-es and Discoveries.
Bandits, Tales of.

Blind Rosa.
Callista (net).

Cardinal d'Amboise ; or, The Story of

a Bell.

Catholic Legends and Traditions.
Christian Heroism.
Conscript, The. By Conscience.
Count Hugo. ,,

Conversion of Ratisbonne.
Daring and Peril, Tales of.

Elizabeth of Hungary, Life of St.
Fabiola (net).

Festivals, Tales for the (net)

French Revolution, Tales of the.

James Chapman.
Joe Baker.
Land and Sea, Tales of.

Little Nell. By Frances Noble.
Little Snowdrop.
Lucy Ward.
Madeleine, the Rosi^re.
Maggie's Rosary.
Manor of Mount Cruel. [Lives.
Margaret of Scotland, St, and other
Monks of Lerins.
Naval and Military Life, Tales of.

Poor Gentleman, The.
Ricketicketack.
Rich and Poor.
Robert May.
Saints of the Working Classes.
Sufferings for the Faith.
Tales for the Young (net). By

Miss Caddell.
The Poor Man's Child.
Vessels of the Sanctuary.
Waynflete, William of.

Wykehain, William of.

Winefride Jones.

1/6 each.
Adventures at Sea.
Afternoons with Mrs. Maitland.
Amusements of Travel.

1/6 each (contd.)
Andersen's Popular Tales.
Catholic Artists, Tales of.

Celebrated Men, Tales of.

Celebrated Women, Tales of.

Clare Maitland.
Emma's Cross, and other Tales.
Enterprise and Peril, Tales of.

Faith and Loyalty, Tales of.

France, Tales of.

George Morton.
Heysham. By Mgr, Gradwell.
Historical Tales and Legends.
Joys and Sorrows of Human Life.
Kate Kavanagh.
Kings and Queens, Tales of.

Life of Margaret Clitherow. By
L. S. Oliver.

Life of Sir Thomas More.
Lives of St. Francis and St. Clare.
Memories of the Crimea.
Miser, The. By Conscience.
Parables and Stories of Pere Bona-
Robinson Crusoe. [venture.
Scenes and Incidents at Sea.
Tales and Traditions.

2/- each.
Anecdotes and Incidents.
Children of Mary, Lives of the.

Crusades, Tales of the.

Duty and Affection, Tales of.

Fireside Stories.
Hauff's Tales of Wonder.
Heroines of Charity.
Home Circle, Tales for the.

Life of St. Ignatius of Loyola.
Life of St. Frances of Rome.
Life of St. Francis Xavier.
Lost, and other Tales.
Monks of Lerins, and other Legends.
Pious Youth, Lives of.

Remarkable Men, Tales of.

Sainted Oueens, Lives of.

Tales of Bandits, Daring, and Peril.

Tales of Humour. [Parsons.
Twelve Stories for Children. By Mrs.



lo GRANVILLE POPULAR LIBRARY {contd.)

2/6 each.

Angrels' Visits. By Charlotte M.
Breton Leg-ends. [Brame.
Demon of Gold, The. By Conscience.
Ethel's Book, or Tales of the Angels.

By Rev. F. W. Faber, D.D.
Fifth of November, The.
Flanders, Tales of. By Conscience.
Historical Tales, Legends, and Tra-

ditions.

Home Again. By Mrs. Corballis.
Jules Gerard, the Lion-killer.
Laurentia. By Lady G. Fullerton.
LitUe Merry Face. By Clara Mul-
Mrs. Markham's Nieces. [holland.
Seven Stories. By Lady G. Fullerton.
Surprising Adventures of Jean Paul

Choppart.
Tales of the Early Church.
Tales of Land and Sea, and Tales of

Naval and Military Life.

The Cross in Japan. By Miss Caddell.
The King's Mother. By Lady M.

Domvile.
The Strawcutter's Daughter. By Lady

G. Fullerton. [ran.

The Young Philistine. By Alice Cork-
Thekla. By Lady Herbert.
Thomas Rileton. By Mrs. Parsons.
Twelve Tales for the Young : First

and Second Series. By Mrs. Par-
Witch of Melton Hill. [sons.

3/-
Alice Sberwin.
Bruno and Lucy.

each.

3/- each (contd).

Curse of the Village, The. By 'Con-
Diary of a Sister of Mercy, [science.

Ecclesiastical Antiquities of London.
Knights of St. John, The. By A. T.

Drane.
Life and Spirit of St. Francis de Sales,
Lion of Flanders, The. By Con-

science.

Miser, and other Stories. By Con-
Persecutions of Annam. [science.

Pictures of Christian Heroism.
Romantic Tales of Great Men.
Story of the War in La Vendue.
Tales of Celebrated and Remarkable

Men.
The Thousand and One Days' Enter-

tainment.
Veva : or, The War of the Peasants.

3/6 each.

Callista. By Cardinal Newman.
Fabiola. By Cardinal Wiseman.
Friend Sorrow. By Mrs. Austin.
Geraldine : A Tale of Conscience
Gladly, Most Gladly, and Other Tales.
Grantley Manor. By Lady G, Ful-

lerton.

In the Days of Good Queen Bess.
Wrecked and Saved. By Mrs. Par-

sons.
The Three Chancellors. By Miss

Drane.
The Betrothed. By ManzonL
Tj'borne, and Who went Thither.

DRAMAS AND PLAYS-
The Wisdom of Foolishness. Being- an adaptation of the

"Diary of Marg-aret Roper." A Drama in Four Acts.

By Mona Mora. With a Foreword by the Rev. Herbert
Thurston, S.J. Illustrated Wrapper, i/-

Stars without Stripes. Being- a Grand Review of the
Planetary System held by its Sovereign the Sun. A Play
devised for the Amusement of Pupils, and for their pain-

less Instruction in Astronomy. With a Foreword by
Agnes Mary Gierke, (Hon. Member of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society). Wrapper, 6d. net. (postagfe rd.)

"This celestial masque is a delig-htful piece of work which manages to

convey the latest speculations of the most advanced science in words a
schoolboy can understand."

—

Tablet.

Bernadette of Loupdes: a Mystery. Translated from
the French of E. Pouvillon. By Henry O'Shea. i/- net
(postage 3d.)



DRAMAS AND PLAYS- ii

Campion. A Tragedy in a Prolog-ue and Four Acts. By-

Rev. G. Long-haye, S.J. Translated into English blank
verse by Rev. J. G. Morgan, 2/-

Comedy of Convoeation on Mount Parnassus.
Wrapper, 6d.

Everyman. An Old Morality Play. Arranged for stage
performance by Percy Fitzgerald, i/- net (postage 2d.)

Festival of Corpus Christi. A Floral Drama. Composed
by a Sister of Mercy. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 6d.

Fun and Frolic. Fourteen New Plays and Sayn^tes for

School Entertainments. By F. I. Kershaw. Stiff

wrapper, 2/-

St. Francis in the World. A Drama in Three Acts.
Adapted from the French. By the Rev. A. Dekkers.
Wrapper, i/- net (postage id.)

Short Easter Mystery Play. "Company of the Holy
Women Companions of Jesus." With Chorus and Music.
By Rev. H. Formby. Wrapper, i/-

The Five Maries. By Mary T. Robertson. Wrapper, i/-

"This will be found very useful as a play for g^irls in convents and other
Catholic schools, The dramatis persons are the Maids of Honour of Mary
Queen of Scots, and the scenes and dialogues are bright and attractive,"

—

Catholic Times.

Youthful Martyrs of Rome, The. A Christian Drama,
adapted from " Fabiola." By Very Rev. F. Oakley,
M.A. New and Cheaper Edition. Wrapper, i/- net.

Welcome Bondage. A Drama for Boys, 3d. net
(postage id.)

Wiseman (H. E. Cardinal) "The Hidden Gem." In Two
Acts. With Music for Chorus, Songs^ etc., 2/-

BIOGRAPHY.
(See also the *' Granville Popular Library,'^ pp. 9 and 10.)

The Chronicle of Jocelin. With Introduction, Notes and
Index by Sir Ernest Clarke, F.S.A., and a Foreword by
the Rev. Dr. William Barry. 2/6 net. (postage 3d.)

Life of Blessed Thomas More. By his Son-in-law,
William Roper. With a Foreword by Mr. Justice Walton.
1/6 net. (postage 2d.)



12 BIOGRAPHY.

Blessed Margaret Mary Alaeoque. Her Life, her Mission,
and her Golden Saying^s. Tog-ether with the decree of
her Beatification. By the Rev. Charles B. Garside,
M.A. New Edition. Cloth, i/-

From Hearth to Cloister; Being a Narrative of Sir John
and Lady Warner's so-much-wondered-at Resolutions to

leave the Ang^lican Church and to enter the Religious Life.

By Frances Jackson. Cr. 8vo, quarter leather, 5/-

Life of the Ven. Gabriel of Our Lady of Sorrows, (Ven.
Gabriel Possenti of the Congregation of the Passion). By
the Rev. Nicholas Ward, C.P. With an Introduction
by Cardinal Gibbons. Illustrated, 2/6

Recollections of Four Popes (Pius Vll.—Leo XII.—
Pius VIII.—Gregory XVI.), and of Rome in their Times.
By Cardinal Wiseman. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3/6

Memorials of Cardinal Manning. New Edition. Demy
8vo, cloth, 2/6

England's Cardinals. By Dudley Baxter, B.A. Cr. 8vo,
with Illustrations, 2/6

" Mr. Dudley Baxter has put into readable form a great deal of information
concerning: the lives of Englishmen who have been members of the Sacred
College."

—

Yorkshire Post,

The Mirror of Perfection. Being a Record of St. Francis
of Assisi, ascribed to his Companion, Brother Leo of

Assisi. Translated by Constance, Countess De La Warr.
With an Introduction by Father Cuthbert, O.S.F.C. New
Popular Edition. Cr. 8vo, brown wrapper, i/- net (postage
2d.) Also the Edition de Luxe. Handsomely bound in

buckram, bevelled boards, extra gilt, 5/-

The Little Flower of Jesus. An Autobiography. By
Sister Therese of the Child Jesus and the Holy Face ; a
Carmelite Nun. Translated from the French by Michael
Henry Dziewicki. New Popular Edition. Illustrated, 2/6
net (postage 4d.)

" One of the most delightful spiritual works it has been our pleasure to
read. It is the life of a young Carmelite, written by herself at the request ot

her Mother Prioress, and recounts in a candid, modest, and simple way the
erents in the career of a truly saintly soul."

—

Catholic World.

Life of St. Cuthbert. By the Rt. Rev. Mgr. Edward
Consitt. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2/6

Jeanne Antide Thouret (a Short Life of the Venerable
Mother), Foundress of the Sisters of Charity (1765-1826)
Adapted (with Additions) from the Italian by Blanche
Partridge Anderdon {Whyte Avis). 1/6 net (postage 2d.)



BIOGRAPHY. 13

The King's Mother. Memoir of Marg-aret Beaufort,
Countess of Richmond and Derby, and Mother of
Henry VII. By Lady Marg-aret Domvile. Cr. 8vo, cloth,
gilt, with portrait, 2/6.

The Life of OUP Lord. Written for Little Ones. By
Mother M. Salome, of the Bar Convent, York. With
Frontispiece, cloth g-ilt, 3/6

"A gentle, reverential life of our Lord."

—

Guardian.

People's Edition of the Lives of the Saints. By the
Rev. Alban Butler. Twelve Pocket Volumes, each volume
containing- the Saints of the Month, and an additional
volume containing- a complete General Index. Superfine
paper, neat cloth binding, g-ilt lettered, 1/6 each. The
complete set of 13 volumes, in handsome cloth case to

match, £\.

Miniature Lives of the Saints. Edited by Very Rev. H.
S. Bowden. Two vols. Cloth, gilt, 4/- ; also in separate
monthly packets, each 4d. ; or, the complete set of
packets for the year, 3/6

Miniature Life of Mary. Compiled by Very Rev. H. S.

Bowden. Limp cloth, 6d. ; cloth extra, with steel

plate, i/-

St. Dominie, Life of. With a Sketch of the Dominican
Order. A full Life of the Saint, compiled for popular
reading- by Miss Drane. Cloth, 3/-

Cure d'ArS, Life of the Blessed. Prefaced by Cardinal
Manning-. Popular Edition. Wrapper, i/- net. F'cap.
8vo, cloth extra, with Portrait, 2/6

His Eminence says :
" Souls are to be won to God, as God created and

redeemed them—by love and compassion ; and it was this which shone forth
with a surpassing- splendour in all the life ot this great servant of Jesus, and
concealed even the wonderful gifts of discernment and supernatural power
with which he was endowed.'

Don BOSCO, Founder of the Salesian Society, Life of.

Translated from the French of J. M. Villefranche, by Lady
Martin. New Popular Edition. Cr. 8vo, 302 pp. wrapper.
i/- net (postag-e 3d.) Cloth extra, 2/6

St. Philip Neri. By Mrs. Hope. Cloth, i/- net (postagfe 3d).

St Thomas of Canterbury. By Mrs. Hope. Cloth, 2/-

St. Vincent de Paul, Popular Life of. Cloth, i/.
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Franeisean Martyrs in England. By Mrs. Hope. Cloth,-

i/6

Margaret Clitherow. A Martyr of Old York. Being a
Narrative of her Life and Suffering's. By J. B. Milburn.
With 13 Illustrations. Boards, i/- net (postage 2d.)

Jeanne de la Noue, Foundress of the Sisters of St. Anne
of the Providence, at Saumur, Life of. A Marvellous
History. By Miss Taylor. Cheaper Edition. Cr. 8vo,

cloth, with Portrait, 2/-

St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland, Life of. By Rev. W. B.
Morris. Fifth and Revised Edition. Cr. 8vo, green
cloth, 5/-

"The standard biography of Ireland's Apostle. For clear statement of
facts and calm, judicious discussion of controverted points, it surpasses any
work we know."

—

American Catholic Quarterly.

SIXPENNY PRAYER BOOK SERIES.

Any of the folloiving, strongly hound in clothy price Sixpence

each net {postage 2d. extra.)

Manual of Prayers, with Epistles and Gospels. 369 pages.

Garden of the Soul. Complete Edition, net.

Do. Small Edition, with Epistles and Gospels.

Key of Heaven, net.

Catholic Piety, net.

Missal for the Laity, net.

Children's Pictorial Mass
Book (Abridged).

Child's Guide to Devotion.

New Testament, net.

Imitation of Christ, net.

Spiritual Combat, net.

Daily Exercise.

Texts for Children.

Prayers for Mass.

Instructions for Con-
fession.

The Young Child's Mass Book. By the Hon. Mrs.
Kavanag^h. Popular Edition, cloth, 6d. Revised Edition,
re-set in new and larg^e type, and with 16 specially
designed and coloured illustrations, cloth, g-ilt, g-ilt edges,
1/- ; lambskin, limp, gilt edges, 2/6



MISCELLANEOUS WORKS- 15

The Household of Sir Thomas More. By Anne Manning.
1/6 net (postag-e 2d.)

The Cross in Japan. A History of the Missions of St.

Francis Xavier and the Early Jesuits. By Cecilia Mary
Caddell. A New Edition with Preface and Supplementary
Chapter by the Bishop of Salford. F'cap. 8vo, fancy
cloth, 2/6

Welcome. Holy Communion before and after. By Mother
Mary Loyola. Edited by Father Thurston, S.J. With
Frontispiece, small cr. 8vo, cloth, 3/6 net (postage 4d.) ;

Prayer-book size edition, leather, round corners, g-ilt

edges, 5/- net.

The Grounds of Hope. By the Very Rev. W. J. B.
Richards, D.D. Cloth, gilt, i/-

" A charming little volume which many timorous souls will find of incalculable
value as a source of spiritual confidence and courage."

—

Catholic Times.

Health and Holiness. A Study of the Relations between
Brother Ass, the Body, and his Rider, the Soul. By
Francis Thompson. With a Preface by the Rev. George
Tyrrell, S.J. Very prettily printed and bound in cloth.

2/- net (post free). In paper covers, i/- net.

The Science of Life. By Mrs. Craigie (John Oliver
Hohbes). Very prettily printed and bound in cloth, 2/- net
(postage I id.) In paper covers, i/- net (postage id.)

Limbo Fancies. By Sibyl Heeley. Illustrated wrapper,
with design by Sir Philip Burne-Jones. i/- net
(postage id.)

In Paths of Peace. A Series of Little Papers on Great
Subjects. By Lily E. F. Barry. With Illustrations by
A. G. Racey. Large cr. 8vo, cloth, 3/6.

PaiStime Papers. By Henry Edward Cardinal Manning.
New Edition. With an Introduction by Wilfrid Meynell.
Paper cover, i/- net. Cloth, 2/6 net (postage 3d.)

Contents:—Honour—Consistency—Pride—Vanity—Popularity—Selfishness
—Gossip—The Fourth Estate—About Critics—Courage—The Daemon of
Socrates.

The Golden Stair: A Chronicle of Havenhurst. By Rev.
David Bearne, S.J. Illustrated with Original Drawings
by T. Baines. Cr. 8vo, 3/6

Outline Conferences for Children of Mary. Translated
from the German of Father Dahlmann ; with a Preface by
Madame Cecilia (of St. Andrew's Convent, Streatham), 2/6.



i6 MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.

Gems of Catholic Thought : Sayings of Eminent Catholic
Authors. By Anna T. Sadlier. is. net (postage 2d.).

Memories of the Crimea. By Sister Mary Aloysius.
With Preface by Very Rev. J. Fahey, D.D., V.G. New
and Cheaper Edition, 1/6

Home Truths for Mary's Children. By Madame Cecilia,

of St. Andrews Convent, Streatham. Revised and
Enlarged Edition. Cr. 8vo, cloth, gilt, 3/6

" A treasury ofjudicious counsel and comfort for all girls and women who
wish to lead Christian lives in the world."

—

Tablet.

More Home Truths. By Madame Cecilia. Cr. 8vo, cloth,

griit, 3/6
" An eminently practical book which we should like to see In the hands ot

every grirl. The book is a really valuable addition to Catholic spiritual

literature."

—

Catholic Book Notes.

The Catholic Girl in the World. First Series. By
Blanche Partridge Anderdon ( Whyte Avis). With a
Preface by the Rev. R. F. Clarke, S.J. Cr. 8vo, cloth,

gilt, 3/6
Contents :—Introduction—Home Life—Self Culture—Accomplishments-

Domestic Economy—Works of Charity—Friendship—Some Feminine Fail-

tag's, &c., &c.

The Catholic Girl in the World. Second Series. By
Blanche Partridge Anderdon. With a Preface by Dom
Gifbert Higgins, C.R.L. Cr. Svo, cloth, gilt, 3/6

Containing Chapters on :—The Strong Woman—The Woman of Culture

—

The Woman of Influence—On the Choice of a Profession, &c., &c,

Christian Virgin in her Family and in the World, The.
Her Virtues and her Mission at the Present Time. 2/6 net
(postage 4d.

)

London Oratory, Guide to the. Edited by the Very Rev.
H. S. Bowden. Thirty Illustrations, including full-page

cuts of the principal Altars and Chapels, with explanations,

etc. Cr. 8vo, stiff boards, i/-. Or without the full-page

Illustrations, wrapper, 6d. (postage 2d.)

Westminster Cathedral, Guide to the. A Brief Survey
of its History from 1865 to date. With Illustrations.

6d. net (postage 2d.)

BURNS & GATES, Ltd.,

28, ORCHARD STREET LONDON, W.
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